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Editor’s Note

It is undeniable that the humanity aspect is much more challenging than before. Despite
its complexity, it is so pertinent to manage humanities in a way that supports human being’s
necessity. It is here that the field of management and communication has become so essential in
the endless web world today.
So that is what IJCoMaH journal attempts to feature and capture, which is to highlight
issues related to humanity that are empirically studied. The nine articles featured in the first
edition of IJCoMaH for 2021 feature various critical issues in today’s society, in terms of daily life
such as managerial issues, economic issues and communication issues with the background of
several major countries namely Malaysia and Indonesia. This time around, we can see more
papers from Malaysian authors to share their empirical findings than the previous IJCoMaH
edition. Indeed, we encourage papers from Southeast Asian scholars to share their thoughts and
findings in our editions.
Among the interesting studies presented are studies ranging from travel sharing
experience to customer purchase intention for modest fashion wear to mental health awareness
on K-drama. Other studies are also no less interesting that opened our eyes to the need to continue
researching the complexity in the field of humanities so that human problems and challenges can
be solved based on empirical studies. Suggesting solutions is much more difficult now and this is
where the importance of academic research comes into being.

Dr. Siti Suriani Othman
Chief Editor
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ABSTRACT
Purpose of the Study: The purpose of this study is to describe the audience's experience in the process of adapting social
learning after watching the drama series "It's Okay to Not Be Okay.
Methodology: To test the social learning process, qualitative research whereby interviews were used and five interviewees
were recruited in this research.
Main Findings: Social learning has served as a guideline to deal with a wide range of behavioural changes where people
observe, imitate, and apply daily life. The Korean wave's presence influences the assumption of Korean drama in Malaysia,
and the drama "It's Okay Not to Be Okay" highlighted the mental issues, which is the biggest concern in this research. The
results showed that people tend to change their behaviour and attitude toward society, especially people who suffer from
mental disorders. This study's outcome can deliver information to the public, particularly to the younger generations, to lead
to a new perception regarding mental health and get to know society's realistic portrayal.
Novelty of the Study: The finding outcomes existed as generous to contribute to the result of the research whereby it only
touches all parts of theory in general. However, considering the focus on lesser theory or only one could help the future
researcher explore more in-depth finding that can contribute more significant messages to the media and communication
field.
Keywords: adaptation, social learning, young audiences, social behaviour, media and communication.

INTRODUCTION
Social learning is not particularly new, but it has been applied for countless years in mass communication. This theory
focuses on individual interaction within a group and observing others by imitating the role model (Bandura, 1977). Scholars
generate two definitions to express social learning. According to Fernandez-Gimenez et al. (2008), social learning is a
deliberate process of self-reflection via dialogue and interaction between different participants in a group setting by sharing
biophysical and sociocultural contexts. At the same time, Pahl-Wostl et al. (2008) conceptualise that social learning is the
process of combining and understanding the relationship between the roles of others to develop new relational capacities.
Both arguments indicated that social learning could occur despite its existence in any form of context and to make changes
in behaviour in understanding the behaviour with the participation of others. However, social learning can happen through
the communication and interaction process with others, or it could also occur when working together with others to know
the role or capabilities.
Apart from that, social learning theory has been widely discussed among a few researchers. For instance, Nabavi (2012)
has identified social learning theory as one of the most influential theories to explore learning development. It implies that
social learning theory is how behaviour is learned through observing, modelling, and imitating. Corresponding to Fox et al.
(2011), the habits of stalking happened when the individual learns through the interaction with a peer by imitating, modifying,
and reinforcing. The result also further discussed that the individual would practice stalking through peer learning, leading
to victimisation. In general, peer interaction poses a high possibility of contributing significantly to the individual's behaviour.
Indeed, it becomes ordinary when an individual who stayed in a collaborative group somehow reflects the same actions.
Social learning is shared and exists everywhere in society. According to Rendell et al. (2010), social learning by observation
or interaction with others is shared in nature, fundamental to humanity's significant success. The term "Hallyu" refers to the
Korean wave phenomenon, which has flooded many Asian countries, including Malaysia (Farrar, 2010). As of 2019, 458%
of respondents think South Korean dramas are quite popular in Malaysia (Waldeck, 2020). Therefore, many Malaysians
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widely accepted K-drama, resulting in high demand for K-drama consumption (Mazdan & Lau, 2018). In the meanwhile, a
report showed that the increasing number of mental disorders is up to 4.2 million Malaysians over 16 years old, and it
indicated that there are 30% of increase since the year 2006 due to the lack of awareness on mental illness severity level
in Malaysia (Ministry of Health, 2015). In June 2020, a South Korean romantic drama series, "It's Okay To Not Be Okay"
(IOTNBO), premiered on Netflix and the distinguishing part of the drama is the way the stories deal with trauma and autism
(Lee, 2020). Hence, K-drama's presence seems not intuitive but was exposed to the audience through various means of
communication, such as social learning and cultivation theory, to reach a consensus with its emotional experience.
This research aims to develop an overarching framework to describe the audience experience in social learning adaptation
after watching the drama series "It's Okay to Not Be Okay". Additionally, the research aims at finding the solution for this
challenging problem of how the audience connects to the social learning process after watching the drama series "It's Okay
to Not Be Okay". In this research, drama IOTNBO serves as the subject matter for the whole research. After the audience
watches the drama IOTNBO, they will undergo both cultivation and social learning process, followed by attitudes and
behavioural change. In this research, social learning is the core theory to guide the study. The audience is changing
behaviour and thoughts after watching the drama IOTNBO will eventually occur as social learning. It is conceptualised as
changing attitudes and behaviour is the result of the social learning process. The audience will start to observe and perceive
meaning in the drama IOTNBO first. The imitation process poses the attitude and behavioural change of the audience in
their daily practices.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Social Learning
In the past decades, social learning has been widely used in different industries, including education, business, clinical, et
cetera. It is because social learning provides the framework that people observe and imitate in daily life. According to
Bandura (1977), the vital element in the social learning process is observing and modelling behaviour, attitudes, and
emotional response towards others. In other words, social learning theory is essential as it serves as the guideline to deal
with a wide range of behavioural concerns and thus adapting to daily life. Like research done by O'Fallen and Butterfield
(2012), social learning theory is the process where people learn behaviours by observing and imitating others depends on
whether the behaviour is acceptable or unacceptable. Throughout social learning, people tend to notice the behaviour, pay
much attention to it, and lastly apply in his or her daily life.
Albert Bandura, the father of social learning theory, had conducted his famous experiment named the Bobo doll experiment
to further study behaviour (Nabavi, 2012). The result indicated that people would imitate the actions shown by the models
and indirectly shape their behaviour. However, social learning theory did acknowledge that observation will be influenced
by human thinking, affective and behaviour and direct experiences (Latham & Saari, 1979). Similarly, the direct experience
will filter out the behaviour based on past skills or experience to judge the observation. Corresponding to research conducted
by Shafer and Silverman (2013), social learning consists of the human capacity to self-directed toward their behaviour and
giving the cognitive responses toward their behaviour. Similarly, according to Martinez (2010), social learning theory
controls the behaviour of observing and imitating, but it indicates that learning does not happen based on first-hand
experiences. In other words, social learning needs to be conducted under the ability to develop new ideas on how the
behaviour can be performed differently compared with the action of the model.
According to Bethards (2014), social learning theory mainly focuses on the learning process within a social context and how
people learn others' behaviour. According to Nabavi (2012), Bandura used observational learning to explain the Bobo doll
experiment's phenomena, and this learning theory consists of four elements: attention, retention, behavioural production,
and motivation. For the first element, attention means that models' behaviour features attract the individual's attention.
According to Gibson (2004), people must find out the essential elements of that behaviour from the model to achieve
intention. In other words, behaviour can instil into people's mindsets when people pay attention to behaviour. Secondly,
retention was altering and restructuring the model's conveyed messages and made it for memory representation (Bandura,
1989). In other words, retention can be achieved when the individual can remember the specific behaviour with a deep
impression in their mind. Similarly supported by Artino (2007), the teachers use various learning strategies to help remember
the modelled behaviour. It is important because people must have the ability to recall back all the things when the analysis
is needed and make their judgment.
Continually, behavioural production is one of the conditions for behavioural learning. According to Gibson (2004), the
translation of observational learning into performance is what reciprocation means. It means that reciprocation can be done
when people transfer the observation result to their daily lives. However, according to Bandura (1977), the phrases that
need to process must include cognitive organisation, initiation, monitoring, and refinement. It indicated that motor
reproduction could be done by monitoring and getting feedback, and it will help process and reproduce specific behaviour.
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Finally, the elements also include motivation as the end of behavioural learning. According to Bandura (1977), the modelled
behaviour is readily accepted and adapted to their daily lives when motivated by extrinsic factors. In the exact words, the
behaviour is likely to be accepted if the positive outcome results when they practice their real-life behaviour. Corresponding
to the statement from Gibson (2004), reinforcement links a positive expectation, and people become willing to do because
reinforcement will be giving incentives or motives for them to translate the learning into behaviour.
In the second phase, imitation is carrying out. According to Bandura (1977), imitation is an essential step in successful
modelling because human beings can quickly replicate their behaviour. It means that people will quickly imitate, and it
becomes necessary in their mindset due to the rapid exposure of behaviour. Additionally, imitation happened when the
people involved in a particular behaviour either directly or indirectly on other's performance (Akers & Jennings, 2015). It
highlighted that particular behaviour is transported to the person when they get to know about the behaviour like a son will
imitate the behaviour of abuse shown by his father toward the people near him. However, the behaviour can be affected
when reinforcement and punishment come in (Bandura, 1977). It implies that people tend to change their behaviour if they
know that the punishment will be given when learning the negative behaviour. At the same time, they will learn more about
positive attitudes if they know that compliment will be given.

According to Macblain (2018), the Bobo doll experiment results showed that children imitated the fictional character from a
fairy tale and children's stories. Specifically, imitation of the children is transported from the character they are familiar with,
and the character is exposed in front of them when they watch on television. Like O'Rorke (2006), the high exposure of
mass media can influence people's behaviour to shape human behaviour, precisely children's aggressive attitudes. It
showed that children's aggression in their lifetime is more associated with exposure to television violence, highlighting the
critical factors that explain observing and imitating social learning.
Lastly, modelling will be the last process of social learning theory. According to Bandura (1977), imitation is imitated, but
the difference is that the individual will generate some new ideas to improve others' behaviour. An individual will filter the
behaviour based on their analysis or innovation to improve it further. Corresponding to Bandura (2008), social modelling
includes higher-level learning and promotes creativity. It means that modelling is the process of synthesising the existing
attitude, modifying it into new ways of thinking, and finally putting it into its lifetime. According to Cardon (2013), modelling
is implemented successfully using video, suitable for clinical settings. The experiment successfully demonstrates that the
modelling process comes with the effect of imitation on the children.
Drama Series "It's Okay Not to Be Okay"
Drama "It's Okay to Not Be Okay" with 16 episodes in this series where it has been released on Netflix. The reviews made
by the audiences through Google has been taken as a reference. Firstly, the audiences found this drama new and unique
because they incorporated the storyline with a fairytale story to explain each episode's feelings and actions. This drama
grabs the audiences' attention as they consider the topics that people do not usually hear much, especially in this modern
society, which is mental health issues. The audience mentioned that drama IOTNBO had provided informative knowledge
regarding the medical jargons making it easier for outsiders to understand. They can relate themselves to the pains and
struggles portrayed in the drama. It gave the audiences a lot of courage and hope and ideas on how to handle their family
members who have mental issues.
In June 2020, a South Korean romantic drama series "It's Okay to Not Be Okay" (IOTNBO), also known as Psycho but It's
Okay, premiered on Netflix. K-drama It's Okay to Not Be Okay was the most enduring K-drama in Asian countries, including
Singapore, the Philippines, and Malaysia. It was listed in the top ten must-watch dramas for more than a hundred days on
Netflix (Toh, 2020). Written by Jo Yong, the drama IOTNBO is about a romance story between Moon Gang-tae. A man who
worked in a psychiatric ward, Ko Mun-yeong, a children literature writer with antisocial personality disorder and Moon Sangtae, brother of Gang-tae, was autistic. He witnessed his mother being murdered.
IOTNBO was portraying various settings of psychotic elements in the plot. For example, the female protagonist with an
antisocial personality disorder. Other than that, the element of the autistic brother. Also, the environment and practices of
the psychiatric hospital as well as the story of psychiatric patients. Overall, drama IOTNBO centres its theme on the social
issues that connected with mental health. From autism, bipolar disorder, alcoholism, post-traumatic stress disorder, child
abuse, neglect, and more, the drama covers a wide range of psychosocial disorders by introducing the disease types,
cause, and the final healing result through the storyline setting (Tan, 2020). This drama has thoroughly portrayed the reality
of mental health in terms of symptoms and behaviour, which offered the audience a deeper insight into the life of people
who have a mental illness.
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However, although mental health issues surround the central theme, another uniqueness of this drama is that it shines a
light on mental health through the psychiatric hospital in an area overlooking the sea, surrounded by beautiful flowers and
active flocks of chickens. Just as many of the mystery themes in the drama, the hospital also has its unique charm and
magic to improve the negative mentality of the patients (Zhang, 2020). The drama goes backwards to show that the
environment in the psychiatric hospital is not all lifeless and the people inside are not all mentally ill, or that the people who
suffer mental illness are not all out of control for no reason. Therefore, IOTNBO is not a drama that solely talks about love
and romance between the protagonists. However, it remarkably portrayed mental health and tried to convey the opposite
of typical perceived mental health through the plot setting.
Not only that, but this drama also imparts few important messages to the audience where it highlights the healing process
of the characters through the fact that everyone has a problem in life as well as the way people deal with mental illness
issues (Tan, 2020). In this drama, each character that includes side roles was presented in complex and hurtful ways at the
beginning of the show. However, by the end of the drama, they can all find a point of peace and recovery. The entire drama
uses the main characters to convey the messages of healing. However, it also employs the side roles, such as the story of
those psychiatric patients, to reflect the way people recover from the trauma. More importantly, other than mental illness
patients, the healing process did appear on an average human being such as the psychiatric ward director, the director of
the psychiatric hospital, and the most overall healing process being portrayed through the main character Moon Gang-tae.
Hence, the grand plot of this drama highlighted that everyone in the world, regardless of having a mental illness, will
unavoidably encounter setbacks in life, but healing is part of the process to come through it.
Apart from that, the character Ko Mun-yeong, the children's book writer with an antisocial personality disorder, owns a
unique sense of style that draws the audience's attention to look forward to her daily outfits in every single episode (Hgordon,
2020). Nevertheless, a little more to add on through this character's outfit is that wearing odd or extremely unique outfits
such as fairy tale fashion seems trendy for regular people. However, it is another way for antisocial personality disorder
person to express themselves through apparel. Despite the character Ko Mun-yeong is a rich person who earns a lot
through her storybook publication, the hidden meaning of dressing the luxury appearance is undoubtedly to defend herself
by telling people not to approach her instead of showing off her economic status (Clement, 2020). That unique way to
express herself has made the audience obsessed with her excellent taste, highlighting this drama (Toh, 2020).

METHODOLOGY
In this research, a qualitative method is used in conducting the entire research. A qualitative research approach was
appropriate for this study since exploring audiences' experiences during their drama IOTNBO. The most suitable approach
in this research was a phenomenology study that explores social learning after watching the drama IOTNBO. In this
qualitative research, the selected sampling technique was non-probability sampling, whereby purposive sampling, also
known as judgmental sampling, was used. This research's target participants were the youth in Malaysia who are between
the age of 18 to 30 years old, and the participants must have finished watching the drama IOTNBO. Besides that, gender
and ethnicity were not restricted. Consent gained from the participants to ensure that all the information can be used for
research purposes before the interview was conducted. For this research, five Malaysian youth who fulfilled the
requirements were selected as the participants. It is a non-random technique that did not involve underlying theories or a
fixed number of participants. The sample size was determined by data saturation for the purposive sampling, not by
statistical power analysis (Ilker et al., 2016).
An interview protocol was used for this research. According to Hunter (2012), an interview protocol served as the guide to
give direction and path to carrying out the data gathering process and follow-up by analysis. The Interview Protocol
Refinement framework also strengthens the research's reliability as it creates a shared language to avoid any language
barrier with the informants. Besides, a semi-structured question was used in this research as well. The interview question
consisted of only one section, which is the social learning process. The section was regarding attitudes and behavioural
changes of informants after undergoing the social learning process. It included questions of how their changes occur in
terms of attitudes and behavioural changes and the way that they change. These questions were adapted from Trujillo et
al. (2015).
The qualitative data was obtained through an in-depth interview. The researchers have constructed three days to conduct
the actual interview with five informants, which were January 6 2021 (Wednesday), January 7 2021 (Thursday), and January
13 2021 (Wednesday). Also, the interview was conducted through online platforms such as Google Meet or Microsoft
Teams. The interview was conducted between 45 to 60 minutes. Besides that, the interview questions and consent form
were sent to the informants six hours before the interview session to prepare and understand the interview questions
beforehand. After that, the researchers came out with a detailed transcript of every informant before returning the
transcription to the informant within 72 hours after the interview. The act of sending back the transcript to the informant
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ensures the data collected was accurate and usable. The informants who received the transcript were required to sign for
consent purpose and send it back to the researchers within 48 hours and amendment remarks.
Thematic analysis has been used as the qualitative data analysis method in this research. After conducting the interview,
researchers first transcribed the informants' responses into written form and indicated all the information provided, including
the non-verbal messages. During the transcription, researchers have undergone the process of familiarising themselves by
immersing themselves in the content, and indirectly, the researcher gets the overall view of the whole research. After
becoming familiar with the data, researchers started to organise and identify the relevant codes to answer the research
question, which was the coding process. Researchers first recognised codes related to the research question and were
familiar with most informants' response. Also, to relate to the literature review, the researchers only used words or phrases
in the previous chapter so that it helps to identify the genuine interest for each interview question. This step was necessary
as the researchers will need to generate themes based on the literature review to avoid deviation from the study.
After that, researchers reviewed the created codes by referring to the interview transcript. This stage's purpose was to
ensure the codes created have not drifted too far from the data collected and the research question. Moreover, it allowed
the researchers to further expand the codes into numerous categories based on the codes' initial list. Simultaneously, some
of the codes were collapsed into each other, and some themes were eliminated. Therefore, a list of codes has been finalised
by adding, subtracting, combining, or splitting. Codes turned into themes that make a meaningful contribution to answering
all the research questions. Researchers related themes with the response from the informants by providing further
explanation and elaboration. It clarifies the complicated story into a special written report that convinces the readers' validity
toward the research analysis.
To measure the accuracy of this research, a validity and reliability process had been done. Validity and reliability in this
research are the extents to which the data is appropriate, justifiable, and relevant (Cypress, 2017). Firstly, researchers used
descriptive validity to achieve high accuracy. Then, the transcribe notes were sent back to the participants for consensus
purposes. Cypress (2017) viewed descriptive validation as the agreement between both researchers and interviewees.
Next is interpretive validity, in which researchers reflected researchers' ability to report interviewees' meaning, behaviour,
or emotions in the response. However, the interpretation process is based not only on the researchers' point of view but
also on the participants' true feelings, such as anger, sadness, or romance (Thomson, 2011). For example, if the
interviewees started to increase the pitch or tone to express his or her answer, the researchers could interfere with the
informant's emotional experience.

RESULTS/FINDINGS
Attitude Shaping
Social learning was a typical process whereby it can happen quickly by observing and imitating others, resulting in a new
attitude and behaviour. According to Shafer and Silverman (2013), the social learning process has included the way
individuals are self-directed regarding their behaviour and their ability to react with rational responses toward the behaviour.
As a result, the social learning process causes the informant to reflect on themselves and adjust their attitude and behaviour.
Remarkably, the response from V2, V3, V4 and V5 is consistently aligned with the statement above. They expressed their
thoughts by relating them to the people who had a mental disorder.
Most of the informants can make swift their thoughts from an ignorance, judgemental, and hating attitudes to a tolerant and
empathetic individual who wishes to treat the patient as great as possible and even like to call out for others to understand
them. These happened after the informants being exposed to the drama as they would not have changed their attitude and
behaviours in treating those who have mental health disorder before the exposure. Moreover, the informants have reinforced
that the title of the drama has driven values as well. Other than a mental disorder, the informants did perceive that human
beings can have positive and negative emotions to express themselves. This idea has reinforced informants' attitudes to
be firmer and more fearless whenever they have some emotions to throw up. In other words, through the drama, the
informants have found the motive to face negative emotions as life is always okay to feel not okay in any situation;
suppressing emotions would not help.
I learned that those whom we called normal people should be more empathetic, more tolerant because whether they are
mentally ill or psychologically ill, we should stop looking at others in our way. We think he should do this or that, but we also
need to stand and think from other people's point of view. Why does he behave this way? Why does she behave this way?
It allows us to be more understanding of others and promotes some of our intellectual growth, then it balances out. So, we
will get to them better, and we will learn more from them. That is what I might not learn in life or even in school.
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… Yes. Although I did not get very discriminated against or hating those people who have problems, still I ever ignored
them, not paying attention to them, not wanting to know them, or even not wanting to care more about them. But after
seeing the fact and understanding that they are also normal people being just like us. They are just having different opinions
as compared to us. Sometimes, we think our ideas are right, theirs are wrong but everyone is a different one. We are all
special with different characters. It cannot be that we are always right, they are always wrong, we need to care and
understand them more.
(V2/07012021)
I perceived that it is okay to not be okay. In this society, there are a lot of others who have this kind of problem. It is okay to
have your feelings and let out your feelings. It is not necessary to sacrifice your feelings because life is your own by yourself.
Besides, everyone is different. Just do not see someone who is autistic and think why he is different from normal people
and start to discriminate against them. Mental disorder or depression is very similar to any disease, you will need to do
treatment, not just words without action. You should not say that there are too many such people or something. It can be
cured, just you need to get the proper treatment. Moreover, I think it reinforces my knowledge of diseases of mental disorder.
Although it did not say anything about depression, I suddenly went to look for information about depression because it was
one of the mental disorders after seeing this drama.
… As a matter of fact, there have been mental disorder people by my side since childhood, so I do not like to look down
upon or discriminate against this kind of person, just after watching the drama it strengthens the kind of mindset, but it
reminded me to pay attention to this kind of problem. Yet, it did not charge me anything.
(V3/07012021)
I think the message is in the title, it is okay not to be okay, it is ok to fail, it is ok not to feel ok. We need to love each other,
especially family and do not fight. At the end of the day, I feel that everybody is making decisions that they think is the best
for themselves. Nobody is trying to purposely very bad decisions that they think they need to make. The show is trying to
tell you like those people are in situations like this because of relationships, because of mental health, because of the people
around them, because of the upbringing, and you just learn that.
… My perception changed a bit because I do have a cousin with autism. I can see the family's struggles, but I always
thought that it is not my problem. After watching the show, you start to understand, the younger brother of my cousin must
struggle with it. I feel more empathy, feel like understanding. Maybe when we are both older, I could think about helping
him because now he is still under his parents. So, I think my perception of people with autism changed.
(V4/07012021)
I have learned that people need to be more patient with each other. Especially as a parent, do not be too extreme toward
your children and should give more space and freedom without fully restricting what to do and what not to do.
… As I said before, maybe I would not think that there are defects toward the autistic patients or children that have problems,
and I am not going to stay away from them. Oppositely, I need to get close to them and communicate with them properly.
Then people will realise that they are not much worse than us.
(V5/13012021)
However, V1 provided a different perspective which she perceived that everything has two sides, including sound
and evil throughout the drama. The changes in beliefs happened when the drama reflects fairy tales' thoughts are too
perfect for the people, but reality kills perfection. Some dark sides hide under perfection, and this drama purposely shows
the audience another side. It has caused the informants to realise that human tend to notice only the downside of it whenever
facing life difficulties, which running away could not help. Instead, looking into the positive side try to solve it is the better
way. It is the opposite of her initial thoughts and changes in the belief that happened due to the drama's messages.

In general, the data obtained showed that all V1, V2, V3, V4, and V5 changed their judgment and perception of
the mental health topic that existed in the current society after being exposed to drama IOTNBO. Indeed, the theme and
genres of drama IOTNBO have intentionally highlighted the mental health problem commonly happening in the current
society but was being disregarded or received less attention.

Reciprocation
Most of the informants claimed that the drama had much more impact on their perspectives and thoughts. According to
Gibson (2004), the process of transferring what you observed into daily life was known as reciprocation, where it happened
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on V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5. Specifically, it is the way they look at someone who has a mental disorder. In terms of
understanding, V1 and V2 pointed out that they change to be more understanding and empathetic instead of ignoring if they
ever meet up with someone who has a mental disorder. While V3, V4 and V5 had changed how to treat them to become
more tolerant by expressing more love and care to them and treating them equally, just like a normal human being. Also,
V4 had become more accepting and empathetic when he encountered his autistic cousin in the future. The changes in
attitudes and behaviour have made him more empathetic and capable of thinking from different perspectives that differ from
the initial way of behaving.
We need to have a certain understanding of the first. If he or she has autistic or psychotic or has a condition like that, I
would investigate what they are interested in. From that, try to communicate with them and at the same time get to know
the reason that leads them to the mental problem as well.
(V1/06012021)
Before watching this drama, I would just ignore them and not pay attention to them. But now, I will be looking at them, just
observing what they are doing; thinking why they keep making things like that; asking what they are doing. It will be more
about treating them as friends.
(V2/07012021)
If I see somebody like that, probably I will be more caring. I will not say messed up things like I usually do. If I do see
somebody like that, maybe I will be more empathetic and be more accepting. Because when I used to see my cousin with
autism, it is not like I do not like her, I am just a bit scared, because I do not know what is happening. Now that I know what
is happening, I can be more accepting.
(V4/07012021)

Lastly, V2, V3 and V4 stated that drama influences change in their way of living. In terms of dressing, where most informants
get influenced by the way they dressed, they will admire the fashion of the drama's character, including the female
protagonist and male protagonist. The drama's eating habits would be more likely to apply in V2's life as she mentioned
that she would crave Korean dishes and seek out Korean restaurant. At the end of the interview, V4's way of living has
changed in terms of the perception he perceived from the drama, and it has to influence him heavily to be more
understanding and reflect himself more. He then comes out with something that he hopes to be as good as the characters,
such as speaking and tolerant attitudes.
Yes, it will make a difference. As mentioned earlier, I changed to be more tolerant and use different points of view and angle
to treat these problematic people. I also become more patient and would like to learn to be more patient with these people.
In terms of lifestyle, I follow their eating habits and their dressing. The female protagonist has a sense of fashion, I adore
her very much and makes me want to keep up with her footsteps. That is what I want to learn.
(V2/07012021)
Technically, it does not affect me in anything, except that it is a reminder to me to be more mindful towards this patient.
Other than this, I think it is the female protagonist's dresses because I would like to wear them.
(V3/07012021)
I think maybe directly in my life like clothing and the way I talk. But I think it reminded me that everybody has a different
situation, and I should be understanding to people. Even the most normal person is also struggling.
(V4/07012021)
However, two informants mentioned that they did not change their living way, V1 and V5. It might be due to drama
only given them changes in attitudes and belief but none other than that. All the informants have proven to believe and
implemented the messages that reflected in the drama even for the trivial details such as the emphasis of fairy tales were
deceptive, the appropriate ways to treat mental illness patients, or even using the plot of the drama to shape audience's
character in real-life. The informants' attitude toward people who suffered from mental health had changed to more tolerant
and serene, opposing their authentic way of behaving before they were exposed to this drama. Therefore, the outcome of
the involvement process will lead to an unaware change in behaviour and attitude.

DISCUSSION
Two themes are being established to assess the social learning process's existence after watching the drama IOTNBO. It
includes attitude shaping and reciprocation, which refers to attitude forming, and behavioural change happened in the
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audience. As in this study, the fundamental theory used to explore the attitudes and the changing behavioural phenomenon
is social learning theory and the association of cultivation theory to describe the audience's exposure to the media content,
drama IOTNBO. The finding showed that all the informants changed their judgment and perception of the mental health
topic in the current society. Intentionally, the theme of drama IOTNBO highlights a mental health problem in society and the
healing process. Therefore, the cultivation theory defined by Jin and Jeong (2010) stated that the audience appears to be
cultivated by the media content due to the reflection of the social environment is consensus with the result obtained in this
research. All the informants have proven to believe and implemented the messages reflected in the drama. Even the trivial
details such as the emphasis of fairy tales are deceptive, the appropriate ways to treat mental illness patients, or even using
the drama's plot to shape the audience's plot character in real life. Hence, the presence of media viewing impact on all
informants was initiated due to the exposure to the drama.
Likewise, studying the process of social learning and the outcome is the core of this research. The data obtained proven
that changing attitude and behaviour is firmly due to the social learning process in the watching context. The existence of
emotional experience and audience involvement in the informants is crucial for studying the learning outcomes. According
to Bethards (2014), social learning happens when the individual mainly focuses on a social context and learns others'
behaviour. The informants' attitude towards society, especially people who suffered from mental health, had changed to
more tolerant and patient, opposing their initial behaviour before being exposed to this drama. Intentionally, they changed
their way of thinking toward people who have a mental disorder. Most informants are willing to get close to them by observing
and knowing their exciting things to communicate with them. Attitude and behavioural changes happened, and the drama
IOTNBO is the leading source for the whole process.
However, the learning process will naturally enter the watching activity when the informants are emotionally involved in the
drama or attach themselves to either the narration or characters. Therefore, the outcome of the involvement process will
lead to an unaware change in behaviour and attitude. Consequently, the data obtained has reflected that the informants
had perceived the valuable information portrayed in the drama, and it successfully shaped their way of behaving in daily
practices. More specifically, the researcher realised that the social learning process occurred to absorb positive messages
such as the importance of healing from trauma for living a better life. However, the informants also reflected on the female
protagonist's violating behaviours. That lead the informants to make their ethical judgment to interpret the unusual behaviour
seen. Therefore, conclude and interpret each perceived moral behaviour of whether good and evil is the outcome of social
learning, where it will then be reflected in their attitudes and behaviour. Altogether, it has been seen that the media can
cultivate the social learning process and that audience would imitate what they have seen in the drama.

CONCLUSION
This study has addressed the research questions established in the beginning and generated findings to answer the
questions on the process of adaptation of social learning among young Malaysian audiences in the K-drama series "It's
Okay to Not Be Okay". This study can deliver information to the public, particularly to the younger generations, to lead to a
new perception regarding mental health. The realistic portrayal of mental health issues in the drama IOTNBO allows the
younger generations to understand this issue better and educate them as it is happening universally in society. It is crucial
to educate the youth to recognise the attitudes and behaviour in treating the mental health individual. They might help
change the public's perception or educate the future generation on this subject, shaped negatively in the past. When they
learn and perceive the information reflected from drama, it could then start to shape a whole new perspective in the future,
which the people will have more positivity towards the issues.
In conclusion, the research objectives attained were consistent with the research questions that have successfully explored
the stimulant, triggering emotional experience and audience involvement. The data generated from the interview findings
answered the study phenomenon by illuminating how the social learning process takes place and caused attitude and
behavioural change. From the data obtained, after the audience learned and perceived the information, it has changed their
perception towards mental health issues and changed their behaviour towards mental health patients by treating them
equally and becoming more tolerant to them.
Moreover, perhaps the future researcher also considers selecting only one component among the four components in
audience involvement. Since each of the components is used to explore various means of audience engagements such as
narrator, character, media personae, and god and belief, therefore, examining the phenomenon by using only a single
component can help the researcher further discover the motives behind the relationship between audience and the media.
It is especially essential in the current society in which watching activities are primarily embraced.
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ABSTRAK
Tujuan Penelitian: Penelitian ini mengkaji semiotika Roland Barthes terhadap representasi simbolik makna budaya
Malabot Tumbe (Menjemput Telur Burung Maleo) yang berlangsung sejak tahun 1600an di Banggai Sulawesi Tengah,
Indonesia. Event ini berupa pengumpulan telur burung Maleo dari keluarga masyarakat adat Batui, penghantaran telur
maleo dari Batui melalui jalur tradisional laut ke Kabupaten Banggai, dan penerimaan telur oleh masyarakat adat di Banggai
Laut.
Metodologi: Penelitian ini menggunakan metode pendektan kualitatif deskriptif dengan paradigma Kritis, berdasarkan teori
semiotika Roland Barthes yang meliputi pembahasan makna denotative, konotatif dan mitos dalam tradisi Malabot Tumbe.
Hasil analisis disajikan dalam bentuk deskripsi simbol semiotik Roland Barthes.
Temuan: Berdasarkan hasil penelitian, pemaknaan denotatif pada tradisi adat Malabot Tumbe yaitu berupa serangkaian
kegiatan dalam prosesi penjemputan telur burung Maleo dari Batui ke Keraton Banggai Laut. Terdapat pemaknaan konotasi
yang erat dengan makna persaudaraan bahwa masyarakat adat Batui belum dapat mengkonsumsi telur maleo hasil panen
musim itu sebelum telur pertamanya diantarkan kepada keluarganya di Banggai Laut dan rombongan pengantar kembali
ke Batui, serta adanya mitos dan kepercayaan warga bahwa kelalaian dalam melaksanakan tradisi ini adalah kesalahan
kolektif yang dapat menimbulkan keburukan secara umum. Dalam tradisi event budaya ini terdapat dua pesan moral, dari
segi aspek sosio-kultur yaitu persaudaraan melalui kebersamaan dan gotong-royong berbudaya dalam menjaga amanat
leluhur dan aspek lingkungan, yaitu dengan menjaga lingkungan dan melestarikan perkembangbiakan salah satu burung
langka di dunia yaitu burung Maleo.
Kebaruan Penelitian: penelitian ini berfokus pada kajian semiotic mengenai makna Malabot Tumbe di Banggai Sulawesi
Tengah. Belum ada penelitian mengenai analisis Molabot Tumbe melalui perspektif Semiotika Roland Barthes.
Kata Kunci: Semiotika, Roland Barthes, Representasi Budaya, Malabot Tumbe, Banggai.
.
PENDAHULUAN
Indonesia dikenal dengan beraneka ragam suku bangsanya, salah satunya adalah Suku Banggai di Provinsi Sulawesi
Tengah. Suku Banggai mendiami hampir seluruh wilayah Kabupaten Banggai Kepulauan, Kabupaten Banggai Laut, dan
sebagian wilayah Kabupaten Banggai. Suku Banggai adalah salah satu suku yang mempunyai beraneka ragam adat
istiadat dan kebiasaan yang dijalankan oleh masyarakat sebagai warisan budaya leluhur yang terus dilestarikan dari
generasi ke generasi. Salah satunya adalah tradisi event budaya tahunan “Menjemput telur burung Maleo” yang disebut
dengan Malabot Tumbe.
Malabot Tumbe adalah event tradisional lintas kabupaten di Sulawesi Tengah yang selalu dilaksanakan awal Desember
setiap tahun. Event ini melibatkan tiga wilayah kabupaten, yaitu Kabupaten Banggai, Kabupaten Banggai Kepulauan dan
Kabupaten Banggai Laut. Event ini berupa pengumpulan telur burung Maleo (Macrocephalon maleo) atau Manuk Mamua
dari masyarakat adat Batui, penghantaran telur maleo dari Batui melalui jalur tradisional laut ke Keraton Banggai, dan
penerimaan telur oleh masyarakat adat di Banggai Laut yang dulunya merupakan pusat kerajaan di wilayah Tiga Banggai
bersaudara.
Event yang populer di Batui dengan istilah Molabot Tumpe atau Molabot Tumbe (Banggai) ini akan terus dilaksanakan
karena tidak ada pilihan lain kecuali melaksanakannya. Pelaksanaan penghantaran dan penerimaan telur ini merupakan
amanah leluhur yang telah berlangsung sejak tahun 1600an pada masa pemerintahan Raja Maulana Prince Mandapar.
Masyarakat dua entitas etnis, Banggai dan Batui sangat yakin, bahwa tidak melaksanakan tradisi ini, merupakan kesalahan
kolektif yang dapat menimbulkan “bala” atau “bencana” dalam masyarakat secara keseluruhan. Masyarakat adat Batui,
hingga saat ini, tidak akan mengonsumsi telur burung Maleo hasil panen tahunan, sebelum telur pertamanya diantarkan
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kepada keluarganya di Banggai dan rombongan pengantar kembali ke Batui. Upacara ini dilaksanakan komunitas adat
Batui bukan sebagai paksaan, namun sebagai wujud pelaksanaan amanah (https://pesonawisata.sultengprov.go.id/).
Prosesi event budaya Molabot Tumbe, akan dinalaisis melalui Semiotika Roland Barthes.

KAJIAN PUSTAKA
Pendekatan Semiotik Roland Barthes
Barthes mengembangkan semiotika menjadi dua tingkatan petandaan: denotasi dan konotasi. Denotasi adalah tingkat
petandaan yang menjelaskan hubungan penanda (signifier) dan petanda (signified) pada realitas, menghasilkan makna
eksplisit, langsung, dan pasti. Konotasi adalah tingkat petandaan yang menjelaskan hubungan penanda dan petanda yang
di dalamnya beroperasi makna yang tidak eksplisit, tidak langsung dan tidak pasti. Pada dasarnya, ada perbedaan antara
denotasi dan konotasi dalam pemikiran secara umum serta denotasi dan konotasi dalam pemahaman Barthes. Dalam
pengertian umum biasanya dimaknai sebagai harfiah, makna yang “sesungguhnya,” bahkan kadang kala juga dirancukan
dengan referensi atau acuan. Proses signifikasi yang secara tradisional tersebut sebagai denotasi, biasanya mengacu pada
penggunaan bahasa dengan arti yang sesuai dengan apa yang terucap (Sobur, 2013:71).
Dalam kerangka Barthes, konotasi identik dengan operasi ideologi, yang disebutnya sebagai “mitos”, berfungsi untuk
mengungkapkan dan memberikan pembenaran bagi nilai-nilai dominan yang berlaku dalam suatu periode tertentu (Sobur,
2013 :71). Mitos yang berurusan dengan semiology, berkaitan dengan dua istilah, yakni penanda/signifier (significant) dan
petanda/signified (signife), dan bertautan lagi dengan istilah sign (tanda). Barthes juga melihat aspek lain dari penandaan
yaitu “mitos” yang menandai suatu masyarakat.”Mitos” menurut Barthes terletak pada tingkat kedua penandaan: setelah
terbentuk sistem sign-signifier-signified, tanda tersebut akan menjadi penanda baru yang kemudian memiliki petanda kedua
dan membentuk tanda baru.
Barthes memandang mitos sebagai sistem komunikasi dan mode makna, jenis wacana yang tidak terbatas pada
komunikasi verbal, menghasilkan komunikasi simbolik yang luas ditemukan di media sosial, media massa, iklan, atau
propaganda elektoral (Schussler, 2017:65). Mitos pada hakikatnya hadir dimana-mana, memandu dan mencari referensi
sosiokultural dalam simbol-simbol agar logika manusia berfungsi secara alamiah. Barthes mempersepsikan sistem
pemaknaan, yang juga merupakan sistem komunikasi, dalam model semiotika berikut ini:

Gambar 1. Barthes Semiotics Model (Barthes, 1991: 113)
Gambar 1 menunjukkan, tanda memiliki dua urutan penandaan. Urutan pertama penandaan mengacu pada bahasa. Di
sini, sistem bahasa atau sistem tanda diatur dalam makna bahasa. Inilah yang disebut objek bahasa, bersama-sama
dengan mitos membangun suatu sistem pemaknaan, bersinggungan dengan realitas dan dikenal sebagai konfigurasi
representasi. Ini adalah urutan penandaan utama atau urutan pertama. Kedua, metalanguage, yaitu mitos itu sendiri,
sebagai konotasi. Ini adalah tanda global, semua membentuk tanda dan meminjamkannya pada mitos. Di sini, mitos
mengelola pemaknaan dan memegang fungsi pemaknaan. Mitos mengandung relasi penanda-penanda yang lebih dalam.
Barthes selalu menyebutnya sebagai motif yang dalam. Mitos tidak tersembunyi karena secara alamiah hadir dan dianggap
sebagai hal yang lumrah. Secara umum, Barthes berpendapat bahwa tingkat pemaknaan sekunder merupakan lokasi
utama atau situs kekuasaan budaya (Reed, 2015: 65).
Penelitian tentang film dan iklan, dengan analisis Teori Semiotika Barthes, antaranya adalah Hatta (2019) tentang Mitos
Ilmuninati Mesjid ‘Safar’ di Bandung, hasil penelitiannya menyatakan, bahwa tudingan “iluminati” sebagai “simbol Yahudi”,
jika dianalisis berdasarkan perkembangan budaya, Arsitektur masjid harus dipahami sebagai gejala atau produk budaya
yang dibatasi oleh faktor-faktor kontekstual dalam ruang dan waktu. Masjid Al-Safar merupakan representasi design
modern, menggunakan dan mengikuti konsep folding (lipatan), pada bentuk, yang kemudian menyerupai bentuk segitiga,
dan direpresentasikan oleh masyarakat sebagai “iluminati" simbol Yahudi (Hatta, 2019). Kusuma dan Nurhayati (2017)
tentang Ritual Otonan di Bali, menemukan bahwa pemaknaan denotatif pada prosesi Mebyakaonan ritual Otonan yaitu
berupa serangkaian kegiatan dalam Mebyakaonan ritual Otonan, konteks visual ditandai dengan gesture, pakaian, dan
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warna; verbal ditandai dengan doa-doa, dan audio ditandai dengan bunyi lonceng. Pemaknaan konotasi erat dengan ajaran
agama Hindu: ajaran Tri Murti, Sad Ripu, makna air tirtha, serta berbagai mitos dan ideologi seperti hierofani, ungkapan
religius kolektif, religiusitas, serta agama sebagai sistem budaya (Kusuma dan Nurhayati, 2017). Anderson at al (2015)
tentang film ‘Alangkah Lucunya Negeri ini’, menemukan makna denotasi, bahwa film ini adalah gambaran tentang realitas
anak-anak terlantar di Jakarta, menjadi pencopet dan kemudian menjadi pengasong. Makna konotasi, adalah perjuangan
yang dilakukan Muluk terkait dengan penerapan dan pengimplementasian pendidikan yang sesungguhnya dalam
kehidupan. Makna mitos dalam kajian ini adalah pentingya pendidikan, namun realitasnya, banyak orang berpendidikan
menjadi koruptor. UUD 1945 Pasal 34 ayat (1), menyatakan anak terlantar dilindungi oleh Negara, kenyataannya mereka
ditangkap petugas layaknya penjahat (Anderson, Senduk, dan Rembang, 2015). Susanti dan Firdausi (2019), tentang
representrasi Brand Islami dalam Produk Kopi (Analisis Semiotika Roland Barthes pada Brand Produk Kopi), menemukan,
dari pemilihan kata, pemberian brand Sakinah memberikan kesan bahwa produk kopi memberikan rasa kedamaian,
tentram,tenang dan aman (Susanti dan Firdausi, 2019), Johassan (2013), meneliti film “Eight Bellow” melalui Semiotika
Roland Barthes, menemukan, mitos yang disampaikan dalam film Eight Below adalah hewan anjing dianggap sebagai
penyelamat manusia dan sebagai sahabat manusia. Realitas yang dibangun dalam film merupakan representasi dari
penghargaan masyarakat di daerah kutub terhadap keberadaan anjing (Johassan, 2013).
Yuliyanti at al (2017), meneliti tentang Representasi Maskulinitas Dalam Iklan Televisi Pond’s Men #Lelakimasakini,
menemukan bentuk maskulinitasnya dalam tampilan fisik tipe laki-laki yang cenderung metroseksual, dambaan wanita,
pemimpin cerdas, sukses, berpikir kreatif (Yuliyanti, Bajari dan Mulyana, 2017). Soetarjo (2018), Kajian Semiotika Konotasi
Roland Barthes Pada Foto Wanita Jawa Pada Kartu Pos Tahun 1900-1910. Penelitian ini menemukan, karya-karya potret
wanita Jawa berfungsi sebagai deskripsi visual tentang sisi eksotis dari kehidupan masyarakat Jawa. Putra (2017),
Representasi Wanita Indonesia Pada Foto Jurnalistik, dengan objek “Pengukuhan Paskibraka” melalui media Online
Tempo.co. Foto yang menjadi objek analisis, adalah foto seorang wanita anggota paskibraka, sedang “mencium” sang saka
Merah Putih (denotasi). Makna konotasi foto tersebut diartikan sebagai bentuk loyalitas seorang warga Negara Indonesia.
Foto ini juga dianggap mewakili kesetaraan antara laki-laki dan perempuan, dalam partisipasi terhadap pembangunan
(Putra, 2017). Hamidah dan Syadzali (2016), meneliti tentang fenomena Jilboobs, menemukan, fashion berjilbab atau
jilboobs merupakan budaya fashion yang sangat mempengaruhi cara berpakaian remaja muslimah di zaman sekarang.
Fungsi jilbab sendiri tidak lagi sebagai penutup aurat tetapi menjadi mode yang menyalahi aturan-aturan agama seperti
memperlihatkan bentuk dada dengan pakaian ketat (Hamidah dan Syadzali, 2016). Sunata (2020), menganalisis tentang
Disorientasi Makna Jihad Dalam Komik Jihad Selfie, menemukan beberapa penyimpangan makna jihad, antaranya: jihad
dengan senjata; atribut identik dengan TNI; jihad membawa pelakunya berkeliling Jawa Tengah; dan fasilitas mewah para
mujahid (Sunata, 2020).
Kajian Teori Representasi Budaya
Teori Representasi (Theory of Representation) yang dikemukakan oleh Stuart Hall menjadi teori utama yang melandasi
penelitian ini. Pemahaman utama dari teori representasi adalah penggunaan bahasa untuk menyampaikan sesuatu yang
berarti (meaningful) kepada orang lain. Teori representasi Stuart Hall memperlihatkan suatu proses dimana arti (meaning)
diproduksi dengan menggunakan bahasa (language) dan dipertukarkan antar anggota kelompok dalam sebuah
kebudayaan (culture). Representasi menghubungkan antara konsep dalam benak kita dengan menggunakan bahasa yang
memungkinkan kita untuk mengartikan benda, orang, kejadian yang nyata (real), dan dunia imajinasi dari objek, orang,
benda, dan kejadian yang tidak nyata (fictional) (Hall, 2003). Hall dalam bukunya Representation (2003:17): menyatakan:
Cultural Representation and Signifyig Practices “Representation connects meaning and language to culture….
Representation is an essential part of the process by which meaning is produced and exchanged between members of
culture.
Stuart Hall (2003: 17) dalam artikelnya, “thigs dont’ mean: we construct meaning, using representational system-concept
and signs. Oleh karena itu konsep dalam (pikiran) dan tanda (bahasa) menjadi bagian penting yang digunakan dalam
proses konstruksi atau produksi makna. Sehingga dapat disimpulkan bahwa representasi adalah suatu proses untuk
memproduksi makna dari konsep yang ada dalam pikiran kita melalui bahasa. Proses produksi makna tersebut
dimungkinkan dengan hadirnya sistem representasi. Proses pemaknaan tergantung pada latar belakang pengetahuan dan
pemahaman suatu kelompok sosial terhadap suatu tanda. Suatu kelompok harus memiliki pengalaman yang sama untuk
dapat memaknai sesuatu dengan cara yang nyaris sama.
Representasi menghubungkan antara konsep dalam benak seseorang dengan menggunakan bahasa yang memungkinkan
seseorang mengartikan benda, orang atau kejadian nyata, dunia imajinasi dari obyek, orang, benda dan kejadian. Berbagai
istilah muncul dalam bahasan selanjutnya yaitu sistem representasi. Terdapat dua proses dalam sistem representasi yaitu;
pertama, representasi mental dimana semua obyek, orang dan kejadian dikorelasikan dengan seperangkat konsep yang
dibawa kemana-mana di dalam kepala kita. Tanpa konsep, kita sama sekali tidak bisa mengartikan apapun di dunia ini.
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Disini, bisa dikatakan bahwa arti (meaning) tergantung pada semua sistem konsep (the conceptual map) yang terbentuk
dalam benak milik kita, yang bisa digunakan untuk merepresentasikan dunia dan memungkinka kita untuk bisa mengartikan
benda baik dalam benak maupun di luar benak kita. Kedua, bahasa (language) yang melibatkan semua proses dari
konstruksi arti (meaning). Konsep yang ada di benak kita harus diterjemahkan dalam bahasa universal, sehingga kita bisa
menghungkan konsep dan ide dengan bahasa tertulis, bahasa tubuh, bahasa oral, foto maupun visual (signs).Tanda-tanda
(Signs) itulah yang merepresentasikan konsep yang kita bawa kemana-mana di kepala kita dan secara bersama-sama
membentuk sistem arti (meaning sistem) dalam kebudayaan kita (Hall, 1995).
METODOLOGI
Paradigma dalam penelitian ini menggunakan paradigma Kritis. Peneliti ingin mengetahui bagaimana representasi simbol
dari setiap rangkaian prosesi Malabot Tumbe yang kemudian dihubungkan dan ditarik sebuah makna. Pelaksanaan
penelitian ini didasarkan pada metode deskriptif kualitatif (Moleong, 2007:5; Samatan, 2017:48). Penelitian ini
menggunakan metode penelitian kualitatif dengan penyajian analisis semiotik. Menurut Bungin (2013: 37), “Penelitian
kualitatif bertujuan untuk merepresentasikan apa yang saat ini valid di dalamnya terdapat upaya untuk mendeskripsikan,
mencatat, menganalisis, dan menginterpretasikan kondisi yang sedang terjadi atau ada”. Teknik pengumpulan data
dilakukan dengan observasi, dokumentasi dan studi pustaka. Analisis dilakukan terhadap beberapa film dokumenter yang
telah ditayangkan, antaranya oleh MNC TV, Kompas TV, dan beberapa tayangan lokal, dan peneliti memilih dua belas (12)
gambar hasil screen shot dari beberapa tayangan film dokumenter tentang Upacara Molabot Tumbe, yang dianggap
merepresentasikan kajian yang dimaksud. Analisis data selama di lapangan menggunakan teknik analisis Roland Barthes
melalui tiga konsep, yakni makna denotasi, konotasi dan mitos.

HASIL/TEMUAN
Awal mula tradisi Malabot Tumbe ada ketika Kerajaan Banggai dipimpin oleh raja Adi Cokro atau Adi Soko (penyebutan
orang di Banggai). Sebagai bangsawan banggai Adi Soko yang mempunyai 3 (tiga) orang istri; yaitu 1) Kastela, wanita
berdarah Portugis di Ternate yang darinya lahir Maulana Prince Mandapar; 2) Nur Sapa, Putri raja dari 3 kerajaan kecil
bersaudara Matindok, Bolalowa, dan Gori-Gori (Mondika, 2008) di Batui yang darinya lahir Abu Kasim; 3) Putri bangsawan
dari empat kerajaan kecil di Banggai yang melahirkan Putri Saleh.
Suatu saat ketika Adi Soko hendak meninggalkan Batui menuju Banggai, mertuanya, Ali Asine, memberikan hadiah
kepadanya sepasang burung Maleo untuk dibawa ke Banggai. Adi Soko kemudian berangkat lagi ke Jawa bersama
anaknya Putri Saleh dengan membawa sepasang Burung Maleo dari Batui pemberian mertuanya. Kepergiannya yang
cukup lama menyebabkan kekosongan kepemimpinan. Perangkat kerajaan, pemangku adat dan keturunan dari empat
kerajaan kecil di Banggai membuat rapat untuk penggantian/pengangkatan Raja Banggai yang baru pengganti Adi Soko
melalui sayembara permainan adu gasing. Dalam sayembara tersebut, Abu Kasim, putra Adi Soko, hasil perkawinannya
dengan Putri Raja Batui menjadi pemenangnya. Namun, Abu Kasim menolak diangkat menjadi Raja sebelum berkonsultasi
kepada ayahnya Adi Soko di tanah Jawa. Dalam tutur lisan, disebutkan, Abu Kasim berangkat bersama 40 orang bayi
dalam ayunan. Abu Kasim akhirnya bertemu ayahnya, berbekal cincin pemberian Adi Soko. Dalam pertemuan tersebut
Abu Kasim menyampaikan keinginan dari pemangku adat dan masyarakat Banggai. Namun, Adi Soko menolak untuk
kembali ke Banggai karena tugas yang diembannya di Tanah Jawa.
Adi Soko meminta kepada Abu Kasim untuk menemui kakaknya Maulana Prince Mandapar, yang berada di Ternate, untuk
menggantikannya menjadi Raja Banggai. Abu Kasim kembali bersama adiknya Putri Saleh yang diditipkan ayahnya untuk
dibawa ke Banggai, bersama sepasang Burung Maleo untuk dipelihara di Banggai. Juga sebagai pembuktian bahwa Abu
Kasim telah bertemu Ayahnya di tanah Jawa. Sepasang burung Maleo tersebut dikembalikan karena tidak dapat
berkembang di Tanah Jawa. Selanjutnya, berangkatlah Abu Kasim ke Ternate menjemput kakaknya Maulana Prince
Mandapar. Sekembalinya Abu Kasim ke Banggai dengan membawa adiknya Maulana Prince Mandapar, ia langsung
menemui pemangku adat dan perangkat kerajaan Banggai untuk melaporkan hasil perjalanannya sekaligus menyampaikan
pesan dari ayahnya Adi Soko. Maulana Prince Mandapar kemudian dikukuhkan sebagai Raja Banggai. Namun, sepasang
burung Maleo titipan Adi Soko ternyata tidak dapat berkembangbiak di Banggai. Akhirnya, Abu Kasim membawa sepasang
burung Maleo kembali kepada keluarganya di Batui untuk dikembangbiakkan. Penyerahan sepasang Burung Maleo
tersebut, disertai dengan pesan Abu Kasim: “Kutitipkan sepasang burung Maleo ini kepada keluargaku di Batui untuk
dipelihara dan apabila bertelur nanti, telur pertamanya dikirimkan kepada keluargaku di Banggai dan jumlah telur Maleo
yang dikirimkan ke Banggai menggambarkan jumlah keluarga di Batui”. Sejak itulah, saat Burung Maleo mulai bertelur,
dimulailah pelaksanaan tradisi Molabot Tumbe. Hingga kini, kedua kerajaan: Motindok dan Banggai, melaksanakan tradisi
tersebut.
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Makna Denotasi dalam Prosesi Upaca Tradisi Malabot Tumbe
Makna denotasi dalam kajian ini, adalah setiap rangkaian atau tahapan dalam prosesi penjemputan telur burung Maleo
dari Batui Kabupaten Banggai ke Keraton Banggai Laut. Makna denotatif merupakan makna yang sebenarnya dari sebuah
kata. Adapun tahapan tradisi penghantaran dan penerimaan adalah sebagai berikut:
1.

Proses Pengumpulan Telur Burung Maleo oleh Ketua Adat Batui

Proses pengumpulan telur Burung Maleo dimulai dari perangkat adat Batui, baik Bosanyo maupun Dakanyo mengorganisir
masyarakat adat dalam mengumpulkan telur-telur Burung Maleo. Dilanjutkan dengan memanjatkan doa kepada Allah, serta
meminta restu leluhur di beberapa Kusali. Kemudian telur-telur dikumpulkan di rumah Dakanyo untuk didoakan dan
dilanjutkan prosesi penghantaran ke rumah Bosanyo. Doa yang diucapkan oleh pemimpin adat pada saat mengumpulkan
telur Burung Maleo menggunakan Bahasa Saluan. Makna denotasi dapat ditafsirkan sebagai makna harfiah atau makna
yang sesungguhnya. Artinya, pemaknaan tingkat pertama atau makna denotasi dari doa yang diucapkan merupakan
pemaknaan dari Bahasa Saluan ke dalam bahasa Indonesia.

2.

Gambar 2. Proses Pengumpulan Telur Burung Maleo oleh Basanyo Batui
Sumber: MNC TV
Proses Pengasapan dan Penggantungan Telur Burung Maleo

Telur yang telah dikumpulkan kemudian dibungkus dengan daun Lontar. Menurut informasi (Abdul-Barry, 2021; Mondika,
2021), dahulu telur-telur tersebut diasapi dan digantung di tempat khusus, yang diantarkan ke Banggai adalah telur yang
telah digantung selama setahun, karena melimpahnya jumlah telur Burung Maleo di Bangkiriang-Batui).
3.

Proses Pengantaran Telur dari Rumah Basanyo ke Pantai

Telur Burung Maleo yang telah dibungkus rapih tersebut, kemudian diantarkan dari rumah Bosanyo ke pantai menuju kapal
untuk perjalanan ke Banggai. Awak kapal berjumlah tujuh orang sebagai pengantar, terdiri dari tiga orang perangkat adat
dan empat orang pendayung dan jurumudi. Rombongan penghantar siap dilepas menuju Banggai pada pagi hari.

Gambar 3. Proses Pelepasan Rombongan Pengantar Telur di Batui
Sumber: https://sulses.idntimes.com//
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4.

Perjalanan ke Teluk Tolo untuk Proses Melontar

Ritual penghantaran Telur Burung Maleo, telur-telur ini tidak langsung dibawa ke Keraton Banggai, namun rombongan
penghantar telur harus singgah di wilayah Desa Pinalong, Pulau Peling, untuk melontar.

Gambar 4. Rombongan pembawa telur singgah di Desa Pinalong
Sumber: MNC TV
5.

Proses Penggantian Pembungkus Telur Burung Maleo

Rombongan melanjutkan perjalanan ke Tanjung Merah di pulau Labobo, Desa Mansalean Kabupaten Banggai Laut. Di
desa Mansalean, rombongan bermalam selama satu malam dan mengganti pembungkus telur Burung Maleo dengan daun
Kombuno yang baru di rumah adat Kusali Tolo.

Gambar 5. Proses Penggantian Pembungkus Telur
(Sumber: Program Acara Let’s Go pada akun Youtube News MNCTV)
Pembungkus lama yang telah dilepas, kemudian dihanyutkan ke laut. Menurut kepercayaan masyarakat Banggai dan Batui,
daun itu akan hanyut mengikuti arus laut yang akan membawanya ke pantai Banggai, menjadi penanda bagi pihak kerajaan
bahwa rombongan pengantar Telur Burung Maleo telah berada di Tanjung Merah dan akan memasuki Banggai.
Batomundoan sebagai bagian dari prosesi penerimaan, disiapkan.
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Gambar 6. Daun Lontar Dihanyutkan Ke Laut / (Sumber: MNC TV)
6.

Proses Menghantarkan Telur Burung Maleo ke Banggai Lalongo Perahu Berputar Tiga Kali

Dari Pulau Labobo, rombongan pengantar telur Burung Maleo memasuki Banggai Lalongo. Sesampainya di depan Banggai
Lalongo, perahu diarahkan kembali ke Kota Tua/Kampung Jin di depan desa Tinakin, dan berputar sebanyak tiga kali.
Setelah itu, barulah perahu diarahkan ke pelabuhan Banggai yang berhadapan dengan Keraton Batomundoan Banggai.

Gambar 7. Perahu Rombongan Pengantar Telur Sampai di Banggai berputar tiga kali sebelum berlabuh
Sumber: Akun Youtube Info Luwuk
7.

Proses Penjemputan Telur Burung Maleo

Perangkat adat Banggai, telah menanti kedatangan rombongan penghantar telur Burung Maleo di Pelabuhan Banggai.
Dalam prosesi Upacara Molabot Tumbe, Tomundo (Raja/Pemangku Adat Banggai), memberikan mandate kepada Jogugu,
untuk memimpin penjemputan dan sekaligus menerima hantaran telur Burung Maleo dari Batui.

8.

Gambar 8. Perahu yang membawa telur Burung Maleo tiba di dermaga Banggai dan penjemputan.
(Sumber: MNC TV)
Proses Penyerahan Telur Buruang Maleo
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Rombongan yang telah diterima di pelabuhan Banggai oleh Jogugu, dikawal oleh pasukan Merah Putih yang diutus dari
Keraton Banggai, bersama rombongan dari Batui, berjalan kaki menuju Keraton. Sepanjang perjalanan, pasukan Merah
Putih sebagai pengiring Telur Burung Maleo, tidak boleh berbicara sampai telur sampai di Keraton Banggai.

Gambar 9. Serah Terima Telur dari Ketua Adat Batui kepada Jogugu (Sumber: MNC TV)

Gambar 10. Pasukan Merah-Putih Pembawa Telur dari Keraton (Sumber: MNC TV)

Gambar 11. Arak-arakan menuju Keraton Banggai Laut (Sumber: MNC TV)
9.

Penerimaan Telur Burung Maleo di Keraton Banggai Laut

Prosesi penerimaan telur dilakukan oleh Tomundo, dan pasukan Merah Putih yang membawa Telur Burung Maleo berjalan
jongkok, sebagai bagian dari tatakrama di lingkungan Keraton Banggai, diiringi musik tradisional Banggai.
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Gambar 12. Pasukan Pembawa Telur Memasuki Keraton (Sumber: MNC TV)

Gambar 13. Penerimaan Telur oleh Jogugu (Sumber: MNC TV)
Saat Telur-telur Burung Maleo telah diterima secara resmi oleh Jogugu, kemudian telur-telur tersebut dibagikan kepada
keluarga Basalo di Banggai Lalongo, Boneaka dan Padang Laya. Upacara Molabot Tumbe ditutup dengan ritual adat
sebagai ucapan syukur atas selesainya tugas melaksanakan amanat leluhur. Ritual adat yang dilaksanakan di Keraton
Banggai, juga sebagai penanda telur Burung Maleo telah dapat dikonsumsi oleh masyarakat Batui.
DISKUSI/ANALISIS
Makna Konotasi Tradisi Event Budaya Malabot Tumbe
Pada tradisi Malabot Tumbe ini terdapat pemaknaan konotasi yang erat dengan makna persaudaraan bahwa masyarakat
adat Batui belum dapat mengkonsumsi telur burung maleo hasil panen musim itu sebelum telur pertamanya diantarkan
kepada keluarganya di Banggai Laut dan rombongan pengantar kembali ke Batui. Kebersamaan, kekeluargaan, dan
harmoni, adalah bagian penting dari makna konotasi pada budaya Molabot Tumbe. Tradisi Molabot Tumbe yang telah
dimulai sejak tahun 1600-an ini, juga telah memperkuat ingatan akan persaudaraan antara masyarakat Batui dan Banggai,
bahwa masyarakat ini berasal dari leluhur yang sama.
Realitas saat ini adalah keberadaan Telur dan Burung Maleo di Batui, sangat terancam kelestariannya. Jumlah Burung
Maleo yang semakin sedikit dan sangat langka menjadi sebuah keprihatinan sekaligus mejadi tanggungjawab semua
pihak/stakeholder terutama pemerintah sebagai pemegang kebijakan. Mengingat burung Maleo bukan saja burung yang
mempunyai hubungan erat dengan masyarakat adat Batui dan Banggai tetapi merupakan aset Bangsa, untuk tetap
melestarikan keanekaragaman fauna, karena burung Maleo merupakan endemic Sulawesi. Untuk itu perlu langkah
kongkrit, tindakan penyelamatan melalui berbagai program, dari tingkat Pusat, Provinsi dan Kabupaten dan melibatkan
masyarakat khususnya Masyarakat Adat Batui dan Banggai dan masyarakat pada umumnya.
Pada masa kerajaan, Raja Banggai telah menetapkan kawasan Bangkiriang di Batui sebagai wilayah konservasi adat atas
hutan untuk satwa Maleo lewat keputusan Raja Banggai tahun 1936. Ini adalah bukti kearifan dan concern kerajaan
Banggai dan masyarakat adat Banggai terhadap pelestarian lingkungan dan satwa.
Mitos Malabot Tumbe
Berdasarkan analisis makna-makna yang telah dijabarkan, terdapat suatu konsep yang disebut dengan hierofani. Hierofani
dapat diartikan sebagai suatu perwujudan atau penampakan diri dari yang sakral. Dalam sejarah agama-agama, mulai dari
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agama suku bangsa yang berkebudayaan sederhana sampai kepada agama bangsa yang sudah berkebudayaan maju,
terdapat banyak hierofani sebagai bentuk dari manifestasi yang sakral (Ghazali, 2011:48). Event Molabot Tumbe/Tumpe
ini akan terus dilaksanakan karena tidak ada pilihan lain kecuali melaksanakannya. Pelaksanaan penghantaran dan
penerimaan telur ini merupakan amanah leluhur yang telah berlangsung sejak tahun 1600an pada masa pemerintahan
Raja Maulana Prince Mandapar. Sangat diyakini, bahwa kelalaian dalam melaksanakan tradisi ini adalah kesalahan kolektif
yang dapat menimbulkan keburukan secara umum. Upacara ini dilaksanakan oleh masyarakat adat Batui dan Banggai,
bukan sebagai paksaan akan tetapi sebagai wujud pelaksanaan amanah yang dipegang teguh hingga kini.
Representasi Budaya dalam Tradisi Molabot Tumbe
Molabot Tumbe, merupakan warisan budaya leluhur Bangsa Banggai, yang dengannya, kedua entitas adat, Banggai dan
Batui, merepresentasikan nilai, persaudaraan, kebersamaan, dan dilakukan melalui tahap-tahap penuh makna, antara
kedua entitas budaya, dan merasakan “penyatuan” melalui Molabot Tumbe. Pemaknaan Hall (2003) mengenai bahasa
yang penuh arti (meaningfull), menjadi bagian dari prosesi yang tidak terpisahkan dari upacara Molabot Tumbe. Bahasa
yang digunakan adalah Bahasa Saluan (representasi etnis Batui), dan Bahasa Banggai (representasi etnis Banggai). Kedua
kebudayaan Banggai dan Batui melaksanakan dengan menggunakan bahasa daerah masing-masing, untuk
mempertahankan kedalaman makna tersurat, melalui makna tersirat. Event tahunan Molabot Tumbe, yang merupakan
event dua entitas budaya yang telah dipersatukan dalam tradisi ini, adalah bagian dari representasi mental (Hall, 1995),
karena seluruh bagian dalam upacara adat melambangkan tradisi masing-masing, yang masih dipegang teguh oleh kedua
entitas bersaudara ini, di samping penggunaan bahasa yang menjadi bagian dari lambang yang dipertukarkan dalam
prosesi Molabot Tumbe.

KESIMPULAN
Penelitian ini menggunakan studi semiotik untuk mengetahui wujud simbolik, makna denotasi dan makna konotasi serta
interpretasi makna mitos untuk menyimpulkan representasi tradisi Malabot Tumbe di Banggai. Berdasarkan hasil penelitian,
ditarik kesimpulan pemaknaan denotatif pada tradisi adat Malabot Tumbe yaitu berupa serangkaian kegiatan dalam prosesi
pengantaran dan penjemputan telur burung Maleo dari Batui ke Keraton Banggai. Terdapat pemaknaan konotasi yang erat
dengan makna persaudaraan bahwa masyarakat adat Batui belum dapat mengonsumsi telur maleo hasil panen musim itu
sebelum telur pertamanya diantarkan kepada keluarganya di Banggai dan rombongan pengantar kembali ke Batui, serta
adanya mitos dan kepercayaan warga bahwa kelalaian dalam melaksanakan tradisi ini adalah kesalahan kolektif yang
dapat menimbulkan keburukan secara umum. Makna mitos, sebagai makna terdalam menggambarkan masyarakat
Banggai khususnya pada tradisi Malabot Tumbe menghormati sistem kekeluargaan dan persaudaraan, dan tidak
melupakan sejarah keluarga. Dalam event budaya ini terdapat dua pesan moral, dari aspek socio-kultur yaitu persaudaraan
melalui kebersamaan dan gotong royong berbudaya dalam menjaga amanat leluhur. Selain itu, terdapat aspek lingkungan,
yaitu dengan menjaga lingkungan dan melestarikan pengembangbiakan Burung Maleo sebagai salah satu burung langka
di dunia.

KETERBATASAN DAN STUDI KE DEPAN
Penelitian ini berfokus pada kajian semiotika Roland Barthes mengenai representasi budaya Malabot Tumbe yang
berlangsung sejak tahun 1600an di Banggai Sulawesi Tengah, Indonesia. Dianalisis melalui beberapa tayangan film
dokumenter dan sumber media lainnya, bagi peneliti selanjutnya yang akan melakukan penelitian lebih lanjut mengenai
Tradisi Molabot Tumbe, disarankan agar dapat melakukan pengamatan dan pengambilan gambar secara langsung, untuk
menemukan makna Molabot Tumbe secara lebih mendalam.
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ABSTRACT
Modest fashion wear becoming an emerging phenomenon worldwide. While modest fashion has often been associated
with religious observance, it is now gaining more attention among nonreligious consumers as well. Modest fashion wear is
a style that represent Islamic style by covering heads, necks, arms and legs but in more fashionable and fashion-forward
way. It also refers to looking stylish while remaining relatively covered. Most of major brands starts to offer modest fashion
line for their customer to keep up with the current trend. Fashion retailers and other designer are contributing to the growth
of the modest fashion industry; Nike introduced its Pro Hijab line for Muslim female athletes, Uniqlo x Hana Tajima Collection
with a line of hijabs, and H&M featured a Muslim model wearing a hijab in a video advertisement. This paper aims to propose
a conceptual framework on the customer purchase intention towards Islamic modest fashion wear. It was proposed that
there is a significant association between social influence, brand image and perceived quality and customer purchase
intention towards modest fashion wear. The associated hypotheses stated possible relationships between social influence,
brand image and perceived quality and customer purchase intention. Finally, it was proposed that personality traits
moderate the relationship between the independent variables (social influence, brand image and perceived quality) and
customer purchase intention.

Keywords: Purchase intention, Fashion, Modest fashion, Modest wear, Muslim fashion

INTRODUCTION
The demand for modest clothing among Malaysian women has increased due to the current trend in which Muslim women
has been heavily influenced by celebrities and social media icon. The brands are riding the wave of a phenomenon called
"modest wear" that is taking over the world. Modest wear aligns with contemporary fashion but is geared to the needs of
Muslim women, offering style and diversity.
According to the "State of the Global Islamic Economy Report" produced by Reuters in collaboration with DinarStandard,
Muslim consumers spent an estimated $243 billion on clothing in 2015. Modest fashion purchases by Muslim women were
estimated at $44 billion that year, which was approximately 18% of the total. Muslim consumer spending on clothing is
expected to reach $368 billion by 2021, which would be a 51% increase from 2015.
Internationally, several retailers and big names in fashion have also ventured into the modest-wear industry. Italian luxury
fashion house Dolce & Gabbana launched a collection of ankle-length dresses with matching embroidered headscarves
and hijabs in 2016.Fitness brand Nike launched its first Pro Hijab line for Muslim women athletes last year. Other brands
such as DKNY, Tommy Hilfiger, Zara and Mango have brought out special collections of modest wear during Ramadan in
recent years.
Nowadays, purchase intention is more complicated and more significant for consumers than in the past. It is an important
key point for consumers during considering and evaluating of certain product (Keller, 2008). Which means that, to build the
purchase intention toward consumer, the consumer should purchase the product and evaluate the product. From the
evaluation, consumer will have experience, feeling and satisfaction. Once the consumer satisfies with the product, then the
purchase intention will exist and becoming a habit from them. Shifts in the cultural values, consumer preferences, and
purchase intentions towards fashion products is arguably the most critical issue faced by the marketing managers today
(Rajagopal, 2010).
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Purchase Intention
According to Jin and Kang, (2011) explains purchase intention relating four behaviors of consumers, including the
undoubted plan to buy the product, thinking unequivocally to purchase the product, when someone contemplate to buy the
product in the future, and to buy the specific product utterly. Purchase intention is a kind of decision-making that studies the
reason to buy a particular brand by consumer (Shah, 2012). Morinez, (2007) stated that purchase intention also can be
defined as a situation where consumer tends to buy a certain product in certain condition. Purchase intention usually is
related to the behavior, perceptions and attitudes of consumers. Purchase intention may be changed under the influence
of price or perceived quality and value. Gogoi, 2013, stated that consumers are affected by internal or external motivations
during the buying process. Kotler and Armstrong, (2010) have proposed six stages before deciding to buy the product,
which are awareness, knowledge, interest, preference, persuasion and purchase.
In other perceptions, purchase intention means a consumer prefers to buy a product or service because he/she finds that
he/she needs a particular product or service, or even attitude towards a product and perception of product. In modest
fashion wear, purchase intention means consumer will buy the modest fashion products once again after he/she evaluates
a product and finds out that the product worth buying. While consumers select one particular product, the final decision on
accepting a product to buy or rejecting it depends on consumers’ intention.
Many external factors have been recognized, which can affect the purchase intention. Lim, Arokiasamy, and Moorthy (2010)
stated that social influence, country of origin, brand image and perceived quality are the most crucial factors that are
influencing consumer purchase intention.
Purchase intention refers to the probability, likelihood, and willingness of a consumer purchasing a product, or it may be the
consumer’s plan to buy a product (Dodds, Monroe,& Grewal, 1991). Purchase intention is constituted by purchase tendency
(Assael, 1992). Purchase intention may be used to predict the production of a purchase behavior (Morwitz & Schmittlein,
1992). Purchase intention can be measured from five indicators: 1. Loyalty: refers to the consumer’s performance and
behavior toward a product, including repurchases and encouraging others to purchase the product; 2. Switch: refers to the
consumer who reduces choosing a product but chooses its opponent’s product instead; 3. Pay more: even if the price of a
product increases, the consumer still chooses the product; 4. External response: refers to the consumer who is dissatisfied
with a product or service reports it to an external unit other than the business itself; internal response: refers to the consumer
who is dissatisfied with a product or service reports to the company staff (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1996). Purchase
intention can also be measured from five dimensions: absolutely purchased, possibly purchased, uncertain about purchase,
possibly not purchased, and absolutely not purchase (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2000). Purchase intention is based on customer
loyalty, included are repurchase intention, intention to purchase more products in the future, and intention to recommend
to others (Sirohi, McLaughlin, & Wittink, 1998).
Social Influence
Social influence is distinct from conformity, power and authority. Conformity occurs when an individual expresses a
particular opinion or behavior in order to fit into a given situation or to meet the expectations of a given other, though he
does not necessarily hold that opinion or believe that the behavior is appropriate. Power is the ability to force or coerce
particular way by controlling her outcomes. Authority is power that is believed to be legitimate (rather than coercive) by
those who are subjected to it (Lisa Rashotte).
The existence of social media somehow gives a major impact on the booming phenomenon of modest fashion wear
worldwide. Customers are actively seeking for more information and inspiration in fashion by looking at famous bloggers,
youtubers, Instagram idol all over the world. Blogs are a synchronous online venue that provide users with a scope of online
interactions and are a useful tool in computer-mediated communication. Blogs are unique online environments that combine
news and information with self-expression. Personal or corporate blogs provide a form for online interaction where users
come together to share their feelings, photos, ideas, issues, opinions, and information (Kaye, 2005). Yet another view is
that they are online “opinion pages” (Blood and Tweeney, 2002).
An important aspect of the online experience is the sharing of information (Mikalef, Shimabukuro Sandes and Torres Urdan,
2013). Word of mouth is the influence of someone’s informal opinion about products and brands derived from consumption
experiences (Sen and Lerman, 2007). Word of mouth may have positive or negative content and is a form of communication
among groups, independent specialists, family, friends, and/or customers (current or potential) of a product (Ennew,
Banerjee and Li, 2000). Comments are becoming a reference for more and more people.
Also, the online social networks provided facilities for consumers to interact with one another, accessing to information,
comments, reviews, and rates that can help them for purchasing intention in diverse ways (Heinrichs and Lim, 2011). Online
social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, etc.), where individuals as members, construct public profiles to
share their knowledge and their experiences, to post information about themselves and have contact with others who
exchange and share similar interest (Cheung and Lee, 2010). Online social networks have become more credible and
relevant information source than direct information from companies, therefore consumers seek products and companies on
online social networks (Bernoff and Li, 2008).
According to Latif and Abideen, 2011, advertising is a subset of promotion mix that is as 4p (product, price, place and
promotion) in marketing mix. Advertising as one of the strategies of promotion, is a useful tool in creating awareness in the
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minds of potential customers in order to make decision to buy the product. When the customer pays attention to advertising,
he/she creates a feeling toward it that leads to brand promotion and those who have good feeling toward brand develop
desired attitude toward it. Also, Nabsyeh and Bostan, 2012, stated that advertising is a powerful device to inform and affect
consumer behavior.
Brand Image
Most of previous studies tested the influence of brand image on consumers’ purchase intention and showed a significant
relationship between these variables (Arslan and Altuna, 2010). Kawa, 2013, in their study showed that brand name has a
significant impact on the purchase intention of customers. Koubaa (2018) stated that image held in consumer mind is
manifested by human beliefs, which are derived from experiences related to the brand and serve as basis for judgment in
future brand evaluation.
In American Marketing Association, the definition of brand is a “name, term, sign, symbol, or design or a combination of
them, intended to identify goods or services of one seller or groups of sellers and to differentiate them from those of
competitors” (Kotler, 2003). The brand usually identifies the origin of an item and it has the key credibility factors, which is
offers a guarantee, a source of confidence and is a sign of power, expertise and ethics.
Dobni and Zinkhan, 2003, defined that brand image is largely a subjective and perceptual phenomenon that is formed
through consumer interpretation, whether reasoned or emotional. According to Definition of Low & Lamb, 2000, brand image
is the reasoned and emotional perceptions of consumers attached to specific brands. Discussing the Aaker’s (1991) model,
he explained that people have multiple associations attached to the name of brand.
A brand is a kind of name, symbol, design or mark that can make a product get beyond its function and value (Farquhar,
1990). Many studies revealed that brand image is a kind of consumer construct and it is one of the dependence when
consumers deciding to buy or not (Keller, 2008). Some also claimed that people will have higher purchase intention with
better image of products (Yang Syuan Yu and Jhang Yu He, 2006). Brands are increasingly seen as a key factor because
it can create, communicate and maintain a new sense of social and/or personal identity of a person. It was found that the
brand name is used as a cue to assess quality of a product and influences consumers’ perceptions. Fabric, material, style,
and design divided the top-quality clothing from low-quality clothing (Lee, 2001).
Most of previous studies tested the influence of brand image on consumer’s purchase intention and showed a significant
relationship between these variables (Arslan & Altuna, 2010). Consequently, it is more likely that brand awareness leads to
the increase of consumer decision to buy that brand (Tih & Lee, 2013).
Perceived Quality
Tsiotsou, 2005 and 2006 investigated the higher quality product creates higher purchase intention toward lower quality
products. Perceived quality is thought be different from real quality of a brand because the unpleasant experience with a
brand’s product prior will affect consumers’ judgments on the brand’s quality in the future (Hsin, 2009 and Aaker, 2000).
Perceived quality is customer perception of overall quality or superiority of one product or service, which is with attention to
the purpose of that product or service in comparison to other alternatives (Keller, 2008). Perceived quality also can be
defined as the customer perception of overall quality or superiority of one product or service in the light of its expected goal
case in comparison to other alternatives. It is a general and intangible feeling about brand.
Product quality is a key factor in assessing purchase intention. It is a continuous process of improvement that the continuous
changes increase product performance and consequently the satisfaction of customers’ needs. Tariq, (2013) stated that
quality should be improved every moment. Also, Chi, 2008 concluded that if a product has a better quality, customer will be
more inclined to purchase it and their study emphasized that product quality has a positive impact on customers’ purchase
intention.
Besides, Garvin, (2004) proposes that perceived quality is defined based on users’ recognition and it is influenced by
intrinsic and extrinsic cues, which are the evaluation basis for consumers. According to Olson and Jacoby (2001), extrinsic
cues are understood as the factors that are product-related, yet, are apart from the physical product. Intrinsic cues,
contrarily, are understood as product attributes, which cannot be changed or manipulated without change of the products’
physical characteristics.
On the other hand,perceived quality is defined as the consumers’ judgment about an entity’s (service’s) overall excellence
on superiority (Zeithaml and Rowley, 1998). Customers imbue products and services with their understanding of their
goodness (Garvin, 2004). It is mostly determined by consumers’ subjective feeling rather than objective feature of products.
Personality traits
According to Herzenstein et al (2007) demonstrated that customers of promoting focus showed a stronger purchasing
intention than that of prevention focus when the risk associated with products is significant . Lumsden et al (2013) believed
that personality is one of the affecting factors of trust. Meanwhile, Zhang et al (2010) examined the persuasiveness of
eWOM. Drawing on regulatory focus theory, positive reviews would be more persuasive than negative ones to consumers
with promotion consumption goals. Conversely, negative reviews would be more persuasive than positive ones . Because
of their different regulatory focus, customers choose positive or negative purchase decision when they read online reviews,
which will be affected differently by review polarity, the quality, the quantity, etc. T
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Customer could be influenced by personal values, beliefs, perception and experiences. It has been proposed that individual
personality traits influence ethical decision making (Ferrell, & Gresham, 1985； Hunt, & Vitell, 1986；Marks, & Mayo, 1991).
The consumer’s personality positively affects the consumer’s consumption choices or online shopping related behaviors.
(Punj & Stewart, 1983; Bosnjak, Galesic, & Tuten, 2007; Chen, 2011). Personality factors such as imaginative, reliable,
charming, and so on affect the consumer’s evaluation (Khare, Khare and Singh, 2010).
Consumer’s show greater preference and recognition for businesses that take the initiative to assume social responsibility
and are willing to pay more to purchase products (Creyer & Ross, 1997). In addition, In addition, businesses that implement
social responsibilities tend to attract consumers’ attention, which in turn affect their product consumption intention (Sen, &
Bhattacharya, 2001). The social responsibilities of businesses positively affect consumers’ purchase intention (Klein, 2004).

Personality traits

Figure 1: Conceptual framework
Figure 1 shows the proposed customer purchase intention framework. Three independent variable that contribute to
customer purchase intention towards Modest Fashion Wear; social influence, brand image and perceived quality. The
moderating variable is the personality traits.

From Figure 1 the proposed hypothesis can be formulated as follows:

H1: social influence is positively associated with customer purchase intention towards Islamic modest fashion wear.
H2: brand image is positively associated with customer purchase intention towards Islamic modest fashion wear.
H3: Perceived quality is positively associated with customer purchase intention towards Islamic modest fashion wear.
H4: Stronger level of personality traits will moderate the customer purchase intention.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
It can be concluded that there are three factors that contribute to customer purchase intention namely: social influence,
brand image, and perceived quality. One moderating factors that lead to customer purchase intention namely personality
traits. Limitations in this paper are that the validity and reliability are not yet tested. Therefore, further research is
recommended using the model so that this framework may be more useful for further research. For future study, it is
advisable to use the formation and consolidation on customer purchase intention framework towards modest fashion wear
in different geographical area to get different result especially those non-Muslim country where the result might be different
since the respondent will have different view and perceptions towards modest fashion wear.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose of the Study: This study explores the importance of the acceptance of diverse intercultural communication.
Through the SSEAYP Program, to establish a mutual understanding of the different culture, the homestay program is one
of the key events. Hence to explore the acceptance of the different cultures thus, the objective of this study is to explore the
acceptance of different culture during the port-of calls program among Malaysian Participating Youth.
Methodology: The qualitative research method was chosen to conduct this research. Data collected through an in-depth
interview with the 46th Malaysian Participating Youth or known as MaPY46. The informants were the representative of each
of the Solidarity Group (SG). Since Malaysia is under Movement Control Order, hence, the interview conducted via an
online platform such as Google Meet and ZOOM.
Main Findings: Set sail on a 52-day voyage with over 300 youths from ASEAN countries and Japan with the Ship for
Southeast Asian and Japanese Youth Program (SSEAYP) promises vibrant discussions on social and youth matters, eyeopening cultural exchanges and engaging sports, recreational and club activities. At each Port-Of-Call (POC), participants
can also look forward to interacting with local youths, paying courtesy calls on dignitaries, visiting local institutions, getting
involved in community service and experiencing a unique homestay program. Through this SEAYP program, intercultural
communication is happening throughout the journey. The participants experienced many bittersweet memories, and as a
future leader, they need to be proactive in problem-solving skill if a conflict arises.
Novelty of the Study: MaPY46 explored many different cultures. They were open to it, yet the homestay program to every
POC has broadened their mind and instilled a sense of belonging to be more proactive in preserving the cultures, gems,
and treasures of Malaysia.
Keywords: intercultural communication, exchange program, different culture, SSEAYP

INTRODUCTION
The Ship for Southeast Asian and Japanese Youth Program (SSEAYP) is based on the respective Joint Statements issued
in January 1974 between Japan and the Republic of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Republic of the Philippines, the Republic of
Singapore, and the Kingdom of Thailand. In addition, Brunei Darussalam joined the program in 1985 and the Socialist
Republic of Viet Nam in 1996. Furthermore, the Lao People's Democratic Republic and the Republic of the Union of
Myanmar joined the program in 1998. Furthermore, in 2000, the Kingdom of Cambodia also joined the program. The
program is carried out by the Government of Japan (through the Director-General for International Youth Exchange of the
Cabinet Office) with the active participation and cooperation of these ten Southeast Asian countries (Center for International
Youth Exchange, 2019). In addition, this program aims to promote friendship and mutual understanding among the youths
of Japan and the ten Southeast Asian countries, broaden their perspective on the world, and strengthen their spirit of
international cooperation and practical skills for international collaboration. As a result, it is expected to cultivate the youth
who can exercise their leadership skills in various fields in the globalising society and contribute to society in areas such as
youth development. These aims can be achieved by sharing their lives onboard the ship, introducing each other to their
countries, and participating in discussions and various exchange activities onboard and in the countries to be visited.
The era of globalisation has broad implications for different aspects of human life, including business relationships. Global
competition in the workplace requires better quality of human resources that can compete with other nations. Turistiati et
al. (2018) mentioned that human resources working in multinational organisations or companies increasingly interact and
communicate with people from different cultural backgrounds. Facing cultural differences in language, norms, habits,
mindsets, and other differences can be a source of problems and misunderstandings. Thus, intercultural communication
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competence plays a vital role in a multinational work environment. Alumni of the SSEAYP program feel the importance of
intercultural communication competence for the Southeast Asian and Japanese Youth Program (SSEAYP). Intercultural
communication occurs when members of a particular culture message members of another culture (Samovar et al., 2014).
Intercultural communication, which involves interaction between people's perception of culture and symbolic systems, are
pretty different in communication. A key aspect of intercultural communication is interpersonal communication between
communicators.

Through this SEAYP program, intercultural communication is happening throughout the journey. The participants
experienced many sentimental memories, and as future leaders, the participants need to be proactive in problem-solving
skills if a conflict arises. Intercultural communication discusses how individual of different cultures interacts or communicate
with one another. Arasaratnam-Smith (2017) mentioned that some researchers defined intercultural communication as the
effects on communication behaviour when different cultures interact. Using the context of Malaysia, Zawawi (2008) revealed
that some of the cultural values exist only among ethnic group other while some are shared with those of different groups.
In essence, intercultural communication could be surmised as a form of interaction that occurs when different cultures meet,
clashes or shared one or two different origins between one another on a symbolic space for understanding. Besides, Lauring
(2011) stated that intercultural communication seeks to understand how individuals from different countries and cultures
communicate and understand their worldview. According to Kei & Yazdanifard (2015), cultural proficiency does not mean
memorising every cultural nuance of every market. Instead, it knows when to listen, when to ask for help and finally speak.
Hence, understanding intercultural communication consists of knowledge of the cultures, organisations and institutions,
history, and general way of living in different communities and nations. It also includes crucially awareness of an individuals'
own and other people's beliefs and values and a willingness to recognise when these may clash.
On the other perspective, according to Burleson (2010), interpersonal communication is defined as shared messages that
are created and interpreted as a form of social interactions which to achieve social objectives. This is in view with how
SSEAYP has a purpose of having mutual comprehension as well as encouraging friendship among youths of Japan and
the ten Southeast Asian countries, which allows everyone to be able to communicate, share about their countries and
cultures through discussions, activities, and the countries that the participants visited. This program allows participants a
chance to experience the local experience throughout their daily activities by having homestay for every port-of-call, know
as places where the ship will board for several days. All of that defined and understood, the differences in intercultural
communication are primarily systematic. It is defined by the type of culture, society's structure, values, and other factors
that impact communicative behaviour and form culture-specific communicative styles (Larina & Leontovich, 2015). Based
on that, one of the importance of intercultural communication is avoiding misinforming or allowing the other parties to
misinterpret the meaning during communication. Furthermore, the communicative intentions of foreign interlocutors could
create stereotypes about polite and impolite nations, which impede understanding and social harmony. It further
emphasises that intercultural communication should be made known to frequent travellers to ensure negative stereotypes
of nations are mitigated.
According to the Director-General for International Youth Exchange, Tanaka Toshie, The Ship for Southeast Asian and
Japanese Youth Program (SSEAYP) aims to promote friendship and mutual understanding among the Participating Youths
of Japan and the ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) member countries as well as to broaden their
perspectives on the world by participating in various activities such as discussions, homestay and interaction with local
youths while living together onboard the ship and in the countries to be visited (Center for International Youth Exchange,
2019). Consequently, the participants are expected to show leadership in various sectors of society amidst the progression
of internationalisation. The SSEAYP was launched in 1974 as a joint program between Japan and ASEAN member
countries and sets sail every year to count 46 times. The total number of Participating Youths exceeds 12,000, and most of
the youth are now playing important roles in the respective regions, countries, and the globalising society. The 46th program
was carried out for approximately 50 days from October to December 2019, starting with the country program in Japan in
Tokyo and the different prefectures outside of Tokyo. In addition, the program made a port-of-call in Viet Nam, Singapore,
Myanmar, and Malaysia.
Through the SSEAYP Program, to establish a mutual understanding of the different culture, the homestay program is one
of the key events. This homestay program happened to every Port-of-Calls (POC). Homestay can be defined as having the
chance to live with a local family and experience their everyday lives and are a significant part of intercultural learning
(Kontogeorgopoulos, Churyen, & Duangsaeng, 2015). A study conducted by Kayat and Kalsom (2009) finds that tourist that
had their homestay experience with the locals indicates that the participants experienced and enjoyed the learnings of the
local cultural experiences by taking part in the activities that were organised by the locals, which also allows the increase
in social cohesion among the locals where participants could contribute more on knowledge of their local traditions. Apart
from providing knowledge on local traditions and their daily schedule, homestay allows hosts and tourists the chance of a
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long-term relationship through various forms of communications. Other than that, a participant in a study done by Kwon
(2020) describes those diverse cultures and languages as must be respected and accepted as it is a critical quality in
flourishing intercultural competence. It shows that homestay can act as an informal education where people could benefit
from the intercultural learnings indirectly. For example, the study of nine Korean children who participated as a host family
found that children's intercultural competence has increased immensely, especially in embracing, respecting, and
understanding different cultures. Therefore, homestays play a significant role for host families and their guests in learning
and accepting diverse cultures, especially for children. It decreases the misconceptions and misunderstanding that may
have arisen in the future.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Cross-cultural communication skills can be seen in four aspects: emotional resilience (RE), flexibility and openness (FO),
perceptual acuity (PAC) and personal autonomy (PA) (Ujitani, 2013). Difference youth exchange programmes impact
changing intercultural communication competence (Arnold, Davis, & Corliss, 2014). Based on the study by Ujitani (2013)
and Arnold, Davis, & Corliss (2014) indicated that the youth exchange participants who have lived abroad for more than
three weeks have little room for improvement to be more resilient upon accepting the different culture. Thus, based on these
studies, it can be connoted that participants should have more opportunities to interact with the host members to improve
intercultural communication competence. Participants occasionally must be taken out of their comfort zone so that they can
learn.
SSEAYP equipped youth with various perspectives on culture, leadership, and communication skills. In terms of culture in
interpersonal communication, youths are expected to broaden their mind. Nevertheless, youth are encouraged to open to
any idea and possibility beyond their knowledge. Knowing the culture, when interactions between different cultures occur,
almost everyone would experience culture shock. Segal (2019) and DeVito (2016) stated that culture shock is the feeling
of uncertainty, confusion, or anxiety that people experience when visiting, doing business, or living in a different society.
Culture shock happens to individuals most of the time due to their unfamiliarity with local customs or international space,
the languages and behaviour accepted by the second party. Broom & Darroch (1981) opined that one issue concerning
intercultural communication or interpersonal communication is culture shock. Culture shock is the disorientation and
frustration of those who find themselves among people who do not share fundamental values and beliefs. It could also be
attributed to a gap among generation or way of living or move into a new environment. Therefore, culture shock is a feeling
of anxiety to someone, which resulted from losing all our familiar signs and symbols of social behaviour. These signs or
cues include the many ways the people orient themselves to the situations of daily life. Additionally, Furnham (2019) said
that culture shock has happened in every interpersonal communication situation, leading to communication defectiveness.
In other words, individual face the problem of not being able to relate with the other communicating party in a set space.
Language barriers, stark differences in daily hygiene, traffic safety, food accessibility and quality may heighten the sense
of disconnection from the surroundings (Azwin & Muin, 2020). Thus, individuals experiencing culture shock may tend to be
isolated due to the inability to utilise the present culture and communication model, leading to the communication gap and
conflicting communication problem.
Aside from that, conflicts could arise in the social environment due to culture shock. As an antithesis of cooperation, conflict
is said as a painful condition or tense emotional state of an individual reached on account of the presence of the two equally
opposed and contradictory culture at the time (Igbo & Ugwuoke, 2013). Most importantly, when people fail to defeat the
symptoms of culture shock, they are likely to become hostile to host nationals or communicated party that holds a different
culture (Ferraro, 2016). In an unfamiliar environment, conflict could occur, be it internal or external. Internal conflict arises
within an individual, for example, depression and frustration, while external conflict includes aggression towards others and
isolation from the social environment. In addition, misunderstandings and problems may arise due to cultural differences
and lead to arguments that could also occur with individuals from the same culture (Piller, 2012).
Study shows that there is a significant impact for interpersonal communication through intercultural communication such as
good communication skills where soft skill that is essential especially in the work environment as communication is required
for the success in organisational and administrative in terms of interpersonal ability to accomplish various tasks as it is
needed in interacting with others in ensuring a high-quality output (Okoro, Cwashington & Thomas, 2017). An increase in
interpersonal communication provides an overall good workforce and organisational performances and improves the
opportunities of getting hired and a rapid promotion in their line of work. Additionally, a skill in interpersonal communication
(IPC) is highly needed in the living aspect of the globalisation environment to assist in growing and sustaining in business
(Ramaraju, 2012). Sethi and Seth (2009) stated that interpersonal communication shows its absolute importance in
intensifying the relationship values between people.
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For instance, Voss et al. (2014) conducted a study at a global company with 40 different nationalities. The result indicates
that several participants in the study found that communication and language cause the rise in the problem when dealing
with a multinational group. It is because of the pronunciation that is hard to comprehend or even miscommunications
between one another. Also, conflicts arise as one's preferences are different from others considering the difference in their
historical and social background. Subsequently, as Ujitani (2014) indicates, it has seemingly increased in problems in a
culturally diverse workplace due to its differences in perspective, style of working, and cultural values. A study was
conducted to exhibit the effective methods, 'assertion of the agenda' to avoid any conflicts done by the leaders. Leaders
divert audiences by moving into the next topic and key areas when different views arise. Other than that, they identified the
second ways by diverting controversial topics and turns them into a discussion to a specific location (Holmes & Marra,
2004).
Furthermore, being an inter-culturally sensitive person that knows how to compromise would allow oneself to try and get a
promising result within an intercultural discussion (Yu & Chen, 2008). When a person obtains or practices inner intercultural
sensitivity, it allows them to be aware of their conversations, surroundings and to be able to accept differences in cultures
which result in acknowledging people's needs and avoiding any arguments. Similarly, Arnold, Davis, & Corliss (2014) found
that the way one culture socialises with an individual conveys an image of the person and how they interact with others.
Therefore, it is essential to recognise and appreciate each parties' common objectives, where every party can come with
one agreeable decision. To conclude, disagreements between parties could be prevented by having meetings with
professional managements and involving an individual's sensitivity towards differences in culture.
Additionally, Picard (1990) indicates that Balinese consider their Balinese dance as a part of tourist attraction to enhance
the culture and sustain the sense of belonging. It appoints them as unexpected and unique to represent their culture that
Balinese perform as a standard of their creative innovation on standard excellence. Bali's renowned dances have seemingly
proven to contribute to their fame by highlighting their trademark in displaying their history and own values to tourists. In
conjunction with it, through this SSEAYP program, the homestay program is significant to give another perspective of the
culture besides the existing culture naturally attuned among youths from a different country. At the same time, to instil a
sense of belonging through intercultural communication, the SSEAYP program provides the most awaiting performances
from every ten Southeast Asian countries and Japan, which allows each country to introduce and highlight their many sides
of cultures in their countries. Pothukuchi et al. (2002) explore a study on the international joint venture (IJV) and how it
affects elements of differences in cultures. IJV has a positive impact on the economy and engages in building a homogenous
organisational practice. Throughout, performances are a way of introducing one's culture and how diversity in cultures
positively impacts both the economy and establishes an organisation practice with similarities.
It may take up much time in their daily schedule compared to a one-way communication by having the manager inform the
deadlines without any feedback. However, it establishes more understanding communication for both parties. In brief,
communications can be affected by various situations, whether by non-verbal or verbal communication. However, without
having the ability to interact or communicate, the existence of organisations would be rather challenging as people run it.
However, when everyone wants to display the beauty of their culture, conflict in interpersonal communication will arise.
Conflict occurs when more than one social organisation comes across arguments or controversy in achieving their goals
and arises when interest is not mutual (Rahim, 2010). It often seems unpleasant. However, if people were to look at the
positive side, it allows them to reflect and enhance changes that contribute to the unity of groups. Due to this, this study
aims to explore the acceptance of different culture during the port-of calls program among participating Malaysian youth.
By conducting this research, therefore, researchers can conclude the value of friendship and mutual understanding among
the Malaysian youths to broaden their perspective on the world and to strengthen their spirit of international cooperation
and practical skills for international collaboration at the end of the finding.
METHODOLOGY
Qualitative research was chosen as the methodology in this research. Qualitative research is used to understand underlying
causes, opinions, and motivations (DeFranzo, 2021). The research design that is most suitable in this research is a case
study that explores the acceptance of various culture among Malaysian Participating Youth (MaPY46). A case study is an
approach where the researcher can provide a deep insight into researching a limited number of cases in the most significant
depth of expectations (Bacon-Shone, 2020). Therefore, using case study approaches in this study may help the researchers
find out more opinion about the acceptance of the culture and how the participants solve any conflict that happened, such
as culture shock.
Non-Probability sampling has been chosen for this research. Non-probability sampling is defining as the researcher may
select a sample based on the subjective judgment of the population (Taherdoost, 2016). In this study, 11 informants were
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recruited, and the informants should fulfil the requirements and needs upon the prior knowledge of overall response
patterns. The requirements are;
1) The 46th SSEAYP participants,
2) Representative each of the Solidarity Group (SG),
3) Finished the program (52 days),
4) From any race
5) Not restricted to only a gender.
In this study, the researchers conducted an in-depth interview using semi-structured interviews to gather information from
the participants. The researcher used an interview protocol as a research instrument for this research. According to Hunter
(2012), the interview protocol serves as the guide to give direction and path to carrying out the data gathering process and
follow-up by analysis. The purpose of choosing an in-depth interview is to extract more accurate details, understand more
profoundly and have a better relationship with the participant (Jamshed, 2014). During the pandemic of the COVID-19, faceto-face interviews seem to be difficult because researchers and informants need to strictly follow the standard operation
procedure set by the government. Therefore, to make it convenient, thus the interview session conducted via Google Meet
and the interview session took about 30-45 minutes.
To measure the accuracy of this research, a validity and reliability process had been made. Validity and reliability in research
are the extents to which the data is appropriate, justifiable, and relevant (Cypress, 2017). Firstly, to avoid bias, researchers
requested an expert in intercultural communication to validate the interview protocol. For example, the question is not limited
and open to the informants to answer it openly without restricting only YES or NO answer. Next, researchers used
descriptive validity to achieve high accuracy, and the transcribe notes were sent back to the participants for consensus
purposes. Therefore, Maxwell (1992) and Cypress (2017) viewed descriptive validation as the agreement between
researchers and informants.
Lastly is interpretive validity, in which researchers reflected researchers' ability to report interviewees' meaning, behaviour,
or emotions in the response. However, the interpretation process is based not only on the researchers' point of view but
also on the participants' true feelings, such as anger, sadness, or romance (Thomson, 2011). For example, if the
interviewees started to increase the pitch or tone to express his or her answer, the researchers could interfere with the
informant's emotional experience. Afterwards, the transcription outcome will also be reported back to participants for
agreement purposes. If the participants find dissatisfaction with the interpretation, the researcher will need to re-interpret
until consensus is achieved.

FINDINGS
Code was given to the informants as their name will not be revealed to protect their privacy. The informants were coded as
the table below;
Table 1: Informants’ code
Informant
Solidarity Group
Code
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1

Solidarity A

SGA

2

Solidarity B

SGB

3

Solidarity C

SGC

4

Solidarity D

SGD

5

Solidarity E

SGE

6

Solidarity F

SGF

7

Solidarity G

SGG

8

Solidarity H

SGH

9

Solidarity I

SGI
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10

Solidarity J

SGJ

11

Solidarity K

SGK

There were four Port-of-Calls (POC) experienced by the 46th Malaysian Participating Youths (MaPY46), including Japan,
Vietnam, Singapore, and Myanmar. SGA, SGB, SGC, SGD, SGE, SGF, SGG, SGH, SGI, SGJ, and SGK stated that the
culture in those countries differs vastly in terms of language mainly, followed by food, what and how the people wear, the
people's belief, and how the participating youths are being welcomed. It relates to the meaning of the word "culture". It is
often termed an umbrella that encompasses the characteristics and knowledge of a particular group of people, their
language, religion, cuisine, social habits, music, and arts. SGB, SGF, SGG, SGH, SGI and SGJ added that the main
difference during all POC is language. Most of the time, the participating youths will communicate in English, and it would
be no problem for them to communicate. However, if the language is becoming a barrier, picture exchange communication
is one of the few ways to be able to understand one another
Japan
In term of food, many of the informants (SGA, SGB, SGD, SGE, SGI, SGJ, and SGK) mentioned that Japan also labelled
as the food paradise by MaPY46 because it is famous for its raw fish cuisine, which cannot be compared to what they have
in Malaysia. Moreover, their raw fishes are very fresh, which is loved by all sashimi lover. Other than that, Kimono; one of
their traditional clothes which would take hours to be worn by the non-professionals. It also differs in all kinds of design and
material. Besides, SGK sent to Kumamoto Prefecture mentioned that the culture of the people there revolves around the
balance between man and nature.
At Japan's POC, it was found out that they are polite, well-mannered, and more inclined towards how they make others
feel. This can be observed in host families there, as they never fail to question the participating youths before they prepare
any meals just to make sure the participating youths are comfortable with it.
(Informant: SGB)
Vietnam
Vietnam is the second POC for 46th SSEAYP 2019, and all informants (SGA, SGB, SGC, SGD, SGE, SGF, SGG, SGH,
SGI, SGJ, and SGK) clarified that Vietnamese are living in a more working is driven culture where they would show cast
their appreciation and excitement through the act of service. At the same time, all informants were also specified that their
culture is rich in high hospitality services. As mentioned by SGA, SGB, SGD, SGE, and SGF, the unconditional love and
the care shown by the host families and volunteers are overwhelmed. They never fail to look after the participating youths'
safety, proper meals, and place to perform prayers for the Muslims throughout their stay. One of the magnificent
observations about the culture in Vietnam is also seen as an emerging country filled with hardworking people and its
resilience to improve their quality of life.
Every action that they put forward to make sure the participating youths are having a good time at their place was just
marvellous and of course, the participating youths felt so touched with their service.
(Informant: SGC)
Singapore
In Singapore, all the informants found that the culture is almost similar to Malaysia. Many are astounded by the
manufactured technological culture in Singapore. Since Singapore is a developed country, SGE, SGF, SGH, SGJ and SGK
said that the solidarity group (SG) and homestay programmes were catered more towards showing its developments.
However, SGA, SGB, SGC, SGD, SGF, and SGH felt that in Singapore, the Singaporeans are mostly "Chinese centric" as
compared to Malaysia, where most Malaysians are "Malay" centric. In terms of language, Singaporeans would mainly use
English and Mandarin as their medium of communication. It is also known as Singlish, a combination of Singapore and
English language, while in Malaysia, Malaysians would mainly communicate in English and Malay with a different dialect. It
is widely known as Manglish, the combination of Malay and English language.
This is my first time in Singapore. I am amazed by their technology, and the country is so clean. Furthermore, I feel like I
am watching the Phua Chu Kang drama series when listening to their Singlish accent and made me miss those time.
(Informant: SGH)
Myanmar
Myanmar also is one of the POC during the 46th SSEAYP 2019. Myanmar is a country which is famous for its religious
tolerance and coexisting with people from different background and faith (SGA, SGB, SGC, SGD, SGE, SGF, SGG, SGH,
SGI, SGJ, and SGK). The people in Myanmar are called Burmese, and they are religiously inclined in their aspects of life
which is very visible. It was mentioned by SGC, SGE, SGF, SGG, SGH and SGI that the Burmese culture is heritage-based
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and is highly influenced by Buddhism, with several ancient temples to be visited. Their traditional clothes longyi are worn
daily with several designs and materials (SGA, SGB, SGC, SGD, SGE, SGF, SGG, SGH, SGI, SGJ, and SGK) as compared
to Malaysia, where not everyone would wear their traditional Baju Kurung every day, in fact wearing it only on occasional
days or for work purposes.
They wore their traditional outfit every day. Their society is very polite. They are very supportive, and I about to cry when
we need to leave Myanmar because their country is not that rich, but their way of life is very respectful.
(Informant: SGH)
Overall, according to SGA, SGB, SGC, SGG, SGF and SGJ, following the cultural differentiation that all the participating
youths from Japan and Southeast Asia countries been exposed to, there must be good intercultural communication among
themselves, which is essential to accept, understand and embrace the cultural differentiation. Furthermore, the same goes
for the intercultural communication between the participating youths and their foster families during every homestay
matching at every POC.
In all the countries, MaPY46 tried their best to understand every race and religion, making people more compassionate and
careful from misunderstanding one another. It gives everyone the value of respecting others and are eager to learn new
cultures first-hand.
(Informant: SGF)

DISCUSSION
Since there is a language barrier in some countries, especially if they do not master the lingua franca, it allows one to
communicate in a non-verbal communication way. This situation exactly fits the meaning of the term "intercultural
communication", which refers to the verbal and non-verbal interaction between people from different cultural backgrounds.
It also describes the phenomena where an individual is trying to interact in a foreign environment. It is often a two-way
street; people from different cultures are trying to improve their communication. On the other hand, some MaPY46 found
few impacts among the participating youths except during the homestay matching period where lack of communication
between them and their homestay partner from a different country.
In addition to that, the indirect impact of intercultural communication from homestay matching is that participating youths
might not be able to keep in touch with their respective foster families for a more extended period after the SSEAYP journey
due to the language barrier. Apart from that, several MaPY46 experienced different impacts of intercultural communication
from country to country. For examples are; in Singapore, they were able to converse in Malay casually. Some of them
played the role of the translator for their homestay partners when they were communicating both inside and outside of the
foster family's house, while in Myanmar, foster families are well educated. Therefore there was no language barrier, as they
can converse fluently in both English and Burmese languages. In Vietnam, it was reported that they must use simple English
when communicating because the English level of the people there is intermediary, while in Japan, they had to resort to
Google translate and converse in simple Japanese with their foster mother and father. However, they assured the
participating youths that once they had transcended the language barrier, it pretty much felt like home because of the will
to understand each other.
Moreover, MaPY46 was also facing conflicts in interpersonal communication during their SSEAYP journey. However, the
conflict is not an issue after all when kindness, respect, and love were practised. It cultivated the interest within themselves
to learn more about the different religions and cultures. For instance, in almost all countries with homestay matching
programme, their foster family was very considerate and fully understood their belief. They were very cautious when it
comes to food, especially for participating Muslim youths. They would always buy the meat and several ingredients from a
halal hawker and try their hardest to explain what they will cook for the day. Not only that, during an outing at noontime,
their foster family allowed the participating Muslim youths to perform their prayers before they go out and thus, they had no
issues in terms of prayers. It was realised that the presence of conflicts will always be there in interpersonal communication,
especially in an intercultural perspective, but it all depends on the individuals; how he or she explains their best to the ones
who listen to them in resolving the matter. For example, some MaPY46 were questioned about why they did not consume
alcohol while some other Muslim participating youths were consuming it. They were also asked why some can touch the
participating youths of the opposite gender while some cannot.
Thus, there is only a fragile fabric that everyone must be aware of to prevent from giving the wrong impression towards the
inquirer and the subject of the question. It was stressed that they should always speak from the first-person point of view
because they are the ones that the other participating youths can relate with, while also shoring them the proper method of
the boundaries they are supposed to be within. In another circumstance, culture shock happened when the opposite gender
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of another participating youth hugged one of the MaPY46 unexpectedly. That MaPY46 did not know how to react, since all
of that MaPY46's life has never really done that. However, along the way, it was realised that the action was just a simple
form in the sense of touch, which is used to enhance the sense of closeness and friendship (Forsell & Astrom, 2012);
however, it is still not appropriate in doing so. Apart from these, few MaPY46 shared their experiences that no culture shock
needed extra effort to cope with as the different cultures of each country had helped them widen their knowledge on how
the people of the country live.
Understanding the prohibitions in Islam, such as men and women who are not mahram should not come into contact, or a
Muslim should not drink alcohol, is challenging to explain because some other Muslims do not adhere to the practice.
Therefore, it becomes challenging for MaPY46 to explain the situation. They are not experts in religion even though they
have that knowledge but lack clarity based on Al-Quran and Al-Sunnah. Also, respecting and accommodating their friends
from another religion and other countries made MaPY46 have difficulties being assertive. They are too worried if their
explanations are misinterpreted and resulted in MaPY46 as extremist.

CONCLUSION
Engaging in a diverse culture experienced by all the MaPY46 during the SSEAYP journey as it was their first time travelling
aboard and living in a new environment to some of them was magnificent. Besides, MaPY46 had an experience related to
culture shock, which refers to the feeling of uncertainty, confusion or anxiety that a person experiences when visiting, doing
business (Segal, 2019), or living in a society that is different from their own, especially when someone travels across the
regions or countries (Devito, 2016). The loud traffic and road safety in Vietnam caused a considerable culture shock in
many of them because the Vietnamese would cross the streets with ease without hesitating whether the vehicles will stop
for them or not. Everyone must be extra careful as there are known to have thieves that steal anyone belongings while they
are riding a motorcycle. Therefore, the situation gave MaPY46 a mixed feeling of fear and confidence when crossing the
streets and alertness when walking along the streets. Next, it was simply surprising and unique knowledge that the Burmese
wear their traditional cloth called "longyi" proudly every day and everywhere, almost to all occasions. It maybe was not an
issue to many, but some MaPY46 were just amazed looking at the Burmese wearing their traditional clothes proudly daily.
Other than that, staying in Singapore had also created an additional positive vibe amongst MaPY46. MaPY46 felt like home
and enjoyed the sceneries there. Overall, MaPY46 explored many different cultures and were open to it. Nevertheless, the
homestay program for every POC has broadened their mind and instil a sense of belonging to proactive in preserving the
culture, gem, and treasure of Malaysia. Due to that, MaPY46 launched an event called "Warisan Kita", located in Lenggong,
Perak, Malaysia, to sustain Malaysia's treasure; The Lenggong Valley was listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage site on
30 June 2012.
Since this study is just limited in exploring the acceptance of the different cultures, thus it would be interesting if the future
researcher could explore more about soft power and diplomacy elements enhanced in this program.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose of the Study: This study explores the broader conceptualisation of "SSEAYP Sick" relating to the friendship
relationship growth among Participating Youths (PYs) from ASEAN and Japan.
Methodology: Phenomenology is a qualitative research method used to understand how people experience a specific
phenomenon. Data collected through an in-depth interview with the 22 informants from ASEAN and Japan. Each country
represented by two respective 46th SSEAYP Participating Youths.
Main Findings: This research has successfully outlined the definition of the "SSEAYP sick." Besides, this research has
also determined the meaning of life-changing among Participant Youths (PYs) through the two-month journey on the Nippon
Maru ship. This research also explains the relationship growth among PYs and the significance of the "SSEAYP sick"
concept.
Novelty of the Study: SSEAYP has indeed achieved its primary objectives in promoting friendship. Based on the findings,
the SSEAYP program also indicated that the PYs received more rewards rather than costs.
Keywords: costs and rewards, friendship, relationship, SSEAYP, mutual understanding, life-changing

INTRODUCTION
Since the 1960s, Japan has embraced the concept of soft power to alter and strengthen the way people of ASEAN interpret
the nation that was once a colonial force that controlled most of the region during World War II (Whitney & Shambaugh,
2009). The annual Ship for Southeast Asian and Japanese Youth Program (SSEAYP) is a Japan-ASEAN Youth
development and exchange programmes. It is Japan's longest-running, large-scale Youth exchange programme with
ASEAN Youth and, hence, over the years, tremendous resources have gone into running this programme (Center for
International Youth Exchange, 2020). SSEAYP started in 1974 and sponsored by the Japanese Cabinet Office. It aims to
expand the global outlook of the young people involved; foster mutual understanding and friendship between Japanese and
foreign young people, as well as nurture the spirit of international cooperation and the capacity to practise it, and in addition
to foster young people with leadership skills in different areas of international society (Ship for World Youth, 2012; Cabinet
Office of Japan, 2010). Around 350 young people went through the programme annually, and there are thousands in their
respective alumni network today. These high-performing young people will potentially end up in prominent roles within the
public and private sectors. The length of the programme is approximately 52 or 53 days, and participants must alternately
fly to Japan and sail towards the selected ASEAN countries by a ship called Nippon Maru and will make their way back to
Japan upon the completion of the program. 28 Participating Youths (PYs) from ASIAN countries and more than 30
participants from Japan were chosen each year to represent their countries and one national leader (NL), respectively.
Before joining the program, all PYs from various countries will go through complicated selection procedures, innovative
training, and comprehensive planning (Thein & Soe, 2020) to prepare mental and physical for the program.
According to the Center for International Youth Exchange (2020), the SSEAYP program not only restricted the PYs to stay
within their members in the country. Besides, the process of friendship relationship happened from a stranger to a friend.
During the SSEAP program, PYs were divided into 11 groups called "Solidarity Groups" (SGs) with letter names from A to
K. The SGs consisted of approximately 28 PYs with nearly identical males and females from each contingent. It has
functioned as the basic unit for activities both onboard and in the countries visited. Each SG is led by a Group Leader (GL)
and an Assistant Group Leader (AGL), who was also the Youth Leader (YL) and Assistant Youth Leader (AYL) of their
respective contingents. In this regard, the task of YLs and AYLs to the SGs was arranged by the Cabinet Office of Japan
so that no YL and AYL from the same contingent would go to the same SG. For smooth operation of activities and
disseminating information, PYs from the same SGs were assigned to the identical cabins onboard to the extent possible.
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Through this SSEAYP program, to develop any relationship, therefore, communication plays a significant role. Ineffective
interpersonal communications, typically associated with effective communication, can be gained by learning the concepts
and misconceptions and understanding the obstacles to effective interpersonal interactions (Devito, 2016). According to
Bevan & Samter (2009), friendship has become almost as important as a romantic pairing. Besides, friendship also interests
a range of interpersonal communication to many people. Everyone will encounter many people throughout the life of
everybody, but out of the vast array, one will develop a few face-to-face relationships, which everyone called friendship. A
friendship relationship will develop gracefully if a group of friends enjoy their friendship. Interestingly, after the SSEAYP
program, the term "SSEAYP Sick" is not a strange term to all the ex-Participating Youths. This phenomenon shows that the
PYs were in a situation where they perceived this program as a "reward". This reward concept somehow has changed their
mindset and personality. In developing the friendship relationship, the phenomena of "SSEAYP Sick" among PYs can be
predicted as the effect or impact strong enough to change an individual's life to show that the friendship must be mutually
productive (Devito, 2016). Up until the 46th SSEAYP program, the term "SSEAYP Sick" is common among SSEAYP alumni.
However, it is something strange among people who never experienced the SSEAYP program. Ordinary people seem
confused when the SSEAYP alumni keep mentioning they are "SSEAYP sick". Consequently, since no documentation
related to "SSEAYP Sick" been documented, thus how this term should be portrayed? How may it reflect the understanding
of friendship relationship? Therefore, this study aims to explore the broader conceptualisation of "SSEAYP Sick" relating to
the friendship relationship growth among the 46th Participating Youths (PYs) from ASEAN and Japan.
LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Thi-in (2019), in January 1974, when the former Japanese Prime Minister, Kakuei Tanaka, visited Asian
countries, he and the other Japan's delegates were shocked to be met by anti-Japanese demonstrations of surprising
ferocity in Bangkok and Jakarta. What precisely gave rise to these incidents of mass vehemence is now lost in the mists of
history. However, in any case, it led to a profound rethinking and reformulation of Japan's relationship with its neighbours
to the south. Not very long before the Tanaka tour, Japan had tried to integrate Southeast Asia into its sphere through
military occupation and economic domination in a "Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere." The effort led to widespread
destruction and tragedy, not least in its impact on Japan-Southeast Asia relations. This time, after the war's end, the
relationship, as Japan publicly projected it, would be based on mutual benefit and peaceful cooperation.
According to Severino (2010), recognising the importance of a sense of regional identity and people-to-people exchanges
for regional economic integration, political cohesion and regional cooperation, and international relations in general, Japan
has long been a significant contributor to the cultivation of such endeavours and regional relationships. It has given the bulk
of the funding for the Jakarta-based ASEAN Foundation. It endowed a Cultural Fund, the interest on which has financed
numerous ASEAN cultural activities for many years. It has sponsored regular contact among young Japanese and
Southeast Asian people. These include the Ship for Southeast Asian Youth, which since 1974 has annually gathered more
than 300 youths from Japan and Southeast Asia for about 50 days aboard a Japanese cruise liner that docks at several
Japanese and Southeast Asian ports. However, despite all this expenditure by Japan on financial and human resources in
Southeast Asia, it is increasingly looked upon as a stagnant, even declining, power.
To maintain a relationship, the concept of cost and reward need to be understood. The social exchange theory was first
initiated by an American sociologist, Homans (1958), via an article entitled "Social Behaviour as Exchange". A framework
established on a combination of behaviourism and basic economics was discussed. The theory is unique because it only
involves systematic processes (mathematics and logic) to determine balance within a relationship instead of emotional
metrics. The concept of cost and reward is the central core of the theory. "Reward" is positive in a relationship, such as
pleasures, satisfactions, and gratifications (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959). "Cost" can be illustrated as a negative in a relationship.
It can also be the withdrawal of a reward or punishment (Homans, 1961). A few basic assumptions had been made from
the perspective of human nature and the nature of relationships for this theory (Tulane University's School of Social Work,
2018). Firstly, human tends to look for reward and avoid any cost. The second assumption is that in the commencement of
a relationship, a person will always be driven by the question, "what is in it for me", with thoughts to gain maximum profit
simultaneously with minimal cost. A followed-up assumption from the prior assumption is that people tend to calculate the
reward and cost before engaging. When people feel more deprived of an act, they will assign value (Crossman, 2020). The
last assumption is that the rewards vary from different people and the same person at a different time as different people
have different expectations and need even the same person over time.
The theory proposed that a good relationship is a relationship that has a minimum or no cost at all. Given that there are a
few costs in the relationship, if the rewards outweigh the costs in the relationship, the costs will not be deemed detrimental
to the relationship (Homans, 1961). Levine, Kim, and Ferrara (2010) further describe that people are satisfied with their
relationship when rewards exceed the costs and will continue with the relationship because investments lead to projected
future profit, meaning more rewards. Many find it disturbing when a relationship fails to establish equity in an exchange or
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realising that others who suffered the exact costs are rewarded more than them (Redmond, 2015). If the costs outweigh
the rewards, it may indicate that the relationship should be drawn to an end, but an alternative evaluation, in theory, may
prevent this from happening automatically. Alternative evaluation is a process where the costs and rewards are weighed
against an individual's comparison levels, often affected by past experiences. The individual will then determine whether
the relationship should be continued or a better offer or opportunity (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959).
Devito (2016) indicated that many of our emotional responses in human relationships relate to experiences of violations of
perceived moral norms of right and wrong. In interpersonal communication, many approaches to communication ethics can
be applied, and others, such as a dialogic perspective. As for ethical interpersonal communication, as indicated by a literacyfocused dialogical approach to interpersonal communication ethics, it is preserved and encourages the relationship that
good by communicative activities fosters a special relationship (Arnett et al., 2009). 2014). To enhance the friendship
relationship across culture and belief, everyone needs to be aware of their cultural contexts. It includes verbal and nonverbal
communication and cultural perceptions everywhere, giving rise to a common ground for knowing each other well and
someone else's relationship with someone else close. Even in any workplace, people had different cultures. Thus it is vital
to understand differences between cultures (Devito, 2016) so that PYs can use their verbal and nonverbal communication
skills at an appropriate time and places.
Referring to Devito (2016), people would build and sustain their sensitivity to other cultures through continued tactical
reflection and rejection of selfish behaviour to sustain the relationship. In this SSEAYP program, the sensitivity is not only
to someone's culture, but everyone also respected different belief as well. Rendering to Sizoo, Iskat, Plank and Serrie
(2003) stated that, in an organisation, the development of the relationship would gradually grow when the workers who were
culturally aware offered better service to their international customers better results for their managers. It shows that
appreciation and acceptance of differences are significant to produce positive friendship relationships through intercultural
interactions (Chen, 1997). Openness to people from other cultural backgrounds requires empathy, curiosity, and a
willingness to communicate with others and other views of the world (Byram, 2008; Council of Europe, 2016). It needs an
active willingness to look for and accept opportunities to engage with people from other cultural backgrounds, explore and
learn about their cultural experiences and how familiar and unfamiliar phenomena are perceived, and learn about their
language and actions conventions.
However, the conceptualisation of "SSEAYP Sick" through friendship can also be explained from another perspective.
Through interpersonal communication ethics, the concept of friendship relationship was differentiated from other types of
communication ethics by attentive care about the relationship between individuals. Interpersonal contact finds its identity in
the ethical imperative for preserving and promoting the benefit of the relationship. When contact no longer nurtures the
relationship, interpersonal communication transitions into another mode of communicative interaction (Fritz, 2013). Being
tolerant of cultural differences does not require that substantial and profound differences between oneself and others be
diminished or ignored, nor does it require agreeing, embracing, or converting to the values of others. There are also some
boundaries of consideration for others that are set by the human dignity principle. For example, beliefs and opinions or
lifestyles and practices that undermine or violate the integrity of others should not be given consideration (Council of Europe,
2016).
The negative side of interpersonal communication reorganises interpersonal communication ethics into something else that
is momentarily defined by constant demand as a relational problem. Without demand, relationships suffer, and with
continuous demand, relationships cease to have the character of what in this chapter is called interpersonal communication
ethics. Demand stems from the driving force of desire for connexion with a particular other (Arnett, 2008). In the literature
on communication conflicts, demand/withdrawal has become an essential construct because it is correlated with concurrent
relational frustration and predicts decreases in relational satisfaction over time (Caughlin & Huston 2002; Heavey,
Christensen, & Malamuth, 1995; Heavey, Layne, & Christensen, 1993).
METHODOLOGY
This study is qualitative research that significantly employed the phenomenology approach as the research design. Hence,
using this type of methodology, researchers can explore the broader conceptualisation of "SSEAYP Sick" concerning the
friendship relationship growth among PYs from ASEAN and Japan. Phenomenology is a qualitative research method that
has been used to understand how people experience a specific phenomenon. It is conducted primarily on personal
interpretation and human consciousness. The purpose of phenomenology is to allow researchers to develop the
perspectives, perceptions and understanding of people who experienced certain phenomena (Alase, 2017). According to
Zahirul (2018), phenomenology studies are suitable for research related to psychological and social phenomena. Cost and
reward-related phenomena are some of the psychological experiences that are tremendously varied. For instance, people
would engage in sexual behaviour with different intentions.
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Non-probability sampling has been used for this research. Nevertheless, the types of samples that were employed in this
research is purposive sampling. Purposive sampling refers to the researchers' tendency to seek out the elements of
participants to meet the narrow and specific information (Reddy & Kannamani, 2016). The requirements needed for this
research are
1) 46th SSEAYP PYs,
2) Two representatives to each country involved (Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines,
Laos, Brunei, Cambodia, and Thailand)
3) Regardless of gender and ethnicity,
4. Agree to be the participant.
To collect the data, researchers conducted an in-depth interview among the participants. The reason for choosing an indepth interview is to extract more detailed information, deeper understanding and have a better rapport with participants
(Jamshed, 2014). For this research, researchers have selected semi-structured qualitative interview as the primary data
collection. In the semi-structured interview, researchers came out with a set of interview protocol as the instrument of this
research and guide participants (Reddy & Kannamani, 2016). During the pandemic of the COVID-19 and the demographic
of the participants is from various countries, a face-to-face interview is not convenient. Then, the interview session
conducted via Google Meet and the interview session took about 30 to 45 minutes.
In the data analysis process, researchers organised the data from the interviews. Transcription of the data is a crucial step
in the data analysis process. In the transcribing process, the qualitative data had to be observed as detailed as possible to
go through the iterative process of a detailed examination of the data (Bailey, 2008). Next, codes were developed to indicate
the data, and the codes will be assigned into different categories. Raw data were separated through coding and arranged
into different categories (St. Pierre & Jackson, 2014). All the codes and categories were formed based on the qualitative
data that the researchers have acquired earlier (Mabuza, Govender, Ogunbanjo & Mash, 2014). Next, themes were created
for the data analysis process. Different categories of codes will be classified into numbers of themes, such as primary and
secondary themes. The themes were derived from the research questions of this research (Belotto, 2018). The thematic
analysis took place in this stage, and it classifies the categories of codes into themes. The categorisations were divided
based on the distinction and affinity of the codes (Alhojailan, 2012).
To measure the accuracy of this research, a validity and reliability process had been done. Validity and reliability in this
research are the extents to which the data is appropriate, justifiable, and relevant (Cypress, 2017). Firstly, researchers used
descriptive validity to achieve high accuracy. Then, the transcribe notes were sent back to the participants for consensus
purposes. Maxwell (1992) viewed descriptive validation as the agreement between both researchers and interviewees. Next
is interpretive validity, in which researchers reflected researchers' ability to report interviewees' meaning, behaviour, or
emotions in the response. However, the interpretation process is based not only on the researchers' point of view but also
on the participants' true feelings, such as anger, sadness, or romance (Thomson, 2011). For example, if the interviewees
started to increase the pitch or tone to express his or her answer, the researchers could interfere with the informant's
emotional experience.
Afterwards, the transcription outcome will also be reported back to participants for agreement purposes. If the participants
find dissatisfaction with the interpretation, the researcher will need to re-interpret until consensus is achieved. Lastly is the
theoretical validity, where the researchers form a theory in the studied phenomenon and evaluate it with researchers' own
theorised perception. Thus, to validate this, the obtained response, such as concepts and patterns, must be fitted into the
pre-determined theory in the phenomenon to create a constructed idea for the theory (Hannes, Lockwood, & Pearson,
2010). Afterwards, the researchers will be able to produce data that are aligned and support the pre-determined theory.

DISCUSSION
This research has answered the research question and met the objective. This research has come up with the definition of
"SSEAYP Sick". Many people who never experience being a PY were uncertain about SSEAYP sickness once they heard
the alumni of SSEAYP keep mentioning SSEAYP sick. Thus, this research has successfully defining SSEAYP sick, and it
significant on the growth of friendship relationship.
1.

Definition of SSEAYP sick

Each of the informants had their definition of SSEAYP sick. However, the mutual definition of SSEAYP Sick can be defined
as the feeling of "breaking up" due to the change of routine that PY experience throughout the programme. According to
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JPY01, VPY02, SPY01, SPY02, MyPY01, MaPY01, MaPY02, BPY01, CPY01, IPY01, IPY02, LPY01 and PPY02 mentioned
that they do not know how to deal with setbacks of suddenly losing out in one of the most beautiful moments of their life.
I felt a shock for about two months to revert towards their normal life, partly due to the ship's environment where PY's were
always able to meet and greet each other at a whim.
(Informant: BPY02)
To summarise the definition of SSEAYP sick, which encompasses everyone, would be to say that SSEAYP sick is a positive
kind of sickness that PYs acquired when they start reminiscing back on all the marvellous moments and spectacular
memories onboard the Nippon Maru. This sickness is so chronic that even a slight glance of their photo galleries or any
other accessories that they brought to the programme or acquired it during will make them fell into SSEAYP sick (JPY01,
JPY02, VPY01, VPY02, SPY01, SPY02, MyPY01, MyPY02, MaPY01, MaPY02, BPY01, BPY02, CPY01, CPY02, IPY01,
IPY02, LPY01, LPY02, PPY01, PPY02, TPY01, and TPY02).
This 52-days journey had given me various valuable experiences and unforgettable memories in every part of the program;
from living on a ship without having any form of internet access, sharing the same cabin with participating youth from
different countries, exchanging or wearing each other's cultural attire for national presentations at nights, learning and
embracing the beauty of Southeast Asian and Japanese cultures plus a way of living through homestay matchings,
institutional visits, participating PYsth (PY) seminars and voluntary activities. Besides, I got the chance to equip myself with
Southeast Asian and Japanese's different perceptions or beliefs towards certain health and well-being aspects by being
one of the members of Discussion Group 6; "Good Health & Well-being". Not to forget, the series of Solidarity Group (SG)
activities on board consisting of interesting games were simply amazing, fun, and helped in fostering the relationship among
the participating youths.
(Informant: MaPY02
The pictures in my storage recall the Friend-sick, Love-sick, Sea-sick, and of course, SSEAYP-Sick that happened in this
beautiful Nippon Maru Ship
(Informant: SPY01)
All informants confessed that their eyes teared up when this sickness hit. It can be easily triggered by hearing the songs
played during any activities onboard, which will take them strolling down through memory lane. Some PYs (JPY01, VPY02,
SPY01, SPY02, MyPY01, MyPY02, MaPY01, MaPY02, BPY01, IPY02, PPY02, and TPY02) were able to recuperate from
this sickness through contacting their SSEAYP families and friends and reminiscing all their cherished moments and
memories.
The things that made PYs have SSEAYP sick the most are the moments and memories they gathered throughout the
voyage. The second biggest factor would be the nature escapade that SSEAYP has to offer. They ranged from sunrise to
sunset, extending to the nightlife of stargazing with their cabin mates, Solidarity Group (SG) mates, not to mention their love
interest onboard. The SSEAYP environment does provide one of the best sceneries that this world has to offer. The vitamin
sea and excitement of cruising the ocean is a remarkable sight which is the main factor of SSEAYP sickness. Based on the
interview sessions, the PYs surely missed all the smiles and laughter of familiar faces that can be found in abundance in
every corner of Nippon Maru, the food that Nippon Maru has to offer during mealtime. The activities scheduled and initiated
onboard is sorely missed as they are the moments that coloured their life onboard when all 317 of them are together. Some
PY's also missed their homestay country programme as they witnessed the magnificent landscape and the cultural diversity
that the people and the country offer.
In essence, SSEAYP sick is a sickness that befalls all alumnus of the programme, not only limited to any batch as almost
all ex-PY are experiencing SSEAYP sick on the commencement of every October. Its reasons and factors that trigger
SSEAYP sick also vary following individuals. However, generally, every PY does share some similar factor of contracting
SSEAYP sick, in which their primary source of SSEAYP sick factor is when there seem to be any matters related to
SSEAYP.

2.

Memory

Each informant gave their own personalise answers as each of them have an experience exquisitely unique to their own.
However, in generalising the answers, all of them do share a similar favourite moment in essence, such as the untamed
tranquillity moment when they view the sea (JPY01, JPY02, VPY01, VPY02, SPY01, SPY02, MyPY01, MyPY02, MaPY01,
MaPY02, BPY01, BPY02, CPY01, CPY02, IPY01, IPY02, LPY01, LPY02, PPY01, PPY02, TPY01, and TPY02). For
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starters, everyone cherished the friendship and the bonding that they forged with PYs from other contingents, Discussion
Group (DG) and Solidarity Group (SG). VPY02 still vividly remember the moment that all PYs gathered at the New Otani
Hotel to perform their Ground Cheer as an introductory to SSEAYP. That was the first instance that all 317 participants
across ASEAN and Japan have gathered for this joyous event.
The friendship that blooms will continue to blossom, and the PYs shared many favourite moments (BPY01, BPY02, JPY02,
MyPY01, MyPY02, MaPY01, MaPY02, TPY01, TPY02, PPY01, PPY02 and IPY01). The best cherished moment as stated
by SPY01, IPY02, CPY01, CPY02, BPY01, JPY01, MaPY01, TPY01, TPY 02, PPY02 and PPY02 is witnessing the sunrise
and the sunsets together, went stargazing with their affiliations and love interest, contingents, cabin mates, SG mates and
DG mates. Engaging in small talks and deep conversations with each other embodies the true purpose of SSEAYP, which
is to promote mutual understanding amongst the participants from the country members. Several PYs (IPY01, CPY02,
MyPY01, BPY02 and VPY01) have clarified that they missed every moment of SSEAYP and the programme's daily routine.
They have already considered Nippon Maru as their second home and the familiar faces of the selected participants for that
particular year.
My favourite pastime includes calling other PYs across the hallway of the ship and spending time with their cabin mates
upon the mandatory curfew which is in effect at every 11 pm when they are onboard. I have also used this time to call my
contingent mates either to ascertain the attires for the next day or to inform their contingent friends of the same occasion.
(Informant: CPY02)
Foreseeably, based on the interview, many PYs regarded the National Presentation (NP) as one of the highlights of their
SSEAYP journey. It is one of the activities that all PYs most anticipate as they can witness the performance from other
countries (JPY01, JPY02, VPY01, VPY02, SPY01, SPY02, MyPY01, MyPY02, MaPY01, MaPY02, BPY01, BPY02, CPY01,
CPY02, IPY01, IPY02, LPY01, LPY02, PPY01, PPY02, TPY01, and TPY02). The colourful and extravagant costume
accompanied by the brilliant performance that will leave an everlasting smile by the end of every session is sure not to miss
the activity on the night scheduled for each country members to perform. On such occasion, the PY's will use this
opportunity to adorn other countries cultural attire to attend this gala event. If they attend it with a partner as their NP dates,
they will usually do it with a matching outfit to commensurate one another. Some also use this session to mingle around
with other PY's aside from their designated SG's and DG's as this was the only platform they were able to do so.
Nonetheless, the NP tops the list as one of the PYs most memorable memories onboard. Nothing can beat the thrill and
exhilaration of the audience and the performing country all sitting together to enjoy each other utmost best and company
throughout the night as the Nippon Maru sail across the vast sea.
Some PYs (JPY01, JPY02, VPY02, SPY02, MyPY01, MyPY01, MaPY01, MaPY02, BPY01, BPY02, CPY01, CPY02,
IPY02, LPY01, LPY02, PPY01, PPY02, TPY01, and TPY02) favourite moment also seems to be one of the core
programmes of SSEAYP which is the homestay programme. The moments they made had left an everlasting impact as
this is their most cherished experience throughout the programme. There is also an added advantage should the country is
being selected as the yearly Port of Call (POC) in which the Nippon Maru shall berth at the designated port as a stop. Here,
every country will host a welcoming reception towards all the inhabitants of Nippon Maru. As a receiving gesture, the PYs
will perform a Flag Cheer in return according to their contingent, DG facilitator and the Administrators,
Homestay is the most memorable moment of the SSEAYP journey as it was an honour for me and it is forever grateful to
be able to represent my country on such a large-scale event and to be able to carry out my duties as an International
Ambassador which she felt like a National Pride given only to a selected few.
(Informant: MyPY01)
Aside from stopping at every selected country POC, the Captain of Nippon Maru, Mr Yamamoto Shigeki, also gave the PYs
one of their most favourite moment onboard the ship. That is stopping at Mount Fuji a day before the scheduled programme
was about to end. The stunning view and spectacular sight have indeed left almost all the PYs breathless of how magnificent
the atmosphere. One of them is by looking at one of the most beautiful landscapes and scenery of all time. It is clear
evidence that everyone who has undergone this programme has made an everlasting memory throughout the programme.
Their favourite moments are unique to their own as even when they may share similar moments. The experience differs as
the people they experienced it with proving to be a differentiating factor that made their SSEAYP journey even more
memorable and meaningful.
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3.

Life-Changing

All informants have mostly stated that they have benefitted a lot from the programme, especially personal growth. The
training they received, the task they had to deliver contributed to their learning curve. Most PYs (VPY02, SPY01, SPY02,
MyPY02, MaPY01, MaPY02, BPY01, BPY02, CPY01, CPY02, IPY01, IPY02, LPY01, LPY02, PPY01, PPY02, TPY01, and
TPY02) stated that now they are more confident in voicing out their voice and opinions, whereas previously they used to
appear as timid. To those introverts, they admitted that they are now more comfortable expressing themselves than their
previous self.
The PYs are more independent and more open-minded, having their views and perspectives broadened due to their
exposure by mingling with other PYs. The opportunity to other countries has widened its horizon and way of thinking. Most
PYs went the whole of the SSEAYP journey has matured them, and almost all of them displayed positive changes before
and after the commencement of SSEAYP. In comparison, only one PY admitted that he still feels that he is the same guy
and that there are no major or minor changes for the programme's entirety. MaPY01 mentioned that he learnt new
knowledge, understand others culture, and improved their communication skills through the core programmes offered by
SSEAYP, such as the SG activities, the discussion groups and Institutional visits offered by every country POCs.
I learned that great love and a positive mindset would enlighten in the darkness for those who seek it so. Encountering with
diverse youth leaders of stars, brilliants, and confidants from nooks and crevices of ASEAN and Japan on a prestigious
ship, Nippon Maru was and always will be the best experience life could offer to alter my old self.
(Informant: MaPY01)
PYs have benefitted from shouldering the responsibilities as a leader. It is either through the position entrusted to them as
a Youth Leader or as the Head of Committee. It also can b via their volunteering to be a part and member of the committee
either for PY Seminar, Solidarity Group or Discussion Group. Overall, PYs have also discovered more about themselves.
Especially by pushing forward and striving for excellence in all and any that they do. This experience has ripened them, and
most of them believe the things they acquired throughout the programme will help them in terms of the career aspects of
their lives. PYs have also benefited from networking with PYs from other countries, especially if they share similar passions,
interests, careers, and beliefs.
They can now work with PYs from other countries and get a better demographic view on achieving the best outcome from
what they intend to do, as they now can work towards a joint effort in executing their task at hand and working together.
They believe that anything and everything is possible, and they are open to a whole new world of endless possibilities
(PPY01, PPY02, MaPY01, MaPY02, SPY01, SPY02, CPY01, CPY02, VPY01 and LPY01). In essence, almost all the PY
had undergone growth upon joining this prestigious programme. This programme had so much to offer to those who wanted
to explore their potentials. They will surely soar above the clouds and will continue to attain greater heights in all parts of
their lives.
4.

Friendship Relationship growth

The purpose of SSEAYP is to promote friendship and mutual understanding between the participants of ASEAN and Japan.
It is done by shuffling every contingent member and regrouping them into their designated SGs consisting of 11 groups
following the participating country members. They share their cabin either with 1 or 2 other members onboard the ship or
go for their homestay country programme. From there, they learn to live and coexist with each other, accepting and
understanding different beliefs, cultures, and way of thinking. This experience has broadened their mindset and horizon as
they are exposed to a world other than their own.
Therefore, PYs agreed that the SSEAYP program has indeed achieved its primary objectives in promoting these two ideals
amongst the participants (JPY01, JPY02, VPY01, VPY02, SPY01, SPY02, MyPY01, MyPY02, MaPY01, MaPY02, BPY01,
BPY02, CPY01, CPY02, IPY01, IPY02, LPY01, LPY02, PPY01, PPY02, TPY01, and TPY02). They agreed that they had
made many friends from each country member by the end of the programme. This platform has allowed them to feel that
they now have many friends worldwide, and their bonds and friendship transcends distance, time, and the invisible border
between nations. They are all one big part of the family and friends of JASEAN (Japan and ASEAN).
From the program, they can now comprehend and understand one another better, which is the second objective of SSEAYP
that promotes mutual understanding. Through all the activities and daily routines they went and underwent, they now
understood and respected each other's differences. Here, even if PYs have different beliefs, ideas, backgrounds, religions,
cultures, and language.
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It would not have been a problem as PYs would try their best to overcome those obstacles through effective communication.
(Informant: LPY02)
The no internet connection has also played a significant role in making the PYs stay connected the old-fashioned way, in
which they must talk to each other. Suppose PYs are too shy or unable the person PYs want to talk to the most. In that
case, PYs can always drop a note of what PYs wanted to express to someone via a designated contingent board. It is
allocated for each PYs according to their contingent. However, SSEAYP is not all fun and games as the Cabinet Office of
Japan had spent a staggering amount of money to organise this yearly event since it was founded in 1974.
One of the core programmes includes the Discussion Group, in which PYs are assigned to one DG following the topics that
relate to their interest. Here, the PYs will have an intellectual discussion with each other, tackling sensitive and global issues.
Discuss the possible alternatives or solutions to the problems and global crisis at hand. The task is given before they embark
on their SSEAYP journey. It also plays a crucial role in narrowing the topics of their discussion. In addition, they will share
each country demographic on how a particular issue is tackled by the government of each participating country member.
By the end of the SSEAYP program, the PYs must commit themselves to a post-program activity to initiate a movement
and contribute back to society. As aspiring youth leader, they can be the catalyst for change to better tomorrow for all. It
can be done by giving back to society. They are working and empowering a fraction of the most needed for a project
requiring dire attention or being neglected. However, some PYs have expressed that the programme's overall objective has
not yet been achieved. There is some need for better implementation concerning the Discussion Group (VPY01, VPY02,
IPY01, IPY02, SPY01, MaPY02, MyPY01, LPY01, LPY02, and BPY01).
MaPY01, MaPY02, VPY01 and IPY02 have expressed that they would have learnt and enjoyed more should the Facilitators
were given more independence in conducting the DG sessions and more room for their creativity to impart upon the PYs
knowledge and the wisdom in their respective fields. However, due to some restrictions from the Administrators, the
Facilitators are confined to a specific set of norms that inhibits the optimal learning experience that the PYs would have
greater access to.
All PYs except JPY01 and JPY02 have also expressed their opinions that the Post Programme Activity (PPA) should be
given greater attention to be done. It should not only be a simple project that is only done to meet the programme's
requirement. At the same time, it should have a better impact on making positive changes within the community. Whereas
another PY expressed that it would have been better should there be a collaboration between the participating countries in
organising those PPAs should there be a chance and opportunity to do so. There should maybe include a Post Program
Activity that all PYs must attend to at a designated country amongst the participating country members. The organising
committee can be rotational each year, preferably from the countries not enlisted as that particular year POCs. In essence,
PYs agreed that the program's objective had indeed been fulfilled according to their perspectives. However, there might still
be room for addition and improvement for the Discussion Group and Post Programme Activities.

CONCLUSION
Overall, upon completing the program, PYs had undergone many growths, either visibly or internally. So, they wished to
share plenty of wisdom with upcoming PYs before they were to embark on their SSEAYP journey. As everyone had a
different kind of adventures, they were bestowed with different types of gifts and experience. Therefore, all of them had
varying words of encouragement that they wished to share. Primarily, it is always to be yourself as everyone had a different
type of adventure. Write your own stories and not just be a character in other people's story. PYs should also never compare
themselves with others, and the only person whom PYs should outwit is your past self. Next is to promote PYs culture as
much as possible and share them with PYs newfound friends as this is the correct and exclusive platform to share PYs
background with the rest of the world. Finally, PYs should also associate themselves with positivity and be a part of the
solution.
Then, there have an ex-PY who is encouraging future PYs to grab every opportunity in this program. Who knows what types
of miracle might be in store for the future? PYs need to do is give themselves a chance to embrace their potential. PYs
should not be afraid to try new things, and the scarier it is, the more PYs should try to push and surpass the PYs limits. Do
not be afraid that PYs feel inadequate or timid because there is always a helping hand to help PYs finish the crossing line
and achieve greatness. It is a once in a lifetime opportunity that PYs should not miss. PYs should embrace the challenge
that comes with it, as PYs would surely benefit from all the ordeals that PYs may encounter. A bit-stricken word of wisdom
comes from a PY who believes that PY should be earned and not given. The PY should work hard to strive for greatness
as PYs represent PYs' nation in one of the most prestigious programmes in the world. PYs should perform and do PYs
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utmost best and act to PYs most significant capabilities in all that PYs might do because PYs are the youth of today and
future leaders of tomorrow. PYs have the power to affect a change and make a difference. Therefore, PYs should use every
opportunity to better PYs themselves and the people all around PYs.
In concluding all the above points, everyone is equipped with different experiences, ideas, and perspectives, which have
helped them grow and shape them into who they are today. These words of wisdom are shared so that future PYs may
learn from their mistakes and shortcomings. The most important virtue is to make as many memories as possible, as the
51 days journey will be gone before the PYs even realised it. So, they should treasure whatever time that PYs have left as
they will always be parts and parcels of PYs for the rest of PYs' life. Based on the interview, all informants agree that they
want to reconnect with their SSEAYP family and friends again in the future. Due to covid-19, many travel plans have been
put on hold, and they can only connect through the usage of social media and technology. The PYs had allocated a date to
have video calls with each other. Some even contacted each other daily or as frequently as possible. Possibly due to the
strong ties and bond of friendship that this program had established, there are also PYs saving some money to revisit those
once-familiar faces once this pandemic is over. Some host families had even wanted to revisit the country of the PY that
they are hosting. It inadvertently shows that even for a short amount of time that they had spent with, they had eventually
shared a robust familial tie which is not related by blood but by the connection of their hearts.
PYs are planning to connect with their contingents scattered in different regions as intercountry travel is still banned for the
time being. At the same time, some had already planned some reunion and planning to go on a trip together. It is either to
ASEAN countries or other parts of the world. Some had even been invited to attend their SG mates wedding, which will
surely be such a joyous occasion to share with their SSEAYP families and friends. In essence, everyone had the same
aspirations to still contact each other even after when the programme is over. It shows that SSEAYP is not the ending of a
chapter of a beautiful time in their lives but acts as a beginning and start of a beautiful friendship that will last for a lifetime.
Though they may be distance apart, their heart has never grown apart. This program had turned from strangers to lifelong
friends, connected people from different backgrounds, and unified them into one. There might even be a successful
conclusion between those who have found love on this voyage of endless possibilities. This SSEAYP program also indicated
that the PYs received more rewards rather than costs. The ultimate reason for the PYs to have the feeling of "SSEAYP
Sick" is mesmerising the good old days related to the SSEAYP program.
For future researchers, it is to suggest expanding the framework of the SSEAYP sick concept and how it affects the element
of friendship relationship. Other than that, future researchers also could explore how this SSEAYP sick and the growth of
friendship relationship shaping their Positive Youth Development (PYD).
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ABSTRACT
Purpose of the Study: This study aims to investigate the Malaysian youth travelling behaviour during the pandemic of
Covid-19.
Methodology: To meet the objectives of this study, quantitative research methods have been emphasized this study and
descriptive research served as the research design. A total of 400 Malaysian youth aged between 18 to 23 years old will
be involved in this study by referring to the Krejcie and Morgan table to meet the number of respondents.
Main Findings: Youth travel has been a part of economic development and global development recently. The United World
Tourism Organization estimates that around 20% of 940 million international tourists were young people. Many industries
have believed that youth travel has been one of the fastest-growing travel markets which bring potential long-term growth
and economic impact on domestic tourism activities. However, people have been living a new norm since the pandemic of
Covid-19 where people need to have preventive measures. Before the pandemic of Covid-19, travellers from all around the
world travel everywhere they like without worrying. But today, due to the rapid spread of Covid-19 around the countries, the
travel industry was badly hit, and travellers got nowhere to go during this period. This is because most of the countries are
imposing lockdowns and strict standards of procedure which make it hard for travellers to travel onboard.
Novelty of the Study: The findings show that the demographic factors, attitude, subjective norms, and perceived
behavioural control act as factors affecting the travelling behaviour of Malaysian Youth during the pandemic of Covid-19.
Keywords: Youth, Travel, Travel Behaviour, Covid-19, tourism, travel industry

INTRODUCTION
People travel for several kinds of reasons such as short escaping, stress releasing, or getaway; however, there is one
common thing of travelling which is transformational. Travelling alternates the direction we think, the perspective we view
the world and the way we think about ourselves. Firstly, travelling brings us joy and fills us with surprises. Then, travelling
leads us out of our comfort zone. New circumstances make us suitable for the situation. For example, identifying the
overseas country's currency, making use of a strange city’s transit. Therefore, travelling can show us to our maximum with
physical dares like mountain hiking or frustrating barriers like postponed flights. However, when we accomplish the event,
we enjoy the pleasure of achievement. Besides, travelling cultivates and teaches us as we study the origin and culture of
the destination. In short, travelling experiences widen our understanding of the world in a method, which we never gain from
textbooks and provide us with fascinating topics to communicate with people (Maestro, 2017).
Due to this Covid-19, not only the Malaysia tourism sector was affected badly, but the whole world. According to Lee (2020),
Consumer News and Business Channel which is known as CNBC stated that the whole world has implemented the
restrictions such as border closures, flights suspension, enforcement of the measures of standard operating procedure, to
reduce the infected cases. There were four broad categories of restrictions of 217 destinations. 97 destinations were total
or partial border closures. 65 countries and territories implemented flights suspension totally or partly. 39 locations
implemented border closures for destinations. Also, 16 countries and territories enforced the measures or standard
operating procedure (SOP) such as visitors were required to quarantine. Hence, the World Tourism Organization outlines
that the growth potential of five to seven years will be lost due to Covid-19 and this estimate is made without any existing
indicators of a solution, such as a vaccine or a disease cure (United Nations World Tourism Organization, 2020).
According to Kamal, Noor, and Lim (2013), youth travellers are defined as young travellers aged between 16 to 25 years
old. They used to travel at least for one night to their preferred destination. Kraus (2017) mentioned that youth whom mainly
generation Y are grown in a sheltered environment and thus they have a characteristic of independence and great tolerance.
Generation Y also tends to love to experience new things if compared to the previous generation which is generation X.
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Thus, youth travellers will enjoy themselves more and youth travel is one of the fastest-growing markets in the tourism
industry. Based on the United Nations World Tourism Organization (2012), youth travel in a different way of perception
compared to the older generation. Youth treated travelling as a form of learning, a way of getting in touch with other cultures,
a source of career development, a means of self-development and part of their identity.
The travel behaviour of young travellers is worth studying, as the youth travel market is one of the most rapidly developing
markets of the tourism industry. United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) measures that about 20% of the
940 million international tourists travelling around the globe by 2010 were young people. Therefore, in the year 2020, there
will be around 300 million international youth trips yearly, which shows a 59% development in 10 years. Besides, young
travellers tend to have more expenses compared to other tourists because they get the resources from their parents and
they own the ability to earn extra money during the trip. During the trip, they would have cafe hopping, visiting restaurants,
places of historic interest and going shopping (WYSE Travel Confederation, 2018). In addition, the youth travel market is
more flexible than the remaining of the tourism industry because economic decline would affect less on youth travel.
Furthermore, young travellers are less likely to be prevented from travelling by attack of terrorist, political and civil
disturbance, sickness, and natural disasters. Another important point is young travellers are influencers and can set a trend,
which draws others to use certain products, and visit recommended tourist spots (WYSE Travel Confederation, 2019).
Thus, this shows that youth tourism does bring a lot of impact towards the country in the state of economics and a country's
Gross Domestic Product growth. Nevertheless, with the pandemic of Covid-19 ongoing, the travel industry was halted, and
this caused most of the people including young travellers could not travel to their planned destination. This research will
bring an understanding of the factors that affect Malaysian Youth from travelling to their destination during the pandemic of
Covid-19. Therefore, this research is important because if a youth travelling behaviour was very much affected due to the
pandemic of Covid-19, the percentage of youth travelling to heal time by time will be a challenge for the country economy.

Figure 1: the theoretical framework of the research
Figure 1 shows the theoretical framework of the research. This theoretical framework explains how the independent
variable, factors that affect and dependent variable, youth travelling behaviour are interrelated. The theory used is the
Theory of Planned Behaviour. In this research, the demographic factors of Malaysian Youth would be income, education,
gender, religion, race, and age. Besides, the demographic factors will build the personality of Malaysian Youth. This could
be said so as the different demographic factors would have different impacts on one’s character building, mindset,
perception, and beliefs. Then, the framework of the Theory of Planned Behaviour would be applied to study the factors that
affect travelling behaviour. The framework consists of attitude towards travelling, subjective norms such as pandemic of
Covid-19 and perceived behavioural control like the urge to travel. These three elements will affect one’s intention and
become the travelling behaviour of Malaysian Youth.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In the year 2020, it is not a good year for everyone all around the world. Travelling had always been a goal or a dream
where everyone had their desired vacation spot to a certain place. However, the virus of Covid-19 caused all the travelling
activities to halted. Most of the airlines and hotel sector must refund booked tickets and rooms to the customers. This is
because most of the countries are applying lockdowns to curb the virus of Covid-19.
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Malaysia is one of the countries that is famous among foreign travellers. Travellers all around the world love the weather
and the beautiful nature of Malaysia. In 2019, Tourism Malaysia, which is an agency under the Ministry of Tourism, Arts,
and Culture, had welcomed a total number of 26,100,784 international tourists with a contribution of RM86.14 billion in
tourist receipts to the country economy (Chin, 2020). Year by year, the number of international tourists in Malaysia keeps
blooming and Tourism Malaysia Director General Datuk Musa Yusof had stated that in 2020, a targeted achievement of 30
million tourist’s arrival is expected with a total of RM100 billion tourist receipts (Yunus, 2020). Thus, with a good record of
international tourists over these years, Malaysia has expected to have more tourists in 2020.
However, on 31 December 2019, World Health Organisation China reported an unknown virus, which started behind the
pneumonia cases in Wuhan, which is in Eastern China with a total population of over 11 million people (Reynolds & Weiss,
2020). The first case of the virus or disease appears to be from a seafood market in Wuhan, China (Schumaker, 2020). The
seafood market sells exotic wild animals such as rabbits, bats, snakes, birds, and marmots. All these animals were traded
illegally in the market. The hunt for the source of the virus from the market is still unknown as there are a few animals that
have a genetic makeup, which is identical to the coronavirus (Mullin, 2020). The seafood market was later shut down for
inspection and cleaning on the 1st January 2020. The problem arises when the virus outbreak starts to spread among the
citizens in Wuhan where citizens start to have symptoms such as high fever, severe cough, breathing difficulties,
pneumonia, organ failure and even death (Woodward, 2020).
On 16th March 2020, Malaysian Prime Minister Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin declared a Movement Control Order (MCO) for
Malaysia to serve as a preventive measure for the Covid-19 pandemic within the country (Prime Minister’s Office of Malaysia
Official Website, 2020). Until then, Malaysia went through several phases of Movement Control Order along with rigorous
actions suggested by the World Health Organisation (WHO) to efficiently manage the Covid-19 outbreak. Malaysia went
through MCO from 18th March to 3rd May 2020, Conditional Movement Control Order (CMCO) from 4th May to 9th June
2020 and Recovery Movement Control Order (RMCO) from 10th June to 31st December 2020 (Malaysian Dutch Business
Council, 2020). Malaysia Government also developed an application named MySejahtera for assisting the country in
containing the Covid-19 pandemic. The Ministry of Health can facilitate contact tracing and keep eyes on the user's health
condition (Flanders Trade, 2020).
The embassy of Malaysia had released an issue statement on 4 September 2020 towards the travel advisory for foreign
travellers. A list of countries, which are exempted from entering Malaysia because those countries have recorded over
150,000 Covid-19 cases in it (Jabatan Imigresen Malaysia, 2020). However, the restrictions of entering Malaysia will be
considered and allowed for travellers who are travelling under diplomats (embassy staff), flight crew members, ship crew
members and professional crew in the oil and gas industry (Lazarus, 2020). Safety and health procedures must be taken
upon travelling to Malaysia such as providing a recent three days prior Covid-19 swab test report upon arrival. Based on
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (2020), arrivals must also undergo 14 days of quarantine in a designated room before being
allowed to leave to their destination. Thus, travelling had been a hassle for everyone all around the world due to the different
standard of the procedure provided by different countries.
Due to this Covid-19, not only the Malaysia tourism sector was affected badly, but the whole world. Consumer News and
Business Channel are known as CNBC (2020) stated that the whole world has implemented the restrictions such as border
closures, flights suspension, enforcement of the measures of standard operating procedure, to reduce the infected cases.
There were four broad categories of restrictions of 217 destinations. 97 destinations were total or partial border closures.
65 countries and territories implemented flights suspension totally or partly. 39 locations implemented border closures for
destinations. In addition, 16 countries and territories enforced the measures or standard operating procedure (SOP) such
as visitors were required to quarantine (Lee, 2020). Hence, the World Tourism Organization outlines that the growth
potential of five to seven years will be lost due to Covid-19 and this estimate is made without any existing indicators of a
solution, such as a vaccine or a disease cure (United Nations World Tourism Organization, 2020).
By doing a problem statement, the issue is clearly stated which is that the Covid-19 has severely impacted the whole tourism
industry, and the tourism industry is one of the main sources of income of Malaysia. On the other hand, travellers are also
changing their travel behaviour during this pandemic period. For instance, travellers usually have domestic and international
travel before Movement Control Order (MCO). Amid March, MCO has started and activities are restricted including travel
such as travellers are only allowed to have domestic travel and the border is closed to avoid the virus spread. In the present
study, the key to understanding the travelling behaviour among the Malaysian Youth aged 18 to 23 is the identification of
the factors influencing them.
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Travel Behaviour
According to Kozak and Rimmington (2000), travellers’ thoughts and experiences were important to their decision-making
process, destination choice and so on. The past experiences of the travellers are found to be one of the factors that influence
them to return to their past destinations. There is also a positive relationship between the satisfaction of the travellers and
the thoughts of the travellers where they will return to their past destinations if they are satisfied with their previous
experience on that trip. The travellers may even suggest the destinations to others. Therefore, if travellers are impressed,
they will most likely revisit in the future. As stated by Kozak and Rimmington (2000), even though satisfied travellers will not
necessarily revisit the place, but it has a high chance that the travellers’ good comments will help to attract and pull in new
potential travellers.
Bhattacharya and Kumar (2017) stated that travellers tend to have various kinds of necessity, motivations, and options for
their idealistic vacations. Travellers are all different (Dolnicar, 2007). Hence, there is a need to understand the different
travel behaviour of travellers to know the factors that are affecting their choices in destinations (March & Woodside, 2005).
Huang and Xiao (2000) stated that the analysis of the motivations of travellers hugely helps to understand more about travel
behaviour. Thus, behaviour and motivation of travelling are counted as an essential scope in the research literature of
tourism marketing (Lam & Hsu, 2006). To come to an understanding of the factors that affect travel behaviour, researchers
will be choosing the data, which will relate to travellers’ attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavioural control, and
intentions.
Based on Jenkins (2000), travellers’ thoughts about a place may not only be their previous experience, but it is also their
expectations about the place. The expectations might be the suggestions by family and friends, travelling magazines,
travelling books, media and so on. Yet, the expectations of the travellers are not always like the ones they refer to in
magazines or books. This is because different travellers have different kinds of expectations and these projects to different
kinds of travel behaviour. Fountain, Espiner and Xie (2011) found out that different cultural backgrounds of travellers would
affect the travelling behaviour, thoughts, and expectations of the travellers. Once the travellers have found out their
requirements for a trip, motivation will be the main cause that will create their expectations for the trip. Hence, travel
behaviour might include different forms of expectations as travellers can change their expectations by their past
experiences.

Travelling Motivation
According to Khuong and Ha (2014), travel motivation could be explained with the idea of Push and Pull factors.
Furthermore, the push and pull concept has turned into one of the most welcome and beneficial frameworks to learn and
examine tourist behaviour. Also, these two factors describe how one travels because one is pushed by his or her inner
forces and pulled by the outer forces of destination attributes. Based on Tu (2020), the push factor is a socio-psychological
demand and an unseen power that motivates tourists to go travelling. Moreover, most of the push factors are the inherent
intention for instance relaxation, healthiness, social interaction, profit and understanding. According to Phau et al. (2013),
pull motivation is the visible assets and traveller’s feeling and presupposition regarding the aspects, attractions, or
characteristics of a particular targeted place. Thus, pull motivation acts as a vital role in the destination options of tourists
when the choices to travel have been made. Based on Klenosky (2002), push factors connect with the idea of attending or
not attending a holiday, meanwhile pull factors connect with the idea of places to visit. For example, inner intention (push
factors) motivates the tourist to start the journey, guiding to an outer finding for a suitable tourist targeted place. Meanwhile,
pull factors then persuade the tourist about certain targeted places is favourable for them. Therefore, it would be acceptable
to define that push factors exceed pull factors.

METHODOLOGY
The research was conducted by using the instrument survey, the survey consists of questionnaires that have four sections
included. Furthermore, this research has used quantitative research methods while the research design was a crosssectional study, which was under a descriptive research design. The sampling method of this research was purposive
sampling under non-probability sampling. The research had targeted the Malaysian Youth who is aged from 18 to 23 years
old. Thus, a data analysis process has been carried out so does the validity and reliability of this methodology.
Research Design
In this research, a quantitative research method was used to measure the objective. Quantitative research refers to using
mathematical data to justify a phenomenon while the data collected will then be analysed through many different types of
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numerically based approaches such as statistics (Bhandari, 2020). Meanwhile, the suitable research design that matches
this research is a Cross-sectional study under descriptive research design. A cross-sectional study examines the data from
different variables, which were gathered, from a sample group at a specific time (Cherry, 2019). The individuals that were
selected for the study are according to the variables of the respondent’s interest. According to Cherry (2019), the crosssectional study is frequently used to find out the connections of possible relationships which are the positive relationships
between factors that affect and travel behaviour changes.
Period of Conducting Data Collection
The data collection had been conducted by distributing the survey to respondents who are aged from 18 to 23 years old.
The survey has collected 400 responses within 19 days which was from 28th January 2021 until 16th February 2021. The
survey consists of questionnaires which have section A, B, C and D. There are a total of 48 questions in the questionnaire.
Sampling
According to Babikir, Ali & El Wahab (2015), sampling could be described as a method by which a part of the sample was
selected from the sampling population to investigate the outcome and collect research data. Thus, the researchers chose
non-probability sampling as a form of sampling, which was relevant to quantitative research methods. According to Alvi
(2016), Non-probability sampling was generally carried out while there was a specific trait in the population and the need
for in-depth research. Nonetheless, purposive sampling of the types of samples was used in this research. The sample of
this study was Malaysian Youth aged between 18 to 23 years old and with their agreement to be the sample.
According to the Institute for Youth Research Malaysian (2020), there were a total of 15,101,000 Malaysian Youth. Based
on Krejcie and Morgan table, the population of this research had exceeded 1,000,000, which means the sample will be 384.
However, the researchers approached 400 Malaysian Youth aged between 18 to 23 years old for the study. The reason for
adding extra respondents was to eliminate incomplete responses.
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Data Collection Procedure
Online Google form was chosen as the tool or platform to create questionnaires for this study. Research about U.S. adults
using social media reported by Pew Research Center (2019), indicated that 73% of those aged 18 to 24 were using
Snapchat, and 75%, aged 18 to 24 years old, were using Instagram. In a study done by Hamat et al. (2012), the researchers
indicated that the Malaysian youth usually got the information and sought it for educational purposes on social media. Also,
they pointed out that most university students in Malaysia were also using social media for social learning purposes. Social
media such as Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp were the platforms to distribute the questionnaires for data collection.
Distributing online Google form through social media platforms as the data collection method for this study was convenient
for the Malaysian Youth to respond to the questionnaire and had a high coverage among Malaysian youth. To ensure the
respondents were within the age range that fulfil this study, demographic questions included in the questionnaires and the
respondents were informed of the study purpose before responding to the questionnaires.
Instrumentation
In this study, questionnaires have been included in a survey conducted by the researchers under the quantitative research
method. The questionnaire of this study consists of four sections, Section A, B, C and D. First, Section A has collected
demographic information of respondents, which are gender, age, races, religions, education level and source of income.
Demographic information is collected because they are the factors that build the personality of Malaysian Youth based on
the theoretical framework of this study. Then, Section B, C and D has included questions about the attitude towards
travelling, the Subjective norms of the Pandemic of Covid-19 and Perceived behavioural control and intention of Travelling
respectively.
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In Section A, a nominal scale will be used for measuring the data collected. For example, the question asked about the age
of respondent, the answer could be “18”, “19”, “20”, “21”, “22” or “23”. Next, in Section B, C and D, an ordinal rating scale,
which is also known as the Likert Scale, will be applied. For example, the question is “I think travelling is refreshing as there
are different sceneries to enjoy.” the answer could be either one from “Strongly disagree”, “Disagree”, “Neutral”, “Agree” to
“Strongly agree”.
Data Analysis Process
All the Google forms were retrieved, all the data will be analysed using SPSS version 27. The data will be generated for
descriptive analysis. The study method for this study was a quantitative method and a total number of 400 survey forms
from the respondents have been collected. SPSS also consists of a function where all the data obtained has been easily
transformed into a graphical representation where researchers will easily understand the resulting output. Through SPSS,
the mean and frequency of the data have been easily identified. The research has run a pilot test at first to test the research
approach with a small number of respondents. After conducting the pilot test, researchers were able to determine any
improvements that should be made during the main studies.
Validity
For the validity of the research study, a pilot test has been run to test the accuracy of the questionnaire. The validity of the
Cronbach alpha should be above 0.64 and those below 0.64 have been eliminated. Through the usage of SPSS software
as the main measuring instrument to analyse the questionnaire, the validity of the research study will be associated.
Reliability
The analysis reliability discusses the consistency of a measure. There are three types of consistency, which includes testretest reliability, internal consistency, and inter-rater reliability. For this research, to maintain the reliability of the study,
internal consistency methods were used.
Pilot Test
The pilot test has been conducted by distributing the survey to respondents who are aged from 18 to 23 years old. The
survey has collected 55 responses within 3 days which are 16th, 17th, and 18th January 2021. A reliability test was
conducted on 27th January 2021. The reliability test was conducted by using the software named SPSS. The reliability test
was conducted 3 times as there are 3 variables in the questionnaire. The first variable is the attitude towards travelling and
Cronbach's alpha is 0.870. Furthermore, the second variable is the subjective norms of the Pandemic of Covid-19,
Cronbach's alpha of the second variable is 0.735. The third variable which is Perceived behavioural control and intention of
Travelling, Cronbach's alpha is 0.787.

RESULTS/FINDINGS
Demographic Profile
Based on the findings of demographic profile, the researchers had found the types of respondents that are more likely to
go travelling. Firstly, for gender, results showed that females are more likely to go travelling. At the same time, respondents
who are aged 20 to 22 years old are more likely to go travelling. Respondents whose race is Chinese with the religion of
Buddhism are more likely to go travelling. Furthermore, respondents who have an education level of Degree and whose
source of income is supported by their family, are most likely to go for travelling.
Attitude
According to the findings regarding attitude, most of the Malaysian Youth travelling behaviour during the pandemic of Covid19 is optimistic. Based on the results of the respondents, they felt that travelling can help them in many ways. For instance,
releasing stress, escaping from reality, enjoying me-time, bringing valuable memories, making the respondents feel
pleasant and relaxed. Other than that, the respondents also feel that it is important to research before departing to a
destination. Besides, the respondents felt that travelling helps to refresh them and let them enjoy different sceneries while
travelling. Most respondents felt that travelling helps to benefit them by enhancing their mental health while also benefiting
them by viewing things from different perspectives.
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Furthermore, most of the respondents prefer to travel with their family members and have backpacking with friends. The
respondents chose travelling packages because they will help to plan everything. However, the respondents are neutral
about whether they should have a staycation or not. The respondents also chose to travel in rural areas whereas they felt
that travelling helps them in gaining new knowledge, making new friends, and experiencing a new culture.
Subjective Norm
Based on the findings regarding subjective norms, the respondents do not prefer to travel within Malaysia even if it is only
in their state during this pandemic. This is because the respondents felt that the number of cases is rising. This showed that
the respondents are taking precautions of the current pandemic. Most of the respondents chose to terminate their travel
plan because of the border closure. Besides, the respondents have also chosen to travel within the green zones only. Most
of the respondents also cared about what the others are concerned about as they will cancel their plan if others said that
travelling might cause a virus to spread. Due to this pandemic, most of the respondents prefer to amend the plans of
travelling and will follow preventive measures to be safe. Nevertheless, most respondents prefer to travel abroad once the
borders open.
Perceived Behavioural Control
Based on the findings regarding perceived behavioural control, the respondents will control their behaviours of travelling.
Most of the respondents have chosen to follow their initial travelling plan but they will be able to adjust their travelling plan
whenever there are emergencies. Most of the respondents will control their expenses based on the budget on hand.
However, most respondents prefer to continue their travelling plan even if the weather is extreme. Other than that, the
respondents chose to not cancel their travelling plan if there are no available public transports, but they will drive their
transport. The respondents also chose to follow the preventive measures during this pandemic of Covid-19 when they are
travelling.
Due to the pandemic of Covid-19, most of the respondents do not think that they could travel around as they like. They have
neutral thoughts on having long trips within Malaysia, uploading their trips in a form of blogs or blogs online, and that
travelling can boost the country's economy. On the other hand, most of the respondents chose to recommend the travel
destinations they had visited others while also sharing their experiences of travelling through word of mouth. Furthermore,
the respondents also felt that they could go to places that are not crowded anymore and will spend less than usual. However,
most of the respondents thought that they will not be facing high risks of getting exposed to Covid-19 even if they travel
during this pandemic of Covid-19.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
First would be the source of income from demographic factors. The research showed that 44.3% of the respondents receive
income from their family. Therefore, researchers found that 44.3% of respondents might spend the money which they
received from family when they travel and this source of income might be the factors that affect their travelling behaviours.
For example, if the money they received from family is more than their usual spend, they could save up and spend on
travelling purposes. Furthermore, the research showed that 13.5% out of 400 respondents worked part-time as a source of
income. Meanwhile, most of the respondents were still studying for their tertiary education which is degree, diploma, and
foundation. Then, researchers could learn that 13.5% of respondents are working and studying at the same time. Thus, the
schedule of career and academics might be the factors that affect the 13.5% of respondents’ travelling behaviour.
Next, it would be the attitude. Research showed that most of the respondents have a positive attitude towards travelling
which might be one of the factors that affect their travelling behaviour. For example, 58% of the respondents found travelling
is stress-releasing, 44% of them think that travel helps them escape from reality and 55% of them can enjoy their me-time
during travelling. Furthermore, research showed that 155 out of 400 respondents hold neutral to the statement of “I prefer
having a staycation because it does not need overnight accommodation”. Researchers could learn that the 155 respondents
might not be exposed to this new culture or they just prefer other ways of travelling. Meanwhile, 34% of the respondents
agree when it comes to backpacking with friends, and 36.3% of respondents strongly agree. Thus, researchers could learn
that the respondents are more familiar with backpacking when compared to staycation.
Then, it would be a subjective norm. Society nowadays tends to have a negative stigma towards people who travel during
the pandemic of Covid-19 and sometimes things may go too far. People or public figures who posted travel photos onto
social media might receive backlash from the netizens. According to Rozaidee (2021), A user from Twitter has uploaded a
few screenshots of the influencer’ Instagram story and tweet about, "Instafamous and stupidity cannot be parted.". Then,
the tweet had gathered over 11,700 retweets and 10,600 likes. The screenshots reveal the influencer answering the public's
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questions regarding how she makes it to travel to another state when movement order restrictions are still implemented
across Malaysia. When researchers relate this situation to the subjective norm of this research, 237 respondents mentioned
that they will stop travelling during the pandemic period if there are people told to stop travelling during the pandemic period
to spread the virus. Thus, the environment will be one of the factors that affect the travelling behaviour of Malaysian Youth
during the Pandemic of Covid-19.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Throughout the research, there are a few recommendations that can be made to improve the study towards the factors that
affect the travelling behaviour of Malaysian Youths. The first recommendation is to widen the scope of study in terms of
studying more age groups of Malaysian society rather than just focusing on youth. By studying more age groups of people,
helps the research to understand the community much better. For example, researchers could know the factors that affect
the travelling behaviour of one during puberty, adolescence, adulthood, middle Adulthood and Late Adulthood. Thus, a
wider scope of study which involves a few age groups will help the research to be more effective where a comparison
between those age groups can be made.
Next, this research only focuses on the timeline of the pandemic of Covid-19 when the Movement Control Order
implemented and lockdown started. There was a lack of study during the pre-pandemic of Covid-19. If the research study
also covers the timeline about the period before the pandemic started, a scientific comparison can be made between the
travelling behaviour of youth during and before the pandemic started. This helps the research study to truly understand how
Covid-19 brings an impact on the country especially the tourism industry and specifically youth tourism. Furthermore, if the
topic of this research can be further studied by another group of researchers, the post-pandemic study could help to
understand the recovery process of the tourist industry.
Furthermore, researchers only conduct the data collection method through online distribution of Google form with the use
of social media platforms. A recommendation on alternatives of the researchers during the data collection process is to
make use of emails or phone calls. The use of emails and phone calls help the researchers to directly contact their targeted
audience. Emails could help in notifying the respondents about the survey and provide a brief understanding of the survey
to the respondents. Meanwhile, using phone calls as part of the data collection method provides a direct question and
answer session with the respondents. This method helps the respondents to understand the questionnaire better and the
purpose of the study itself. By having more alternatives for data collection methods, the research could have more
respondents and meet the required number of sample sizes. Thus, researchers can collect the total amount needed of data
within a short period and save time for another part of the research.
LIMITATIONS
This research paper aimed to investigate the factors that affect the travelling behaviour of Malaysian youths during the
pandemic of Covid-19. However, there were several limitations found while researching. First, the questionnaire was the
data collection method that had been chosen. Then, the questionnaires needed to be distributed to respondents to collect
and analyse the data. However, some limitations should be mentioned in this study. First, the sample size was insufficient
for this study to identify the relationship between the factors and travelling behaviour. This was because there are 15 million
youths in Malaysia but this research only has 400 respondents. The huge difference in the numbers showed that this
research could not represent the whole Malaysian youth’s travelling behaviour. Thus, larger sample size was required to
generalize the data for an accurate statistic.
Other than that, the questionnaire had included close-ended questions to avoid respondents feeling impatient and annoying
while answering the questionnaires. Therefore, the respondents only answered according to the choices given, which
means the respondents could not express more about their opinions on that question. Hence, the researchers analysed the
result based on the limited close-ended questions. In short, the data would be affected by such insufficient information from
the data collection. Furthermore, this research was to investigate the factors that affect the youth’s travelling behaviour
during this pandemic period. Researchers were required to review the previous studies that are related to this topic. Then,
researchers had noticed the lack of prior research about Covid-19 after reviewing the previous studies, especially the studies
about travel behaviour and the factors that affect travel behaviour during the pandemic of Covid-19. As Covid-19 was a new
topic to the world, less research was conducted on this topic. Hence, researchers had limited reliable sources to develop a
new study.
Another limitation for this research is that most of the respondents are Chinese which results in the data collected more
likely to represent the travelling behaviour of Chinese. Researchers should approach respondents from each race equally.
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For example, send the survey to Malay or Indian's Facebook Community group. By having average respondents from each
race, the research could be more valid and reliable as the travelling behaviour of each race is well studied.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
In the light of the data collected and analysed, this research had offered several implications that could impact the future
research, policy decision or the relevant field of interest of our research.
First, the first implication is that this research will benefit the tourism industry in Malaysia. The tourism industry is one of the
industries most affected by the Pandemic of Covid-19. By knowing the factors that affect the travelling behaviour among
Malaysian youth during the Pandemic of Covid-19, the government can take initiatives to attract Malaysian youth to travel
within Malaysia by complementing the factors that make Malaysian youth want to travel. For example, in the data collected,
it is found that 54% of respondents strongly agree that travelling is good for enhancing their mental health in many ways.
Therefore, the government can revolve around this concept and promote the tourism industry in Malaysia through mental
health awareness. Tourism Malaysia will be a good start for the government to make initiatives to improve the tourism
industry. In a study conducted by Matz (2017), it is observed that a well understanding of the target market’s psychological
factors plays a crucial part in creating a successful campaign. Hence, this research will benefit the tourism industry in
Malaysia, especially during the Covid-19 Pandemic.
Secondly, this research will make way for future in-depth research regarding Malaysian psychological factors for travelling
behaviour. Psychological factors play a vital role in determining the travelling behaviour of Malaysian youth as the decision
to travel are influenced by various factors, such as emotion, mental, financial and health (Qiu, Masiero & Li, 2018). In this
research, only Malaysian youths’ attitude towards travelling as well as the urge to travel is studied. Future research can
branch out into more specific topics. For example, future research can research psychological factors in choosing a
travelling destination. This helps determine why Malaysian youth chose to travel to a particular destination instead of
another. According to Qiu, Masiero and Li (2018), psychological factors played a major role in determining travelling
behaviour and limited studies had been done to understand it. Hence, this research will be able to help future research into
the path to studying more in-depth the psychological factors affecting the travelling behaviour of Malaysian youth.
Thirdly, this research can convey a message to the government regarding the Malaysian ‘s urge to travel. By justifying the
data collected, is it possible to convince the government to create a policy to lower down the cost to travel to encourage
Malaysian to travel (Bernama, 2021). For example, the Malaysian government is currently discussing with other South East
Asia countries such as Brunei, Thailand, and Singapore to form a travel bubble to encourage Malaysian to travel. Through
this way, many Malaysian youths could broaden their vision and view things from different perspectives. By creating policies
that encourage Malaysian youth to travel, such as lowering the air ticket, tax exemption from travelling could shape more
intellectual individuals as well as improving the tourism industry eventually (Gärling, 2020). Therefore, this research will be
able to affect the policy decision of the government to encourage Malaysian youth to travel more.
In conclusion, many implications could be found through this research, such as benefiting the tourism industry, making way
for future in-depth research regarding psychological factors on travelling behaviour as well as the policy decision of the
government to encourage Malaysian youth to travel more. Such implications could provide huge insight into the targeted
community or subject field (Gärling, 2020).
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ABSTRACT
Purpose of the Study: This study aims to identify audient involvement in the social learning process after watching the
drama series "It's Okay to Not Be Okay".
Methodology: Hence, this research primarily uses audient involvement to discover social learning among them in a
qualitative inquiry by using the phenomenological research design to identify the narration and character engagement of
the audient. Five young Malaysian audients aged between 18 to 30 years old were recruited using the purposive sampling
method to conduct an in-depth interview using semi-structured questions.
Main Findings: Imparting the knowledge about mental health is one of many ways to decrease the possibility of getting
mental illness by providing the necessary avenues for people to seek help either for themselves or the people around them.
In June 2020, a South Korean romantic drama series, "It's Okay to Not Be Okay" (IOTNBO), premiered on Netflix. The
romance plot in K-dramas is renowned among the audient, and the drama IOTNBO has the same romance theme except
in the way the stories deal with trauma. Learning is the basic survival kit for human existence. Observe and imitate is a
natural instinctive reaction in humans and animals. There are times when the human brain will automatically reflect
observable behaviour on individuals.
Novelty of the Study: It believes that the best moment for social learning to sneak into the human brain is through watching
movies, videos, or drama series, especially those with content that trigger emotions. The findings suggest that the
participants are immersive with the narration and the character; the data reflect that social learning happened even without
personal engagement with the narration.
Keywords: Social Learning, Adaptation; K-Drama, Social learning, Audient Involvement

INTRODUCTION
Mental health is the second-highest health problem in Malaysia besides heart disease (Lee & Lai, 2017). Mental health is
associated with depression, anxiety, and stress, leading to a considerable impact on people's daily chores at the workplace,
impacting the economy, dealing with family stress, and the like. In 2015, a report published by the Ministry of Health Malaysia
showed an increasing number of mental disorders, up to 4.2 million, involving people over 16 years old. It also indicated a
30% increment in mental disorder cases since 2006 due to the low-slung awareness among Malaysians on mental health
severity (Ministry of Health, 2015). Moreover, insufficient attention and exposure in media space are some of the factors
that prohibited disseminating mental issues in society, which then led to the inadequacy of knowledge about psychiatric
illness and treatment (Loo & Furnham, 2012; Hassan et al., 2018).
Mass media serves as a virtual channel to convey the information as it can spread rapidly and reaching the mass audient
holistically. Social learning is shared and exists everywhere in society. According to Rendell et al. (2010), social learning by
observation or interaction with others is shared in nature, fundamental to humanity's significant success. Individuals learn
various new behaviours through close observation of others, such as emotional responses, how to use a technique in their
atmosphere, and how to increase or decrease inhibits (Huitt & Monetti, 2008). It is typically a phenomenon that happened
not only by observing others but also by influencing their behaviours through entertainment. The study by O'Rorke (2006)
claimed that theorists of social learning have demonstrated that behaviour is shaped not only by individuals or live models.
However, those mass media such as film and drama that portrayed them are also critical consequences that influence the
motivation and behaviour of daily human chores. Audient involvement usually happens when an individual's emotional
response gets triggered through entertainment such as film or drama upon which they got immersed. Therefore, involvement
here is the extent to which the audients make emotional and psychological attempts to decode the message and make
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sense of the plot (Tal-Or & Cohen, 2010). Indeed, the emotion that strikes at the core of the entertainment experience is
fundamental to most media consumption (Tan, 2008). Hence, this research explores the audient involvement among young
Malaysian audients by adapting the drama IOTNBO into the social learning process.

Audient involvement is often used to explain the audient's purposeful involvement in finding and experiencing media, to
meet their expectations and needs for communication (Kim, 2012). It is widely used in describing the experience of cognitive,
affective, and behavioural engagements of the audient in the watching process (Leksmono, 2016). Brown (2015) identified
four processes in audient involvement: transportation, parasocial interaction (PSI), identification, and worship. Green et al.
(2004) defined transportation as highly committed to the story; their cognition and emotion follow the story's fluctuation.
When the audient undergoes the parasocial interaction process, they will establish a one-way relationship with the media
personae of the characters on the television (Horton & Wohl, 1965). Identification explains that the audient adopts the
beliefs, values, and attitudes of what they observe and internalise it through a self-defining process (Kelman, 1961). Finally,
worship is the most transcendent audient involvement process when the audience sees the media character as a God and
adulation (Maltby et al., 2002). However, this research focused on transportation and identification to understand audient
involvement in drama IOTNBO.
To illuminate this uncharted area, the researcher examined the phenomenon through drama. In June 2020, a South Korean
romantic drama series "It's Okay to Not Be Okay" (IOTNBO) with the literal title "Psycho, but It's Okay", directed by Park
Shin-Woo and screenwriting by Jo Yong, was premiered on Netflix on June 20, 2020, to August 9 2020. The romance plot
in K-dramas is renowned among the audient. However, the drama IOTNBO is different from most romance theme K-dramas.
The plot of this drama series tells an unusual romance story about characters with trauma and autism (Lee, 2020). Drama
IOTNBO perfectly breaks the dull romantic firework plot and portrays noble intentions that can heal the audient's lonely and
lost feeling in some ways. K-drama's presence seems not intuitive, but it was exposed to the audient through various means
of communication such as social learning and cultivation theory to reach a consensus with the audient. Therefore, this
research paper explores the narration and character engagement that the drama IOTNBO gives to the audience, shaping
attitudes and behaviours.

Figure 1: the conceptual framework of the research

In this research, drama IOTNBO serves as the subject matter for the whole social learning and cultivation process. The
audience perceives the information from the drama and imitates the perceived behaviour in daily life. According to Jin and
Jeong (2010), television programs serve as the natural fundamental to allow the audient to encode the information underly
and store it in their memory. It simply means that audience will remember the drama scene and reflect similar actions or
behaviours in real life. For instance, the audient will desire to eat Kimchi after watching K-drama and tend to adopt this
culture in their life.
Besides, audient involvement plays a role for the researcher to study the effect of drama on cultivation and social learning
process, leading to the audient's attitude and behavioural change. Through this, the researcher explores the identification
and transportation process among the audient after watching the drama. Through the identification process, the audient
happened to apply the attitude or behaviour projected in the drama story and scenes into the real world. Therefore,
identification seems to promote modelling and increase the emotional response with viewing pleasure (Godlewski & Perse,
2010). Furthermore, the process of identification can deal with the changes in beliefs and values among the audients. In
similar research, Igartua (2010) supported a connection between identification and the film's character, resulting in changing
attitudes and beliefs among the group. Transportation occurs when the audient is being transported into the details of the
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scene or storyline. When the audient encounters a similar situation between the story scenes and real life, they will imagine
themselves as the character appearing in that scene. According to Sestir and Green (2010), drama characteristics can
motivate the audient and indirectly promote a sense of similarity between both parties. It means that transportation can
energise a person in terms of attitude, beliefs, or way of thinking. According to Zheng (2014), the audient forms positive
behavioural intentions by enhancing and strengthening behaviour bonding with its characteristics.
Finally, the process is ended with the audient's attitudes and behavioural change after watching the drama IOTNBO. After
receiving all the information, the audient has undergone the cultivation and social learning process through an emotional
experience or audient involvement process. Then, the audient will make differences in terms of beliefs or thoughts that
might follow the drama scenes because the drama has become the model that guides their imitation into the real world. A
similar result from Leksmono (2016) proves that respondents see the media casts as role models and wish to have a similar
life. Therefore, the drama had a considerable impact on affective, cognitive, or emotional involvement. In the end, the
audient will try to change their behaviour based on drama. A matching conclusion from Su et al. (2011) expresses that the
audient attitude will balance their perception toward the location as they tend to form a sense of belonging toward TV shows.
In other words, the audient will change their attitudes toward the information given by the drama and adopting it into their
daily life.

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Nielsen, a website that studies consumer behaviours on various matters, media consumption that increases
dramatically had attributed to connectivity desired, needs of choice and control, and high demand for video content (Jaffe,
2014). With that being said, Malaysia Digital Association posted a result that shows the demand for entertainment during
the implementation of Malaysia Movement Control Order shoot up with Tonton.com (Malaysia's no.1 video streaming
application) reflects a 232% increase in traffic. In addition, Netflix jumped 195% consumed in March 2020 ("MDA Report:
"Covid-19 lockdown: Malaysians go online for work, food and TV" SimilarWeb Mar 2020", 2020). Although this data shows
that Malaysian portray high demand for video content consumption, yet films or TV series produced in Malaysia refuse to
be challenged. According to Nagaraj and Mustafa (2019), the existence of Hollywood films in 2012 strikes a severe blow at
local production films by 50% higher consumption because films with high-quality storylines, visual effects, and strong
portraying themes are the key to attract the audience.
Abdullah et al. (2014) have been widely investigated the behavioural and viewing patterns of cinema-goers in Malaysia,
and it was found that film that is made up of love or friendship, family relationship, war and journey will be a favourite genre
for Malaysian audiences. However, with the changes over the times and the variation of the fans, those themes that hit the
generation will be slowly diluted until it sets off the craze again. For example, the movie Aliens which was released in 1986
was well known by all cinema-goers and had won numerous honours and awards such as Academy Awards, Sound Effect
Editing, and Visual Effect award (Carden, 2017). Back in time, although it was perceived as the most celebrated genre in
1986, however, the old and outdated values have made it no longer pleasing in the 21st century. A critique comment was
made by cinema-goers on Gameractor, the largest video game magazine in Europe towards the movie Aliens, "This film
has outdated attitudes, language and cultural portray which may offend today" (Hirsila, 2020). Instead, consumers placed
importance on fresh film themes, directors, media reviews, and price as well as entertainment, inspiring history, and
relationship (Ariffin et al., 2014). According to Jamaluddin et al. (2014), the quality and creativity of the film play the most
indicator among the challenges and potential of film transformation in Malaysia to bring the film to the audience eye.
The term "Hallyu" refers to the Korean wave phenomenon, which has flooded into many Asian countries, such as China,
Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, and worldwide in 1999 (Farrar, 2010). In 2002, when Winter Sonata debuted on
the Malaysia TV channel, TV3 (owned by Media Prima Berhad), it had successfully infiltrated the die-hearted Malaysians
by profoundly influencing people's perception towards Korean fashion, songs, food, and film As of 2019, South Korean
dramas are quite popular in Malaysia (Waldeck, 2020). It shows that Malaysians accept widely K-drama that resulted in
high demand for K-drama consumption, prompting local TV stations such as Astro to broadcast more K-dramas to cater to
the high demands (Mazdan & Lau, 2018). It is the interest of this study to investigate the social learning process as the
survival kit for human existence. It takes place almost every second in human's daily chores. Several studies have proved
that Entertainment-Education through drama works best to deliver messages to its targeted audient (Azizan, 2012). Observe
and imitate are natural instinctive reactions in humans and animals alike, except that there are times when the human brain
will automatically reflect observable behaviour on individuals (Schie et al., 2008). Sometimes, this behaviour can be so
subtle that people are unaware that it is fed into them subconsciously. It is believed that the best moment for social learning
to sneak into the human brain is through watching movies, videos, or drama series, especially those with content that trigger
emotion.
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Identification
The concept of identification is founded earliest by Freud's (1922) and Lasswell's (1931). Recently, it has gained renewed
interest from various communication scholars (Brown, 2015). Social influence occurs in the identification process due to the
audient's attitudes, values, and beliefs where it contributed to a sense of similarity between the audient and the media
personae (Leksmono, 2016). Identification requires the audient to forget about themselves and become others. For
example, forgetting about reality causes the audient to lose their self-concept and temporarily become the character or role
in the media. To a certain extent, the identification evolves into imagining or being another person or behaving like them
(Wollheim, 1974; Cohen, 2001). It will eventually lead to role modelling the beliefs and behaviours of the character. For
example, according to Kelman (1961), an individual's self-defining perceptive has started changing when they adopt these
celebrities' attitude, behaviour, and self-concept without force intention.
The audient's desire to connect to the media character can eventually lead to others' adopting behaviours, hence following
what the character says or acts. It could help maintain a relationship that satisfies their self-defining system by building a
sense of connection. These effects are best understood as the result of the identification process. Some authors have also
suggested that identification was referred to the audients themselves imagining that they are participating and involved in
the story by integrating into the characters of the story, thereby changing their personality, and repetitively bringing
personality into the narrative may lead to long-term behaviour changes (Cohen, 2001). It is consistent with the findings of
Kelman's (1961) theory of social influence. According to Cohen (2009), identification is a temporary integration of audient
identity and character identity. It means that the audience connects and puts themselves emotionally with the media
character and builds a new perspective. Therefore, identification is a process in which the audient temporarily accepts the
views, thoughts, feelings, and motivations of the character while watching (Moyer-Gusé, 2015).
Transportation
The conceptualisation of transportation was based on Gerrig's (1993) literal experience of travelling description to explain
what happens when the reader encounters it (Green & Brock, 2000). Transportation in audient involvement is a process of
an individual being transported into the narrative, which they tend to focus on the scene that happened in the media. A story
or narrative attracts individuals to some extent that it may result in their beliefs in the real world due to the story's influence.
Previous studies have emphasised that transportation cannot be separated from the personae and scenes in the story
because they are the fictional narrative's driving force (Green & Jenkins, 2014). In the transportation process, the audients
feel that they involve themselves in the narrative performed by the media personae, and concurrently it can fulfil their
imagination in the process. The audience imagines the scene in which they appeared together simultaneously with the
media personae in the narrative. However, if the viewers involve themselves in the narrative world too profoundly in the
transportation process, they might lose the opportunity to re-contact the natural world and accept the narrative world created
by the author (Green & Brock, 2000). This loss of access might happen at the physical level. For example, an individual in
the process of transportation who is wholly focused on a specific activity such as reading or watching a drama will not be
paying attention to the surroundings. The individual might not be able to notice even something is happening around them.
It simply means that when the audients focus, they lose awareness of the surrounding, including the passing of time.

METHODOLOGY
This research is a qualitative study using the phenomenology approach to explore the audient social learning process after
being exposed to drama IOTNBO. The researcher will analyse the audients' stories, views, and perceptions to explore the
young Malaysians' audient involvement. According to Corbin & Strauss (2008), qualitative research allowed researchers to
discover participants' inner experiences and figure out how meaning is formed through culture. Hence, a qualitative research
approach was more appropriate for this study because it needed to explore audients' experiences during their involvement
in drama IOTNBO to attain the research objectives and research questions. In particular, the phenomenology approach
was designed to recognise the subjective life experiences and participants' perception to discover how the audient changed
in terms of attitude, behaviour, and life experience after watching the drama IOTNBO. The researchers had taken three
days to conduct the actual interview with the informants: on January 6 2021 (Wednesday), January 7 2021 (Thursday), and
January 13 2021 (Wednesday). The interview was conducted through online platforms such as Google Meet or Microsoft
Team. The interview was conducted between 45 to 60 minutes.
Sample & Population
Purposive sampling, also known as judgmental sampling, were used to select the informants carefully. The informants need
to fulfil the requirements set by the researchers. There are five informants been intrviewe. The interview stop at the five
informants because it already reach the saturation point. For the purposive sampling, the sample size was determined by
data saturation, not by statistical power analysis (Ilker et al., 2016). In this research, researchers recruited only specific
populations to investigate a specific subject. Each population unit will not have an equal opportunity to participate in the
survey as no selection is made at random (Alvi, 2016). Among the four types of non-probability sampling, purposive
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sampling also known as judgmental sampling was used in this research. Purposive sampling was a technique in which
individuals or events intentionally choose specific environments to provide vital information that cannot be obtained from
other choices or other sources (Hamed, 2016).The informant requirements needed for this research are as follow:
1. youth aged between 18 to 30 years old;
2. regardless of gender and ethnicity;
3. Malaysian;
4. who has finished watching the drama "It's Okay to Not Be Okay"; and
5. willingly to join as participants.
Instrumentation
An in-depth interview through semi-structured questions was used as an instrument for data collection. In-depth interviews
helped researchers collect participants' interpretations and perspectives towards the social learning process provoked by
the drama IOTNBO. The semi-structured question allows the researcher to evoke more information from the interviewees
and freely explore more topics during the interview process. The Interview Protocol Refinement (IPR) framework was used
to strengthen the semi-structured question's reliability by aligning it to exploring the social learning process in terms of
audient involvement. The researchers had adapted the questions resembling various related research papers, and they
were from Cohen (2001), Busselle and Bilandzic (2009), Tal-Or and Cohen (2010) and Trujillo et al. (2015), all to ensure
much reliability and strengthen the credibility.
Data Collection
The interview list of questions was being piloted and scrutinised by an external expert at first. Then, the consent forms were
sent out to the informants, and interview sessions were scheduled immediately according to the informants' availability.
Before conducting the actual interview, the researchers provided a link to the informants, directing them to a short synopsis
of the drama IOTNBO video. The short video's purpose is to allow the informants to recall back their IOTNBO drama
memories. Every informant was given the same synopsis video personally before the actual interview session. The
researchers adopted this procedure for focus group research as the researchers needed to ensure that every informant
experiencing it at the same pace and received the same thing. Besides, this research adopted a one-to-one interview
method to collect in-depth information from the informants through the prompt question. In so doing, the researchers ensure
every informant could recall back their memories to provide a more relevant and accurate response throughout the interview.
After the interview session, the researchers conducted a close discussion and investigated the informant's transcript. Finally,
the researchers collected a detailed transcript of every informant and sent back the transcription to each informant within
72 hours after the interview was conducted.
Data Analysis
The thematic analysis method was used to analyse the collected data. According to Vaismoradi et al. (2013), thematic
analysis is fundamental to qualitative data analysis because it provides the core skills in executing various qualitative
analysis forms. In the first phase, familiarisation helped the researchers be acquainted with informants' content without
missing information, such as informants' feelings or unconscious behaviour. Researchers have undergone familiarising
themselves by immersing themselves in the content, and indirectly, the researcher gets the overall view for the whole
research. To get much familiar with the data, researchers re-reading the content a few times. It allows the researchers to
determine possible themes and patterns.
Next, the second phase was coding which the researcher came out with some ideas about the content of the data and
analysed the exciting part that triggered the audient (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In the coding process, the researchers started
to organise and identify relevant codes to answer the research question. During the reviewing stage, themes were added
into new codes so that the data can be more supportive and uniformed. The collected data will then become more
manageable and able to prove the reliability of this research. According to Kiger and Varpio (2020), the thematic map should
be presented upon constructing the interview question to clearly show how the themes were interdependent and related to
the research questions. To achieve this, the researcher repeatedly proofread the entire data set to ensure the created
themes meet the criteria.
After that, researchers reviewed the created codes by referring to the interview transcript. This stage's purpose was to
ensure the codes created have not drifted too far from the data collected and the research question. Moreover, it allowed
the researchers to further expand the codes into numerous categories based on the codes' initial list. Simultaneously, some
of the codes were collapsed into each other, and some themes were eliminated. Lastly, a report was ready to produce when
the themes were fully established and ready for the final analysis.
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DISCUSSION
Code was given to the informants as their name will not be revealed to protect their privacy. The informants were coded as
the table below;
Table 1: Informants’ code
Informant

Code

1

V1

2

V2

3

V3

4

V4

5

V5

Engagements
The word "engagement" can be well-defined as humans' emotional involvement or commitment to something (Schaufeli,
2013). In this research, the engagement highlight appeared in the character, emotion, and narration. Firstly, character
engagement is the participation of self into the drama in which the audient is deeply immersed in the character that caused
them to lose their identities but to share the character's identity in the drama (Tal-Or & Cohen, 2010). V2, V3, and V4 found
that the character portrayed is somehow very much like them in terms of attitude and behaviour on the daily practices.
Whenever the narration requires the characters to go on with something or decide, the similarities between informants and
the character have prompted a situation where informants tend to put themselves into their favourite character and feel
what the character felt. Indirectly, this has led the informants to imagine themselves participating and involved in the story
and integrating them into the story's characters, thereby changing their personality, leading to long-term behaviour changes.
I think the personality of the female protagonist is a little bit like mine. I am not an antisocial disorder, but my attitude towards
life, my style of working, and my character are quite like that of the female protagonist.
(V2/07012021)
I continued to watch because of the female protagonist. Every one of her outfits looks good, so I keep watching because I
am looking forward to seeing her new outfit. But I like her also due to her weak inner side and a strong outer side, but I
believe many people have this personality, which means that the outer side is very strong, and the inner side is very weak.
Maybe a lot of people can relate to this.
(V3/07012021)
I like the idea that everybody is something like the male protagonist. We all have things that we try to protect from others.
We do not want them to look at us inside, so we act a certain way. We do a certain thing just to protect ourselves because
he cannot have fun, he always feels second best. He does not have a moment where it is for himself. In the end, he goes
to college, he wants to go to a school, he wants to go on a camping trip, and finally, he is doing something for himself. I feel
that a lot of us. We all want to make people happy around us.
(V4/07012021)
Narration engagement takes place when the audient is mentally involved in some scenes of the drama. In this research,
narration engagement happened to all informants as they could relate at least one scene in the drama, and most importantly,
out of five informants, V1 and V2 feel empathy to their favourite characters: the female protagonist Ko Mun-Yeong with her
life experience. V1 provided an answer based on the narration setting where they find the scenes curious because of the
father's attitude and behaviour. She imagined putting herself into the storyline of what will be happened if her father treated
her as the way portrayed in the drama. As for V2, he immersed himself with the female protagonist as he feels himself
sharing the same identities with the character. He could imagine himself as a female character in real life; his attitude and
behaviour were like the character.
When the female protagonist met her father in the hospital, the father pretended her be his wife which led him to pinch her
daughter. I was surprised when he even could not recognise his daughter and wanted to kill her. At the same time, I was
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curious about why a father does something like this to her daughter and even wanted to kill her daughter. I was curious
about the reason both even no greeting to each other but pinched her suddenly and wanted to kill her as well.
(V1/06012021)
In the first episodes, there was a little girl who is a fan of Mun-Yeong. She requested a group photo with Mun-Yeong.
However, Mun-Yeong feels that this is her own private space and she just does not want to be disturbed. So, Mun-Yeong
whispered in the little girl's ear that she is not a princess, she is not cute, and what she hates most is children. She just said
it and made the little fans cry. My usual style should also be like her. In other words, I will not excuse you because you are
a kid; If I think you disturbed me, I will chase you away, and I will not show a good attitude.
(V2/07012021)
Furthermore, narration engagement was strongly triggered when the audience was requested to relate life events with
drama scenes. In general, the informants were continued watching this drama because of the association of self with the
story. It simply says that this drama provided the informants with empathy to feel themselves in the drama and need to
know what will be happening next. V2 and V4 related to the life events happening on themselves with those scenes in the
drama from the interview. Both informants provided detailed information as they remembered the highlight in the drama
where it hit their memory strongly. Likewise, it can be described as the process in which the audience is touched by the
narration and how fiction can change their ideas and perspective to understand their own lives through narrated situations.
When the mother was killed, the brother was only able to remember the butterfly badge, which caused it to be the shadow
from then on. But in the end, the director wanted him to paint a picture on the wall of the psychiatric hospital, and it would
be complete only if there were butterflies. At first, he was reluctant to do so, but he was willing to overcome it. So, he painted
the butterfly himself, which then made the picture more complete. This is somehow like me. When I have done something
wrongly, because of some minor setbacks, I do not dare to do it again. But I will realise the reality in the end, then I will
confront a problem head-on to do it. After that, I will find it not that difficult, but can be overcome if I put my heart into it.
(V2/07012021)
I think the favouritism part is the mother. I guess a child is always looking for a parent's attention. At the end of the day,
Gang-tae is just always looking for the mother's attention even when she dies, and he cannot fulfil that wish even after his
mother is dead. I can feel that because, in my life, I guess the one person that I want to be the proudest of me is my parents
and above anybody else, even above myself. So, I can feel Gang-tae. Like the part where he came back from taekwondo,
he got a red belt in taekwondo, and his brother was beaten up, but his mother still scolded him. I feel like that has happened
a lot in my life, and that has happened to me before also. It somehow makes me feel like I did something good, but it is
never enough, especially for Asian parents.
(V4/07012021)
Feelings
As far as the informants' experience engagements, it will cause them to engage their emotions with the characters. As the
informants engaged themselves with the characters, it will eventually trigger their emotions to sense pity, happiness, or
anger when looking at the character experienced on any undesired incidents. It makes them feel exactly the character's
feeling right now. According to the data from V1, V2, and V5, they were calmly expressed their feelings, and when they
were asked to imagine their favourite characters failed to achieve their goals, their feeling has been affected.
I will feel a bit of pity for her because she has tried very hard to pursue what she wants, but in the end, she did not achieve
it. It might be because of her personality or the childhood shadow, which was hard for her to go through.
(V1/06012021)
I think she will never give up but fight for what she wants no matter how. But if she fails to achieve her goal, I would be very
sad because I like the female protagonist very much, and I hope she can get what she wants in the drama. Because her
story is so upset, she is already a poor girl who has been in the grip of her mother's shadow throughout her life, and when
she finally gets out of it and gets what she wants.
(V2/07012021)
I will feel a bit of pity if she did not manage to achieve her goal. I wish she can enjoy natural humanity, which she did not
experience before. If she really cannot make it, I hope that she can just maintain her personality and do whatever she wants
to do, like keep on writing her fairy tale and other stuff. It should be that way.
(V5/13012021)
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However, the researchers found that two informants tend to become agitated when asked to imagine the pre-determine
situation and share their feelings on their favourite character. The informants have unconsciously expressed excessive
emotion when they are required to imagine their favourite character's failure from the response. Both informants' reaction
was very adverse like they feel realistic despite the character trying their best to succeed in their lives. It brought much
disappointment to the informants if their favourite character faced failure at the end of the drama.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, identification is the process where the audient lost their self-identities to the media character, which is
primarily due to the consistent attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours of individual and that cause them to behave the same as
the media character the sense of connection. At the same time, familiarity is the initial stage where the audience attaches
itself emotionally to the characters once they fully understand them. The identification process is based on the immersion
of the audient with the character and, it must first start with exploring and understanding the character to see if he or she
has some similar or opposing traits that the audient can perceive. Conversely, the transportation process was found through
the immersive feeling of the audience with the narratives of the drama, all of which are widely played by the characters.
Without either of these nor was it able to transmit messages effectively. However, the interpretation of the characters is
different between all participants due to the self-definition system which develops personalised relations between the
audient and the character. After that, the transportation and identification process can occur even without having similar
beliefs or attitudes with the character, making the audient braver and more aware of what they feel lacking in their
personality, but that can be learned from the characters.
On the other hand, the feeling element is crucial for human beings, especially to express their movement towards stimulants.
Hence, researchers found that "passive watching of the drama" is also an interest that can bring in the audient's feeling,
which has especially happened towards some scenes. Not all scenes can stimulate informants' feelings, but those who can
do so are due to similar life events that happened to the audient. This feeling is also explained by their connection with the
character that they have undergone the state of losing self-identity, and sharing similar traits with the characters has made
them unwilling to accept bad things that occur to their favourite characters in the plot.
In general, the emergence of audient involvement is associated with the previous events that the audient experience may
affect their beliefs in the real world because of the story and characters. Audient involvement is a powerful tool used to
explore the positive influence of drama, where it can endorse motivations and vibes to the audience naturally using
characters and narration, which does not require any formal learning. The involvement of the audience can provide desirable
learning results to shape the perception and judgements of the audience in reality.
As the outcome of this study, the informants interpreted the valuable knowledge conveyed in the drama and had influenced
their way of acting in everyday practice. With that saying, the audient is watching the drama and will be perceived and
learned the messages. Furthermore, this study's result can deliver information to the public, particularly to the younger
generations, where it can lead to a new perception regarding mental health. The data generated from the interview findings
answered the study phenomenon by illuminating how the social learning process takes place with audient involvement.
Consequently, it has caused attitude and behavioural change. From the data obtained, after the audient learned and
perceived the information, it has changed their perception towards mental health issues as well as changing their behaviour
towards mental health patients by treating them equally and become more tolerant to them.
The future researcher can consider selecting only one component among the four components in audient involvement since
each of the components is used to explore various means of audient engagements such as narrator, character, media
personae, and god and belief. Therefore, examining the phenomenon using only a single component can help the
researcher discover the motives behind the relationship between the audient and the media, which was especially essential
in the current society in which watching activities are primarily embraced.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose of the study: The aim of the paper is to propose a conceptual framework on the implementation of organizational
management based on Islamic perspective in the context of Islamic-based government organizations in Malaysia.
Methodology: The paper proposes a qualitative study using interview and focus-group discussion among 15 managers
from selected Islamic-based government institutions. The transcripts will be analyzed thematically using N-Vivo software to
explore expected and emerging themes related to the study. .
Main Findings: It is expected that the findings of the study will explain the proposed conceptual framework related to the
elements of planning, leading, organizing and controlling based on the Islamic perspective at the organizations.
Furthermore, it is anticipated that the study will identify any pertinent issues and challenges related to the major elements
of organizational management in the Islamic-based government organizations.
Novelty of the study: The literature discussions and the proposed research framework in the paper explore the analyses
in the realm of contemporary organizational management and its comparison with the evidences found in the holy Qur’an,
from the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (Peace be Upon Him) and discussions among Islamic scholars.
Keywords: Organizational Management, Planning, Leading, Organizing, Controlling.
.
INTRODUCTION
Managing an organization whether small or large requires a basic supply of knowledge so that all challenges can be
successfully overcome. Although some consider the experience to be more important than theory in ensuring organizational
success, but the role of theory needs to be seen as fundamental to the formation of a strong and quality organization. For
an individual who wants to run an organization, they need basic knowledge in planning, leading, organizing and controlling.
This is because, an in-depth understanding of this will help individuals to strengthen their management in each field that
they involved. In order to achieve an organization's goals, a sound and wise management that is able to incorporate all the
elements in an organization is needed to work together for the betterment of an organization (Quah & Ishak, 2017).
Therefore, the organization need to have knowledge about managing and administrating so that they can archive what they
wanted the best for the success of the organization.
According to Al-Shaibah et al. (2017), an administrative process is can be perceived as a method for members of an
organization to make decisions and take action to achieve their goals. Thus, it shows that all the Government Department
and Islamic Organizations are not immune to practice the excellence administration. In order to manage an organization, a
leader or manager must first understand what management means by having specific education about management or
managerial study and must learning it properly. In addition, the four functions of management encompass the planning,
organizing, leading and controlling of the various limited resources, capital, human, finances and others to maximize the
effectiveness of the production of goods and services. More specifically, management is the process of assembling and
using sets of resources in a goal directed manner to accomplish tasks in an organizational setting (Hitt et al., 2005; Abdullah
& Ishak, 2012). Thus, managers are responsible for planning, combining, and coordinating the various resources to achieve
the organizational goal.
From an Islamic perspective, the four functions of management namely, planning, organizing, leading and controlling, are
interconnected with decision-making and involve the use of human, financial and physical resources as well as information;
these are all intimately connected with maqasid al-shariah (objectives of shariah), by means of effective and efficient
methods (Othman, 2010). Thus, Islamic management, unlike conventional management, looks at the management of
organizations from the perspective of the knowledge from the revealed sources and other Islamic sources. This paper
explores a proposed study on the implementation of organizational management in the context of government related
Islamic organizations based on Islamic perspective.

THE CONSTITUTION OF MANAGEMENT ELEMENTS OF PLANNING, ORGANIZING, LEADING AND CONTROLLING
A manager’s primary challenge is to solve problems creatively. While drawing from a variety of academic disciplines, and
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to help managers respond to the challenge of creative problem solving, principles of management have long been
categorized into the four major functions of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling (the P-O-L-C framework). The four
functions, summarized in the P-O-L-C figure, are actually highly integrated when carried out in the day-to-day realities of
running an organization. Therefore, you should not get caught up in trying to analyze and understand a complete, clear
rationale for categorizing skills and practices that compose the whole of the P-O-L-C framework (Bucata, 2018).
It is important to note that this framework is not without criticism. Specifically, these criticisms stem from the observation
that the P-O-L-C functions might be ideal but that they do not accurately depict the day-to-day actions of actual managers.
The typical day in the life of a manager at any level can be fragmented and hectic, with the constant threat of having priorities
dictated by the law of the trivial many and important few (Bucata, 2018). However, the general conclusion seems to be that
the P-O-L-C functions of management still provide a very useful way of classifying the activities managers engage in as
they attempt to achieve organizational goals (Lamond, 2004).
The management functions of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling are widely considered to be the best means of
describing the manager’s job, as well as the best way to classify accumulated knowledge about the study of management
(Kumar, 2016). Although there have been tremendous changes in the environment faced by managers and the tools used
by managers to perform their roles, managers still perform these essential functions.

Planning
Planning is the function of management that involves setting objectives and determining a course of action for achieving
those objectives. Planning requires that managers be aware of environmental conditions facing their organization and
forecast future conditions. It also requires that managers be good decision makers. Planning is a process consisting of
several steps. Planners must establish objectives, which are statements of what needs to be achieved and when. Planners
must then identify alternative courses of action for achieving objectives. After evaluating the various alternatives, planners
must make decisions about the best courses of action for achieving objectives. They must then formulate necessary steps
and ensure effective implementation of plans (Grunig & Kuhn, 2015). Finally, planners must constantly evaluate the success
of their plans and take corrective action when necessary.
According to Hitt et al. (2005), planning is essentially a decision-making process that focuses on the future of the
organization and how it will achieve its goals. From this perspective, setting organizational objectives has to precede the
development of organizational plans. This is because, without objectives or targets, plans make very little sense as the
function of objectives help set direction, focus effort, guide behaviors, and evaluate progress (Pearce et al., 1987).
In organizational management, there are three types of plans which are strategic plans, tactical plans and operational plans.
Strategic plans focus on the broad future of the organization and incorporate both external environmental demands and
internal resources into managers’ actions. In strategic plans, it covers the major aspects of the organization including its
products, services, finances, technology, and human resources (Hitt el al., 2005). Thus, it clearly shows how impactful the
functions of planning.
Next, tactical plans will translate strategic plans into specific goals for specific parts of the organization. Tactical plans
translate wide-ranging strategies into precise objectives and action plans (Edwards, 2018). Consequently, it tends to have
somewhat shorter time frames and to be narrower in scope. As for the operational plans, its concerned with the systems,
work processes, procedures, methods, quality control, safety and other supportive activities. Therefore, it shows that both
tactical and operational plans play roles to complement overall strategic plans.

Organizing
Organizing is deciding how best to grow organizational elements. Managers can choose a variety of structural possibilities
(Jarkey et al.,1997). There are six main group tasks in organization: designing job, grouping jobs, distributing authorities
among jobs, reporting job relationships between job, co-coordinating between jobs and differentiating between positions
(Griffin, 2005). These must be fully integrated into other factors of production such as capital, raw materials and work
designed in order to turn out the final products efficiently and effectively. Organizing introduces the basic elements such as
job design, departmentalization, authority relationships, span of control and line and staff role (Griffin, 2005). Thus,
organizing here is bringing together the people and resources for the production processes (Al-Shaibah et al., 2017).
Organizing is the function of management that involves developing an organizational structure and allocating human
resources to ensure the accomplishment of objectives. The structure of the organization is the framework within which effort
is coordinated (Laval, 2017). The structure is usually represented by an organization chart, which provides a graphic
representation of the chain of command within an organization. Decisions made about the structure of an organization are
generally referred to as organizational design decisions.
Organizing at the level of the organization involves deciding how best to departmentalize, or cluster, jobs into departments
to coordinate effort effectively. As asserted by Laval & Stefea (2018), there are many different ways to departmentalize,
including organizing by function, product, geography, or customer. Many larger organizations use multiple methods of
departmentalization. Organizing at the level of a particular job involves how best to design individual jobs to most effectively
use human resources. Traditionally, job design was based on principles of division of labor and specialization, which
assumed that the narrower the job content, the more proficient the individual performing the job could become.
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Leading
Leading involves the social and informal sources of influence that you use to inspire action taken by others. If managers
are effective leaders, their subordinates will be enthusiastic about exerting effort to attain organizational objectives. The
behavioral sciences have made many contributions to understanding this function of management (Omotayo, 2015).
Personality research and studies of job attitudes provide important information as to how managers can most effectively
lead subordinates (Omotayo, 2015). For example, this research tells us that to become effective at leading, managers must
first understand their subordinates’ personalities, values, attitudes, and emotions.
Besides that, according to Moorman and Grover (2009) managers must act as leaders in orders to attain their organization’s
goal. The use of force or coercion to gain compliance is usually not taken as leadership. Effective leadership influences a
group or organization to achieve successfully and meet its goal and objectives. Therefore, the leadership acts as an extra
ingredient to the sum of efforts of many people and help the organization to achieve or accomplish more than the normal
achievement (Hitt et al., 2005).

Controlling
The fourth function of management is controlling. It includes managerial efforts directed toward monitoring both
organizational and employee performance and progress toward goals (Costa & Bijlsma-Frankema, 2007). Organizations
and managers utilize a variety of strategies or methods related to control. These methodologies range from overt, highly
restrictive, and assertive forms of control to more implicit, decentralized, indirect forms of control (Schraeder et al., 2014).
According to Hilole et al. (2004) Controlling involves ensuring that performance does not deviate from standards. Controlling
consists of three steps, which include (1) establishing performance standards, (2) comparing actual performance against
standards, and (3) taking corrective action when necessary. Performance standards are often stated in monetary terms
such as revenue, costs, or profits but may also be stated in other terms, such as units produced, number of defective
products, or levels of quality or customer service.
The measurement of performance can be done in several ways, depending on the performance standards, including
financial statements, sales reports, production results, customer satisfaction, and formal performance appraisals. Managers
at all levels engage in the managerial function of controlling to some degree. The managerial function of controlling should
not be confused with control in the behavioral or manipulative sense (Noor et al.,2020). This function does not imply that
managers should attempt to control or to manipulate the personalities, values, attitudes, or emotions of their subordinates.
Effective controlling requires the existence of plans, since planning provides the necessary performance standards or
objectives. Controlling also requires a clear understanding of where responsibility for deviations from standards lies.
Although controlling is often thought of in terms of financial criteria, managers must also control production and operations
processes, procedures for delivery of services, compliance with company policies, and many other activities within the
organization.

Islamic Management
The core in the establishment of the Islamic organization is a good planning management structure. Islamic organization
without a proper management plan will create blur vision, create chaotic in organization and the worst part is will bring the
organization to the dead end. Planning is typically where the direction of the organization is established through a variety
of activities including the development of goals. Indeed, a thorough planning should take into account all either internal or
external aspects in order to gain the advantage of competition with other organizations (Schraeder et al., 2014). Thus, the
element of planning based on Islamic perspective is the foundations of each organization to archive success in fulfilling
their objectives.
In the early 2020, the Minister of Religious Affair, Dato’ Seri Dr Zulkilfi Mohamad Al-Bakri reprimand about the slacking at
work during the office hours and it is opposed with the teaching of Islam. Meanwhile in 2017, the Malaysian employees
registered as the second highest number of absenteeism with 67 days compared to other Asia Pacific countries. Hence, it
is depicting the need for a comprehensive research about the element of leading based on Islamic perspective at several
Islamic-based government institutions.
Furthermore, in each of organization, an element of organizing is very important in determining on how activities and
resources need to be grouped. This is because, organizing is the work of a manager to arrange and relate work so that it
can be performed effectively by people (Schraeder et al., 2014). In addition, organizing from the Islamic perspective includes
the aspects of managing mutual relationship in a system of authority, responsibility and accountability. The proper
coordination of these functions may assist in executing decisions that may eventually allow managers to seek Allah’s
pleasure (Abdullah & Ishak, 2012). Therefore, it is hoped that this paper can show what are the elements of organizing
based on Islamic perspective which applied and could be applied by managers.
Next, managers or leaders in Islamic organization will portrayed noble characteristic that been emphasized in Islam even
when it comes to the fourth function of management which is controlling. This is because Islam does not separate between
the business matters and religious practices. The combination of it can be accepted as the worship activities (Rafiki &
Wahab, 2014). According to Ismail and Sharif (2011), in their summary of the roles of Tawhidic Paradigm mentioned that
controlling in Islam applies trust (al-amanah) and justice (al-‘adl). Thus, this paper also attempts to investigate the element
of controlling based on Islamic perspective at several government Islamic institutions.
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Planning, Leading, Organizing and Controlling based on Islamic Perspective
A good management needs to be established in order to make sure a smooth running of such organizational set up.
According to Hitt et al. (2005), management can be defined as the process of assembling and using sets of resources in a
goal-directed manner to accomplish tasks in an organizational setting. In other words, management is a process that
involves a series of activities and operations such as planning, leading, organizing and controlling.
As for the Islamic management, the system aims to create efficient and perfect services, justice, social security, stability,
peace and prosperity of society (Idris et.al, 2019). Meanwhile, Ilhamie (2001) defines Islamic management as a system to
manage human life based on complete Islamic philosophy and principles. Thus, Islamic management is an important
process to handle peoples and organizations in order to achieve the goal of working based on the Quran and Sunnah.
Furthermore, Islam is a comprehensive, integrated and holistic religion that governs and interweaves all aspects of life
(Ahmad, 2007). Besides, Islam not only concerns about the worldly matters but also the hereafter since everything done by
mankind in this world has the ultimate end to seek Allah’s pleasure. Therefore, to achieve the ultimate ends, man should
follow the rules and guideline provided by the Almighty (Nordin & Othman, 2011).
In Islam, the objective of man’s creation is to worship Allah. Al-Attas (2001) claimed that everything in Islam is ultimately
focused on the akhirah-aspect (the hereafter) without thereby implying an attitude of neglect or being unmindful of the
duniya-aspect (worldly). Thus, it clearly explains to not neglect the main responsibility which is seek to Allah’s pleasure
even though it related with worldly affairs like organization management.
Since management is a daily process in the organization of various types, it is important to have the right definition of
management according to the Islamic worldview. Basically, the Tawhidic approach is needed for the Islamization of the
management concept so as to impose justice and fairness in managing people as the aim of man’s creation (Jabnoun,
1994; Abdul Hamid, 2007; Sulaiman et al., 2014) is to worship no other gods but Allah the Al-Mighty with the objective of
managing people is to seek mardhatillah (Allah’s pleasure) (Nordin & Othman, 2011; Sulaiman et al., 2014).
In addition, a study conducted by Ismail and Sharif (2011) concluded that the transformation of Islamic management
systems within the Tawhidic paradigm harmonizes the spirit of Tawhid (Unity of God) with planning, organization, leading
and controlling. The managerial functions are integrated with both the hereafter (al-Akhirah) and the world (al-Duniya)
requirements. With this spiritual awareness, the evolving and continuing management system will achieve the firm’s mission
and objectives by implementing mutually reinforcing values referred to as promotion of goodness (‘amr bil ma’aruf) and the
prevention of evil (nahi ‘anil munkar).
Next, in defining management from an Islamic perspective, this study would highlight a definition by Mohiuddin (2009), who
mentioned that management in the perspective of the Al-Quran and Al-Hadith is the process of planning, organizing, leading
and controlling the efforts of organizational members. Hence, by using all other organizational resources depending upon
the guidance of Allah and His Prophet with accountable mentality, integrity and skills to achieve the predetermined objective.

Planning
Planning based on Islamic perspective referring to the concept of Shura. According to Daud (1991) the word Shura is
derived from the Arabic language which means meeting. While another terminology explains as to hold meetings held by a
group of scholars and expertise in all matters related to their interests and welfare based on faith and Taqwa towards Allah.
In addition, Shura according to Ismail and Ibrahim (2012) refers to the decision making a special group of people and not
the public, regarding to any issue. In other words, Shura is a discussion or deliberation among experts or experienced
person that related in any particular field.
In obedience to the Divine order, Rasulullah (Peace be Upon Him) was the one who had the most meeting with his
companions and did not hesitate to accept their views and opinions. The demands of making Shura do not stop with the
death of Rasulullah (Peace be Upon Him), but it must continue for the next generation. This concept of Shura is parallel
with the command of Allah in al-Quran in surah ash-Shura verse 38:
“And those who have responded to their lord and established prayer and whose affair is [determined by] consultation among
themselves, and from what We have provided them, they spend”.
Furthermore, Shura is a concept in deciding a decision in Islamic government. This system is an important factor in the
success of Islamic politics in achieving final decision that is beneficial to all. As for Shura in Islamic organization, it can save
managers from make mistake, especially at the planning stage. Therefore, Shura will strengthen the decisions made as a
result of a more mature discussion and in-depth and Shura is a place to take advantage of those who are knowledgeable,
experienced and skilled.
Thus, in an organization’s plan, what is due to the organization is based on what it earns through its action (Abdullah &
Ishak, 2012). The process of planning indeed ensures successful implementation and positive results. From an Islamic
point of view, comprehensive planning not only encompasses strategic thinking but more importantly putting trust in Allah
(Abdullah & Ishak, 2012).

Leading
There are several terminologies that brings meaning of leadership in Al-Quran and hadith of the Prophet (Peace Be Upon
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Him) such as caliph, imam or imamah. From the Islamic perspective, the Muslim leader must take into consideration the
guidelines in the Quran and Sunnah that Allah belongs everything. Honor, power, reputation, authority and all things are
subject to His Will. Man’s duty is to work hard and act as a leader to influence others to follow him (Abdullah & Ishak, 2012).
In addition, when leading, a manager must apply the concept of al-Musawah. which means similarities and equality in
Islamic perspective. The implementation of the organizational equation involves four main issues. First, all workers must
receive equal, especially in terms of regulations and laws. Second, all employees must be treated and respected from the
point of humanity because every human being has dignity, trends and the nature and taste of its own. Third, the equation
must also be applied in terms of opportunities and facilities provided to each employee can feel the same opportunities and
rights. Fourth, the division of labor must take into account humanitarian aspects and equality (Abdullah & Ishak, 2012).
Therefore, al-Musawah is the management principles of Islam, which symbolizes prosperity of Islam and its systems. The
approach of Islam is not based on skin color and ancestry, but built on the basis of equality in the context of the organization
are all given equal stature to serve and contribute their efforts to advancing the organization.
Next, leading in Islamic perspective also adopt the concept of al-Adalah which means justice. Justice in Islam refers to the
right, namely entitlement to the right and put something in place (Siddiq, 2003). According to Mawardi (in Siddiq, 2003),
justice is truthful, honest and trustworthy; keep clear of illegal things, away from sin and syubhah, calm in any circumstances
whatsoever and dignity. Not forget to mention, every decision made must be based on the Islamic laws and not contradict
with Al-Quran and Sunnah. Indeed, Islam really encourages its follower to be fair and it already been mentioned in al-Quran
in surah an-Nisa verse 135:
“O you who have believed, be constantly upright with equity (with others).”

Organizing
Organizing in Islamic management adopt the principle of al-Ubudiyyah, which is an organizing principle involving the main
principles of human information and as a servant of Allah. All the activities of an individual and all activities within the
organization should stick to the concept of devotion to Allah Almighty. This concept means that a Muslim manager should
be obedient to the messenger of Allah and stay away from all prohibitions and belief in the Oneness of Allah is the foundation
of an Islamic devotion towards Allah. (Sulaiman et al., 2014).
Every human being is a Caliph appointed by Allah to inhabit the earth. Scholars believed that Islam has laid the guidelines
for a leader, manager, administrator entrusted by God to understand the following concepts Ubudiyyah. Therefore, if the
concept Ubudiyyah if properly understood and appreciated, then this element can have a positive effect on the formation of
character and culture of the organization created (Jaber, 2009).
Next, Islam also adopt the concept of iman, amal, and fahm in the concept of organizing in Islamic perspective (Sulaiman
et al., 2014). This concept applies Tawhidic value via iman, amal and fahm in assigning tasks and arranging resources. For
instance, Prophet Muhammad organized the Friday prayer so that it was well communicated to all entrepreneurs. When the
call of the Friday prayer is heard, all must stop to perform ibadah jointly in the mosque. How the Friday prayers are uniformly
organized throughout the world shows the discipline and success of Muslims as we live and we obey Allah for the peace of
this world and the next (Ahmad, 2007).

Controlling
Controlling in Islamic perspective may not be the same with the modern approach as the mechanism of internal and external
controls must not violate the shariah. The type of control is threefold encompassing firstly, establishing a standard
performance; secondly, keeping the performers informed in this regard prior to their actions and thirdly, taking remedial
measures, if required (Abdullah & Ishak, 2012). This is in line with the Qur'anic verse:
“Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope. He gets reward for that good which he has earned, and is punished for the
evil he has earned” (Ali-Imran, 286).
Hence, controlling from the position of Islam is more effective as it minimizes the cost of the actual controlling activity as a
devoted Muslim worker will be very much aware of the concept of reward and punishment in Islam. According to Jaber
(2009) with the belief that Allah is ever watching their performance, it will inadvertently prevent them from committing or
covering any mistakes.
Furthermore, controlling in Islam also adopt the concept of al-amanah that can be understand as trust. In Islam, being
honest is a requirement in every situation includes the work activities in organization. According to Daud (1994), trust is
something that must be taken care of properly and handed over to those who are entitled to receive it. When a person fails
to carry out the trust, this means he has committed treason because the goal of the trust is to achieve justice. Indeed, a
trustworthy manager will contribute to the smooth controlling in organization.
There are two important elements that can help managers or workers to be trustworthy which is adhere to religion and
eliminate self-interest. Trust is also an important element to strengthen the self-esteem and work of a Muslim managers
and employees in order to display the value of quality and good work in Islam. Indeed, every human being will be held
accountable for the trust placed in the world and will be questioned in the hereafter as it mentioned in the word of Allah in
Surah an-Nisa' verse 58:
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“Indeed, Allah commands you to render trusts to whom they are due and when you judge between people to judge with
justice. Excellent is that which Allah instructs you. Indeed, Allah is ever Hearing and Seeing”.

Research Objectives and Proposed Conceptual Framework
Based on the discussion above pertaining to the managerial elements of planning, leading, organizing and controlling, the
paper proposes several objectives to drive the next stage of data collection as below:
Objective 1: To investigate the elements of planning based on Islamic perspective at Islamic organizations.
Objective 2: To investigate the elements of leading based on Islamic perspective at Islamic organizations.
Objective 3: To investigate the elements of organizing based on Islamic perspective at Islamic organizations.
Objective 4: To investigate the elements of controlling based on Islamic perspective at Islamic organizations.
Objective 5: To identify issues and challenges of planning, leading, organizing and controlling that faced by managers at
Islamic organizations.

Figure 1: Proposed Conceptual Framework
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METHODOLOGY
This paper proposes a qualitative approach through semi-structured interviews and focus group interviews with fifteen
interviewees from several selected Islamic-based Government organizations. Purposive self-sampling and snowball
sampling techniques will be implemented in this qualitative study. Based on the steps for this sampling technique proposed
by Saunders et al. (2000) and DeCuir-Gunby (2008), formal invitations will be sent to each of the key persons and identified
managers to take part in the study. The research data will be triangulated which followed Decuir-Gunby (2008) argument
that this helped to reduce risk of bias and allowed a better assessment of the phenomena. In this study proposal,
triangulation will be accomplished by comparing the consistency in responses from both the key-person and focus group
interviews. Then, the method of member checks will be used. This involved several steps where, first, all interviewees will
be given a copy of transcriptions of the interviews they have participated. Secondly, they will be asked to examine the
interpretations of their interviews and thirdly, give feedback for accuracy. The use of member check helps to clear up any
misconceptions and misinterpretations that may be made by the researcher (Saunders et al., 2000).
EXPECTED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
It is expected that the findings of the study will explain the proposed research framework related to the elements of planning,
leading, organizing and controlling based on the Islamic perspective at the organizations among the interviewed managers.
Furthermore, it is anticipated that the study will identify any pertinent and related issues and challenges related to the major
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elements of organizational management, which are planning, leading, organizing and controlling in the Islamic-based
government organizations in Malaysia. The literature discussions in the paper explore the analyses in the realm of
contemporary organizational management and also the comparison with the evidences found in the holy Qur’an and also
from the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (Peace be Upon Him). The proposed research framework in this paper will
explores the distinctive Islamic perspective on the four major elements of organizational management which are planning,
leading, organizing and controlling. In regards to generalizability of the results, all the findings from the study are confined
only to the respondents in the participated Islamic-based government organizations and cannot be generalised to any other
organizations in Malaysia.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose of the Study: This study was undertaken to explore the family members’ perception in the rural area of having
ASD individual dealing with social behaviour. Most of them think that ASD is a mental problem. However, since
communication is the ultimate problem because they do not know how to communicate, the two communication means do
not occur. Consequently, it will affect social behaviour among ASD individual.
Methodology: This qualitative research method is using a case study as the research design. The data were obtained
through purposive sampling. In addition, an in-depth interview was conducted with three parents, three siblings and three
grandparents living with an ASD individual.
Main Findings: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is no strange lingo for many people these days. Nonetheless, it is no
wonder that there are not aware of it. Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) and Autism are terms used for complex brain
development disorders. This disorder is characterised, in varying degrees, by difficulties in social interaction, verbal and
nonverbal communication, and repetitive behaviours like stimming and flapping. The findings showed that siblings had no
feelings of embarrassment towards their sibling diagnosed with autism even though they feel sad at first.
Novelty of the Study: However, the finding also shows that when the ASD individual transitions to puberty, the behaviour
will be more challenging when they are in a state of confusion about the changes in their body.
Keywords: ASD, social behaviour, rural area, difficulties, family

INTRODUCTION
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is not a mental problem as other people perceived it. Autism is a complex disorder in term
of social interaction and learning disabilities. It is not easy to detect a person with autism because they look normal like
other kids on the surface. According to Norfishah Mat Rabi (2015), Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) generally occurs at
the age of three and ranges from mild to major. Also, ASD refers to a range of conditions characterised by challenges with
social skills, repetitive behaviour, speech and nonverbal communication and unique strengths and differences (Autism
Speak, 2017; Norfishah Mat Rabi, 2015 and Bardhan-Quallen, 2005). The abnormal social behaviour and social interaction
aptitudes among children with ASD vary widely. Children who fail to develop any speech and remain mute throughout their
lives to those more mildly affected who have well-developed speech. However, even for these individuals, difficulties persist
in the pragmatics or meaningful use of language and in the social aspects of engaging in a conversation.
Socialising and communicating can be challenges for many ASD individuals. Communication difficulties among ASD are
prevalent. Some of them can speak very fluently whereas there are also facing speech impairment to varying degrees and
there have individuals with ASD who are unable to speak at all. Those who can speak will often use language in a limited
or unusual way (Foggo & Webster, 2017). Therefore, it will disturb the way they interact with others hence will be making
them behave abnormally. Impaired communication involved delayed language development, difficulties and sustaining
conversations and stereotyped and repetitive use of language such as repeating phrases that they heard either from
television, radio, video and etcetera (Gordon, Pasco, Wade, Howlin, & Charman, 2011). Due to this communication
impairment, it is lead to the problem in social behaviour.
Postponement in social behaviour skills is one of the early indications of ASD and yet often apparent in the individuals’ lack
of response to his or her name and the absence of joint attention behaviours (Keen & Rodger, 2012). Most of the parents
with ASD facing communication failure with their kid and yet most of the parents do not fully understand the message is
trying to be conveyed by their ASD child. Hence, two ways of communication do not exist among them. Actions such as
pointing, showing and shifts in eye gaze are the example of the non-verbal communication among ASD individuals (Rubin,
Prizant, Laurent, & Wetherby, 2013; Keen & Rodger, 2012) however what have been interpreted by the receiver might be
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right or wrong. Even though pointing or showing at something help in forming a communication between ASD individual
and their parents or family members, but it is not compelling enough because what they showing or what they are pointing
is not necessarily things that they want (Gordon, et al., 2011). These are evident for the difference in joint attention might
appear to be critical to the behaviour problem.
A deficit in social understanding and interaction are most characteristic among ASD individual. These characteristics seem
to be abnormal in specific ways perceived by ordinary people (Loth, 2008). On the other hand, Hartmann (2012) stated that,
significantly, this deficit in social understanding and interaction has become more complicated to the family and most of the
families blamed by society as “refrigerator mother”. Leo Kanner invented this term, and it used to describe a parent who
seen as cold and uncaring and, as a result, traumatised their child causing them no retreat into autism (Vivanti & Nuske,
2017). However, society’s thought is incorrect because most of the judgment based on what they see and ignore what has
been through by the parents who live with children with autism (Schaaf, Toth-Cohen, Johnson, Outten, & Benevides, 2011).
Families of children with autism may experience more difficulty coordinating smooth functional family routine as well as
engaging them with society.
It is necessary to consider some key concept to explore the nature of communication impairment, which may affect their
social behaviour among ASD individuals. According to DeVito (2016), communication involves an interactive process
between at least two people and yet messages are sent (expressive communication) and received (receptive
communication). How a message is send referred to as the communicative form using either conventional or technological.
Furthermore, the form of communication has a communicative function and social use. This was known as pragmatics.
Some communicative functions are about regulating the behaviours of others, such as requesting another person to give
the desired object (Norfishah Mat Rabi, 2015). Besides, other behaviour regulation functions areas, for instance, protesting
and rejecting. There are also communicative functions that are more social in nature, such as making a comment or
requesting information about something. In typically developing children, these functions appear to emerge concurrently.
To force ASD individuals to communicate with peers is the hardest. Many behaviours deficits are formed because of
exceptional communication and by understanding what the individual is trying to communicate. Commonly, ASD individual
thinks that what is in their mind is the same as what is in everyone’s mind, therefore, their action will be out of typical ways
at a certain level. Communications characteristics considered central to the understanding of ASD and the development
and implementation of effective treatments (Keen & Rodger, 2012). Also, ASD is associated with a high frequency of
behaviour problems (Tilton, 2014). Some of these behaviour problems likely related to the failures and frustration
concomitant with attempts made by an individual with ASD to communicate. Conventionally, they do not understand that
other people may have a different viewpoint or opinion (Pantelis & Kennedy, 2016; Bardhan-Quallen, 2005). Furthermore,
they do not understand that other people might lie, hide something, or even try to control situations (Boucher, 2009). Just
because they think what in their mind is the same as others especially among peers, then they will act like what they want
to. In the end, they will feel rejected as others may perceive the ASD individuals as deviant (Aston, 2014). Based on the
above matters, hence, the objective of this study is to explore the perception of the family members in the rural area of
having ASD individual in the family and yet dealing with social behaviour difficulties. The rural area in this study is covering
those family around Tanjung Malim, Teluk Intan and Kampar. All that rural area located in Perak, Malaysia.
LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Solomon (2008), autism is a life-long neurodevelopmental condition that distrusts socio-communicative
development. In the United States of America, there were over 1.5 million people currently suffering from some forms of
autism and the prevalence of the autistic disorder among children was estimated at 6 to 7 per 1000 (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2021). As the statistics escalate since then, most of the experts still fail to figure out the reasons
how autism occurs and spread among humans through either genetics, environment, or food intake. A study done by clinical
psychologists found that cognitive, socio-communicative, and linguistic functioning across the autism spectrum has resulted
in a taxonomy of impairments. This is clustered to form “autistic phenotypes” such as language delay, pronounce reversal,
typical use of gesture, and eye gaze.
As Norfishah (2015) eloquently put autism as a subject touch on the most profound question of the anthology, for it involves
a radical eviction in the development of brain and mind. Most of the anthropologists agreed that the ultimate understanding
of autism may demand both technical advances and conceptual beyond anything that the parents now dream of. However,
in the biomedical view, they defined autism as casts as an ontologically complex disorder that forces affected person to live
in ‘some unimaginable, alien world’ (Autism Spectrum Disorders Health Center, 2015). To explore the autistic ‘alien world’
is hard for us to describe or understand their feelings. For instance, they may be hungry, frustrated, frightened, or confused
but they cannot find in that ‘alien world’ to tell the people, unfortunately, those outside that world and the resulting retaliation
seems to point their act of deviant. Therefore, to overcome this problem, of what had been suggested by Autism Speak
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(2015), the way to get a slightly better understanding is through their body language, withdrawal, agitation, or other signs
that can tell us that something is wrong.
Despite many years of study, there is still limited information regarding the underlying abnormalities associated with autism
(Autism Spectrum Disorders Health Center, 2015). Most of the researchers discussed language and communication and
neglecting the needs of reducing abnormal social behaviour. However, the foundation to this has been clearly stated which
significantly, first is about abnormal sensitivity to sensory stimuli included within the stereotyped behaviours and can include
behaviours such as excessive smelling or touching of object and avoidance of particular texture, sounds or smells (Trauner,
2014). An illustration of this issue such as most ASD individuals will bite their t-shirt collar, bite other people or even they
will close their ears and they will be humming as if like singing.
The awareness of autism in Malaysia is still new and keeps increasing. Parents nowadays are looking at this issue as
serious matters. This is because, everywhere in Malaysia recently, people keep discussing autism. Moreover, Bistaman
Siru Abdul Rahman, NASOM’s Chairman disclosed a statistic by the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, United
States (US) Department of Health and Human Services shows that in 2014, one in 68 children were born with autism
(NASOM, 2016). Consequently, a ratio of childbirth in Malaysia been made. Thus, according to Datuk P. Kamalanathan,
former Deputy Education Minister mentioned that by looking at the trend birth rate in Malaysia, they are estimating about
9000 children being born with autism in the country (Malaysia) yearly. The amount of 9000 children being born with autism
derived from the current rate that about 60,000 people being diagnosed with autism recorded in Malaysia (Zafira Anwar,
2016). Also, the rate of an autistic child being born was one to 600. The statistic is vast and is worrying figures. This is due
to the increasing in the number of children diagnosed with autism started in 2014.
According to the Autism Spectrum Disorders Health Center (2015) specified that there are three core symptoms of ASD
and these are social interaction and relationship, verbal and non-verbal communication, and the limited interest inactivity.
The social interaction and relationship signify that the children will have a significant problem in developing their non-verbal
skills for instance conveying facial expression, bodily gestures, and so forth. Besides, they can also lose their interest very
quickly in doing something and usually, they can have difficulties understanding ordinary people’s feelings such as pain,
grief, and the like. For instance, some children diagnosed with autism will have the sensory issue that this problem is most
unfortunately presumed as an act of bodily attacking other people who are trying to connect with them, even though they
are not (Yee & Manisah, 2008).
There are additional commonly associated with ASD individuals although it is not core. Features such as disturbances in
sleep, gastrointestinal problems and behavioural issues including hyperactivity, attention problems and aggressive and
impulsive behaviour (Norfishah Mat Rabi, 2015 and Trauner, 2014) are the issue that matters to the whole family as they
need to bear with those conditions if it is happening within the four walls of the house. To illustrate hyperactivity or attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) among activity are the ASD individuals finds it hard to concentrate and jumps quickly
from one activity to another and may disturb other people at the same time, secondly struggles to get organised and finish
tasks and has difficulty learning new things and following the direction. Many researchers agreed that, if they get bored with
the activity planned for them, the tendency to react like abnormal is very high such as disturbing other people and overreacts
on the emotional feeling when their family members stop them (Morin, 2017). It is because, this is the way they want to
portray and indicate their emotion and feeling (Zulkefli & Rabi, 2021).
Moreover, echoing of own or others utterances and reciting stretches of talk from videos and films, lack of imaginative play,
lack of reciprocity and shared enjoyment of objects or events, and inability to form age-appropriate friendships (Lord &
Spence, 2006 and Micali, Chakrabarti, & Fombonne, 2004). Since then, most of the family members are working together
to produce a positive environment to improve social skills yet intensifying the good social behaviour among ASD individual
in the house. Previous research has outlined developing social interaction among autistic children by using peers as a
medium to assist autistic children in reducing their impairment in social interaction (Jones & Jordan, 2008).
At the time, abnormal social interaction is seen as the problem to understand the situation in interacting with others. Usually,
what has been done is not merely regarded as ‘normal’ by the normal society as sometimes ASD individuals will laugh out
of sudden (Norfishah Mat Rabi, 2015). Sometimes when there are people who talk to them, they do not give good eye
contact (Bardhan-Quallen, 2005) even though they are not deaf, sometimes they will scream very loud (Dunlop, Knott, &
MacKay, 2008) either when they are alone or in public. Besides, most of them also have a problem with assessing social
cues for example, when their family members are sad but they are happy and when their family members are happy, they
are getting mad and so forth. Norfishah Mat Rabi (2015) explained that individual with ASD has typically a spoiled nature.
They love to be hugged, kissed, and petted. However, the situation is hard to change when they grow up. At this stage,
they will reach puberty, therefore, most people start to experience sexual urge. It is likewise typical for children on the
spectrum to feel aroused (Detar, Fox, & Koegel, 2014). Besides, ASD individuals who are reaching to phase of puberty,
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these new sensations can cause anxiety and they will start to act abnormally which will make not only the public but even
the family members feel unconformable.
As for verbal and non-verbal communication, according to McPartland & Volkmar (2009), ASD individuals will face
verbalisation problems such as delay or interest lacking in learning to talk. About 40% of people with autism never speak
(McPartland & Volkmar, 2009). Even though they are capable of speaking or verbalising some words, they still have
problems with echolalia. Echolalia is a verbal behaviour in repetitive use of language; they will repeat repeatedly the words
and phrases they have heard before (Quill, 1995). Most of the parents, as well as the family members, consider this problem
seriously as important as having proper communication with their children. They want to get involved in related speech
therapies to help their kids and them to communicate with each other to the least that the children can be able to request
something commonly used daily. Thus, it will be easy for them to communicate and able to avoid any unwanted behaviour
such as temper or tantrum if any of the family members do not get what the ASD individual wants (Houghton, Schuchard,
Lewis, & Thompson, 2013).
The limited interest in activity means the autistic children can be easily bored with routines. According to Houghton et al.
(2013), based on their research on the Son-Rise Program, its founder Rauf Kaufman and his team had to formulise at least
50 different types of the game a day to attract the children’s attention towards a routine. Most western parents are optimistic
about any intervention program that they find effective in helping their ASD family member to behave well (Ilias, Liaw,
Cornish, Park, & Golden, 2016). On one hand, to break the wall in between of the individual with ASD and them, at least to
speak out simple words and on the other hand, they also believe that with the excitement through games, the ASD individual
may interact with them hence changing the course of their lives in the most personal way (Berman & Rappaport, 2008).
Lacking in language may lead to destructive behaviour when no one understands what they and their intention.
Besides, it is also vital to explore the understanding and application of the social skills linked to positive social behaviour
and may attribute to the better outcome in controlling inappropriate sexual behaviour. According to Ilias, Liaw, Cornish,
Park, & Golden (2016), multidimensional approaches to intervention are recommended. It also may involve one or more of
decreasing inappropriate behaviour while increasing appropriate behaviour, increasing social skills, and teaching selfmanagement skills (Reynolds, 2014). Skills may include washing the genitals, general hygiene, and self-care, knowing
whom one can kiss or hug, knowing with whom and when one can talk about sexual matters and knowing that it is not
proper to touch the genitals in public. These skills are vitally important due to their impact on reducing abnormal social
behaviour and supporting positive social interaction.
Most people like teachers, parents, behavioural therapists, or even people who live with ASD individuals agreed that autism
is legion. They have in common a focus on language use in the social realm (Heilker & Yergeau, 2011). It conveyed the
lacking of focus on communication in social interaction, although this depends on the types of diagnosis, either Asperger,
mild or severe autism (Hanse et al., 2015). According to Heilker & Yergeau (2011), autism is psychological as a spectrum
encompassing a wide range of behaviours but whose standard features include impaired social interactions, impaired verbal
and no verbal communication, and restricted and repetitive pattern’s behaviours. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (2021), stated that autism is a group of developmental disabilities as significant impairments in
social interaction and communication and the presence of unusual behaviour and interest. Therefore, understanding verbal
and nonverbal communication among autistic children is vital. They need people to assist them rather than forcing them to
talk without reducing their motivation.
METHODOLOGY
Qualitative research was chosen as the methodology in this research. Qualitative research is used to understand underlying
causes, opinions, and motivations (DeFranzo, 2021). A case study is an approach where the researcher can provide a deep
insight into researching a limited number of cases in the most significant depth of expectations (Bacon-Shone, 2020).
Therefore, using case study approaches in this study may help the researchers explore the family members’ perception in
the rural area of having ASD individual in the family yet dealing with social behaviour difficulties. Non-Probability sampling
has been chosen for this research. Non-probability sampling is defined as a researcher selecting a sample based on the
subjective judgment from the population (Taherdoost, 2016).
In this research, all nine informants should fulfil the requirements and needs upon the prior knowledge of overall response
patterns. The samples requirements of this research are
1) Parents that have more than one child,
2) Parents that have at least one ASD child
3) Sibling (either sister or brother)
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4) Grandparents (either Grandfather or Grandmother)
5) Informants must be resident in the rural area (Tanjung Malim, Teluk Intan or Kampar).
Harun (2018) has outline several districts that be grouped as a rural area. Tanjung Malim, Teluk Intan and Kampar are the
districts that were categorised as a rural area. These districts considered as a rural area because geographically this
districts is located outside towns and cities.
In this study, the researchers conducted an in-depth interview using semi-structured interviews to gather information from
the participants. The researcher used an interview protocol as a research instrument for this research. According to Hunter
(2012), the interview protocol serves as the guide to give direction and path to carrying out the data gathering process and
follow-up by analysis. Researchers interviewed three people from each of the categories. The purpose of choosing an indepth interview is to extract more accurate details, understand more profoundly and have a better relationship with the
participant (Jamshed, 2014). During the pandemic of the COVID-19, face to face interview is not allowed. Therefore, the
interview session conducted via Google Meet or Zoom depending on the availability and convenience of the informants.
The interview session took about 45 to 60 minutes.
To measure the accuracy of this study, a validity and reliability process had been made. Validity and reliability in research
are the extents to which the data is appropriate, justifiable, and relevant (Cypress, 2017). Firstly, researchers used
descriptive validity which to achieve high accuracy, the transcribe notes were sent back to the informants for consensus
purposes. Therefore, Maxwell (1992), viewed descriptive validation as the agreement between both researchers and
interviewees. Next is interpretive validity which researchers reflected researchers’ ability to report interviewees’ denotation,
behaviour, or emotions in the response. However, the interpretation process is based not only on the researchers’ point of
view but also on the informants’ true feelings, such as annoyance, misery, or amorousness (Thomson, 2011). Afterwards,
the transcription outcome will also be reported back to informants for agreement purposes. If the participants find
dissatisfaction with the interpretation, the researcher will need to re-interpret until consensus is achieved. Lastly is the
theoretical validity where the researcher forms a theory in the studied phenomenon and evaluate it with researchers’ own
theorised perception. Thus, to validate this, the obtained response, such as concepts and patterns must be fitted into the
pre-determined theory in the phenomenon to create a constructed idea for the theory (Hannes, Lockwood, & Pearson,
2010). Then, the researchers will be able to produce data that are aligned and support the pre-determined theory.
DISCUSSION
a)

Responsibility

Regarding sibling’s feelings of embarrassment around their sibling’s autism diagnosis, a study indicated that sibling’s ages
7 to 20 who have a brother or sister diagnosed with ASD mentioned feelings of embarrassment. Another study confirmed
these results with siblings reporting the negative aspect of having a brother or sister with autism is feelings of
embarrassment (Orsmond & Seltzer, 2007). Findings in this study disagree with the statement. Most of the informants (P1,
P2, P2, GP1, GP2, GP3, S1 and S3) stated that they have no feelings of embarrassment. S2 stated that the embarrassing
moment happens when her ASD brother tantrum in a public area such as in the mall or the restaurant. The siblings (S1, S2
and S3) also declared that they felt comfortable bringing their siblings around others and had no issues of embarrassment
to go out with their ASD brother or sister
I must accept the faith. I have no feeling of embarrassment at all. If we have this kind of kid, we must be sincere.
(Parents 1)
I am okay. It is my responsibility. We are in the same family and there is no way for me to leave my brother. But of course,
when my brother melts down, I do have the “embarrassment” feeling. But not to the extent I want to leave him alone. I try
my best to accommodate.
(Sibling 2)
Whatever it is, he is still my grandchild. My love to all my grandchild is the same.
(Grandparents 3)
The informants (S1, S2 and S3) felt as though their sibling was born the way they were born and that was just who they
were. One study supported these informants’ results. According to Petalas, Hastings, Nash, Dowey, & Reilly (2009) stated
that based on their study on the perception of the sibling have an ASD sibling mentioned that if given the chance, they
would not want to abundant their ASD brother or sister with ASD because they like their brother or sister the way they are.
S1, S3, GP1 and GP2 stated that playing and having fun was the best part of having ASD family members because
enhancing their thinking to make them not feel bored with the same activity.
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b)

Attention

Nevertheless, according to the S1, S2 and S3, the most challenging moment to have an ASD sibling is that the attention
from the parents would not be as much as they (ASD) received. Initially, they feel that their parents are ignoring them due
to their siblings’ autism diagnosis. Due to the significant needs of individuals with ASD, the sibling may feel as though he or
she is being ignored. It may be hard for some parents to balance time with their other children if their child with autism is in
high need (Autism Society, 2011). However, the informants (S1, S2 and S3) mentioned that, afterwards, the unsatisfactory
feeling about the attention from their parents or even from their grandparents were fade away as their parents did an
excellent job dividing their time between themselves and their sibling with autism. P1, P2 and P3 mentioned that as parents
they will do as best, they can so that no one in the family will be left behind. Usually, they will be dividing their scope among
the family according to the situations. For example, if the other mainstream child needs their attention, then the mother will
in charge of it while the father will take in-charge of the son or daughter with ASD. With this, it is believed that all the children
were given proper attention and support.
I do have the feeling of jealousy. Everyone will concern about my sister. I will lonely. But my perception was wrong. My
parents did well and they sacrifice a lot.
(Sibling 3)
More attention needs to be given to our ASD son because usually he did not comply with what we expected. Thorough
practice needed. But, as parents, we will ensure that the rest of the children will be given the same love. We usually divide
our duty as parents to spend time with the rest. For example, bonding between father and mother. We go out for shopping,
dinner or even will accompany them at night if they need to study for the examination.
(Parents 2)
Based on the interview sessions, it shows that grandparents were also contributed to the emotional support too. According
to GP1, GP2 and GP3, they have been described as providing emotional, practical, and instrumental support as well as
being emotionally supportive and providing empathy. According to Hillman (2007), most grandparents always being around
to help and provide a great deal of support. According to GP1 and GP3, moral support is significant as not all the extended
family could accept if another family to have an exceptional kid in the family. They tend to ignore his or her brother with
ASD child because they are unfamiliar with an individual with ASD and how to manage the behaviours if they are not in a
good term. Since they (P1, P2 and P3) staying in the rural area, usually if they have any occasion like Aidilfitri, Deepavali
or Chinese New Year, then their house was the least favourable place to be visited by their relative. Hence, showing
empathy is necessary.
I am witnessing an incident where my daughter who have ASD kids we been ignored by another child of mine. I am sad to
see that incident. They do not want to go to her house because my ASD grandchild at that time easier to get triggered and
attack other relatives such as biting or screaming. Perhaps, they do not comfortable.
(Grandparent 1)
One study indicated that parents must rearrange their daily routines to accommodate their ASD child, as the child is
unpredictable and often unable to regulate their behaviour (Schaaf et al., 2011). Based on this study, parents reported that
routines were much easier to follow in familiar spaces such as their own home, however more difficult in unfamiliar places
such as other relatives’ home or out in the community. Also, it is found that parents’ morning routines to be most difficult as
most meltdowns occur during this time due to sensory issues, causing the ASD child and the other child to be late for school
and the parent to be late for work too. Therefore, based on the finding, it is indicated that changing their daily routines
significantly to support and accommodate their ASD child or sibling. GP1 and GP2 were willing to stay with their son or
daughter who has ASD child to support them and they were also will make sure the grandchildren ready before getting
themselves ready each day and they are happy in doing that.
c)

Puberty

P2 and P3 acknowledged that the teachers in school informed them about their ASD children’s behaviour like they keep
rubbing their private parts in class. Afraid that this might be caused by itchiness around the private part, the teacher asked
P2 and P3 to change their ASD child’s underwear or inner pants assuming that it might be the cause of such rubbing. P2
and P3 did that as told and even changed the bathing soap at home to a bar of organic soap assuming that their ASD child
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might be allergic to the previous non-organic ones. However, their ASD son still shows the same behaviour; rubbing their
private parts.
The teacher told me that he keeps rubbing his private part. They concern about his behaviour and the other student might
imitate whatever he is doing. The teacher advises me to change his underwear to a new one. I did that and yet I change
the bath soap to organic soap. But you know it is not working.
(Parents 2)
Well, at first, we just let it be, he so small, how come he knows all this thing right? Therefore, we just changed the underwear
and bought him antibacterial shower gel. But then we realise that he loves to play with his penis
(Parents 3)
According to GP1, the ASD grandchild use to ask GP1 to touch his private part. But GP1 stated that every time the
grandchild requesting to so, GP1 will direct him with another activity or will stop him if he continuously asking for kissing or
hugging. All siblings (S1, S2 and S3) were also shared the same concern. According to them, their ASD sibling sometimes
will rub their private part on the materials such as a chair or cushion. When they try to stop them then their ASD sibling will
throw the tantrum by hurting themselves such as punching or slapping their face orbiting their fingers.
I have tried to ask my husband to explain to our son, but he feels shy. How come a father needs to talk about sex with his
son, it sounds weird right. He always gives an excuse that he is busy and maybe next time
(Parents 3)
All the informants are worried about their ASD family members as they grow up with a bleak future. As family members,
they are naturally concerned about their ASD family members’ sexual development. Since they are in a rural area, support
for this issue is rather less and hard to be found. As parents, the wife even asked the husband or even the husband was
also asked his wife to help in explaining the process of puberty, but they both refused to do so due to not knowing how to
explain it to the ASD child. One of the most major problems faced in families that have family members with ASD is when
they are in the process of entering adolescence. This is because, in this phase, they are in a state of confusion with the
changes that occur in tandem with high sexual behaviour. After all, they do not know the proper way to control that sexual
instinct.

CONCLUSION
Overall, findings indicated that all the family members (parents, siblings, and grandparents) had no feelings of
embarrassment towards their ASD family member. It is also indicated that there were no feelings of being ignored by their
parents due to their sibling’s autism diagnosis. It was found that grandparents are supportive of the family. Also, the findings
indicated that the daily routines being a challenge and having to accommodate the child with ASD, routines were no longer
simplistic. The lack of access to provide basic learning needs to ASD in rural areas makes the whole family worried about
the sexual development of their family members with ASD. It is feared that their behaviour will be misinterpreted by the
surrounding community and will make the situation more complicated. Therefore, this research produced future research
topics related to ASD that may be of interest to the general population. Deducing from these claims and concerns, the family
members are in dire need to be guided with an easy and quick approach to teaching their ASD child about sexual
development.
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